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FIERCE

0 RESEIi IBL E

iSWEEPS OVER

DEAD

a Velocity

t (by the Associated Press) .
A i)U mile an nour gaie
swept this city today, uprooting trees, tearing down
chimneys, smashing plate
glass windows and piling up
the water in the harbor to
an unprecedented stage. One
man was killed.
The damage throughout
the city was great, but heaviest losses occurred along
the water front, where a
300 foot wireless tower was
demolished, boat houses and
small docks were swept
away, and several hundred
pleasure craft were smashed
or were carried down the
river.
The property loss will run
into hundreds of thousands

ilike or disapprove

of the occupa-

thrived to such an extent that muiiy
a Coblenz merchant hasas. put aside
fortunes
a snug little fortune,
go in Germany.
been
have
civilians
American
area for
pouring into the occupied
the past two years and a half,
thousands for sightseeing purposes
and other on business missions
which have kept them here. Then
various officers and enlisted men
have left the army from time to
time to enter business of some kind,
and gradually tho American colony
toon the Rhino has grown until
there aro some-.ui.day it is estimated
o
nrin civiil.mn from the
iu,
l Hi ii
lino .,vv
United States scattered about the
Coblenz area.
au
rpi,A a "Amprirnn stores not
are
about town but all of them
American-madeowned by Americans.
goods are on sale at half- the
down-tow- n
shops, end "Fnglisii
in all
spoken hero" greets shoppers
news
the principal streets. At the
Amaroc
the
town
stands about
News, which is the daily newspaper
of the American forces in Germany,
is on sale as well as daily newsof dollars.
New York and Chi- A window hatch torn from a bus- papers from
iness block fell on an automobile, Cain" the streets, during the choph
killing F. E. Klefer and Injuring ping hours, nearly as muchng-lisas German Is heard. An Amerthe other occupant seriously. The
in Cob.enz
Oiatch pinned Klefer to the seat. ican feels quite at home
he arrives.
The automobile, with both occu- half an hour after
pants unconscious, ran a block before It swerved and crashed Into a WILL BUILD STADIUM
store.
FOR OLYMPIC GAMES
Woman Caught Under Tree.
Two women were caught under
" ; (By The Assorlnttit rrw.
a falling tree. One sustained both
Paris, Dec. 18 (by the Associatlegs broken. The other was in- ed Press.) The stadium where tho
are to be held
ternally Injured and firemen had 1924 Olvmpio games
to cut away part of the tree trunk will probably be built in the Paro
outside
of Paris,
Just
before she could be released.
des Princes,
and,
Tlie wind, blowing from
the between the Gate of Auteuil
southwest directly down Dake Krie. the Gate Molitor, If the recommenex-of
piled up the water until Bird Island dations of the committee
pier and Squaw island were nearly perts are approved by the city
submerged.
Nearly 100 squntters' council, which Is to meet next
shanties were carried out into Ni week,
The commission Suggests a great
agara river. Their occupants were
stadium along the lines of the Antrescued.
Three ferry boats were piled up werp structure where the 1920
on tho rocks between the river and Olympic games wero held, but even
the canal.
larger. The experts have practiAt Tonowanda
the water rose cally eliminated the Pershing stafeet
above
normal, flooding dium, as. In their opinion, it will
right
the large lumber yards there and cost as much to make It over as to
rarrylng thousands of feet of tim- create a new park.
ber into the river and over Niagara
Falls.
'QUAKE RECORDED AT
Tier Is Submersed.
Seldom has 6uch a volume of
GEORGETOWN VARSITY
water poured over the Niagara
cataract as today. The waters of
(By The Associated Pre.)
Jjike Erie crowded Into the Niagara
Washington, Dec. 18. An earthriver, caused a swirling flood where quake described as "very severe"
usually there are only a few scant was recorded today on the seismoInches. Such flood poured over the graph at Georgetown
university,
"precipice mat me pier 01 u.e maiu beginning at 10:37 a. m and conwas submerged.
Mist
of
the
noon.
Father
about
until
tinuing
'
Many islands just above the falls Tondorf, of the university's scienwere submerged for the first time tific staff, estimated the direction
in years.
as south of Washington and tho
Great property damage was done distance as approximately
2,500
miles.
'Continued on Pago Two.)
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A. P. DAVIS, DIRECTOR OF U. S.
RECLAMATION, WILL GIVE TALK
DRAINAGE AT 10 A. M. TODAY
Inspection of the Valley Reclamation Possibilities Will Be Made; Farmers and Business Men Urged to Attend Meeting This
Morning at the Chamber of Commerce.
A. P. Davis, director of the United States reclamation service will
arrive in Albuquerque this morning
at 7 o'clock to mako a survey of
the drainage and Irrigation needs
of this part of the Kio Grande valley and to deliver an address on
Ulie subject at a meeting to be held
f
iat the chamber of commerce this
l.f morning at 10 o clock
Director Davis is returning to
after attending the
Washington

I

WEATHER
FORECAST.

Denver, Colo., Deo.
Mexico: Monday, fair south, snow
north portion, warmer west portion. Tuesday, snow and colder
with a cold wave east of mountains.
Arizona: Monday and Tuesday,
rpin south,' snow north portion;
somewhat warmer Monday, colder
Tuesday.
w

LOCAL REPORT.

Riverside meeting of tho Southwest league, at which conference
Albuquerque end New Mexico were
well respresented.
Secretary Albert
Fall and Director Davis assured
Mexico
New
the
delegates to the
was callod
which
conference,
especially to consider the water
problems of the Colorado river and
several other valleys, that the government was now in a condition to
take reclamation steps in many localities, including the upper and
middle Rio Grande valley, and that
tlie start of such projects depended
to a great extent upon the Interest
of the people and the business organizations In the propositions.
At that time secretary of the In
terior A. B. Fall, nnd Director Davis
were Invited by the chamber ot
commerce to visit Albuquerque and
to mako e survey of the needs of
this part of the valley. Secretary
Fall was unable to, accept the Invitation, but urged Reclamation Director Davis to make such a trip.
The special chamber of com
met yesterday
merce committee
a wire Saturday
unon receiving
director
and planned
night from the
4
today s program.
.

urogram.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
Davis will be met by
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, theDirector
sDeclal
committee, of which
recorded by the university:
52 Clark M. Carr and County Agent
Highest temperature
26 Lee Reynolds ane Joint chairmen.
Lowest
He will have
breakfast
shortly
Lit
Range
39 after hla arrival here at 7 o'clock
Mean
on ftn
he
at
and
8:15
will
taken
'
6
i4
Humidity ot a. m
,16 inspection trip of the upper valley
.Humidity at .6 p. m.
as
as
Bernalillo.
far
None
.precipitation
He will return to the city and
10
Maximum wind velocity,.,...
will
deliver
an address nt tho mass
Enst
Direction of wind
Character of flay.'. . .Purtly cloudy
(Continued on Puge Two.)
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SUNDAY PASSED

QUIETLY IN THE

PIT

BU

G

ADA

(By Th AsMcliited Press.)
Pittsburg, Kans., Dec. 18. Sun
day passed (piietly in the Kansas

coal fields, where national guards
men wero called last week after
demonstrations by women in sup
port of striking miners.
Tho men on strike are followers'
ot Alexander Howat, deposed presi
rtpnt or the district union, vho is
for violation of the criminal
provisions of the Kansas industrial
court law. They refused to go back
to work when ordered to do so by
the international union.
Adjutant. General C. I. Martin,
who came here last night, made a
thorough inspection of the trouble
zone.
"Everything" was as quiet as could
be desired," ho said.
Arrest of several persons charged
with the rioting of last week probably will be made tomorrow, it was
stated by officials this afternoon.

12

oralis,

BEING HELD ON
MURDER GHAnG E

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
in Connection With
GIVE SILVER CUPS FOR Arrested
of Three Men
the
Slaying
VICTORIOUS ATHLETES
(By Th Assnrlntrd TrastJ

Los Angeles, Calif..

Dec.

at Wilson,

18.

Four silver trophy cups for navy
leadership in racing cutters, football, baseball and boxing, donate!
by the Knights of Columbus of tha
state of California, will be the honor trophies of Pacific Fleet winners in athletic s.norts hereafter.
These are aboard the new dread-naugCalifornia and will remain
there until their award is made
under rules and regulations In tho
four lines of sports as prescribed
of tha
by the commanders-ln-ohie- f

fleet.
The fleet athletic board will decide upon conditions of award nnd
it is possible that at least the racing cutter and boxing trophies will
bo awarded after the spring Joint
maneuvers during which it Is expected fleet championship in these
lines will be determined.

VETO OF THE SUBLIME
PORTE HELD INVALID
(By The Associated-

Prpss.)

New York, Deo. 18. The veto
placed by the eublime porte on the
election of Archbishop Metaxakls
as patriarch of Constantinople,
highest dignitary of the Greek orthodox church, is invalid, the archbishop declared In a statement yesterday. He asserted that the treaty
of Sevres provided for the full re
ligious autonomy
of minorities
within the Ottoman empire.

FORMER DEMTIST IN
EVANSVILLE IS A MAN

"WITHOUT

A

COUNTRY"

Oly Tll

Aianclntrd Prrsa.l
Indianapolis. Ind.. Dec. IS

Max Hans Martin, formerly a
(lciitlst nt Kvansvlllc, Ind.. Is
apparently n man without n
Ills American
country.
lius Imhmi coiioollcd
by Federal - Judge Anderson
nnd In Germany, Ids birthand
residence
place,
for
fourteen years. Martin satl, he
was regarded ns nn alien.
"It does not make any difference to lilm which flag ho Is
under," declared Judge Anderson. "He .prefers tho country
where iie dentistry price are
the best."
Martin, however, returned
from Germany to contest tho
government's suit tn cancel his
naturalization, nnd declared
he had never dono nn thing
Iwntislntcnt Willi his allegiance
to tho United States.
:

;-

Okla.,
Thursday Night.

Last

Ardmore,

Okla.,

The

arrest of Dr. K. C. Harlow, optician; Frank Card well, insurance
agent; W. L. T. Hilton, retired
all of Ardmore, and
ranchman,
John Murray and Bill Ratliff, oil
field workers, marked today's developments in the slaying of three
men at Wilson' Thursday night.

The live men were charged with
on
Information filed by
Deputy Sheriff Jim Carter nnd are
to
have been members of
alleged
the band of masked men who killed Joe Carroll in n gun fight at his
home, in which John Smith, an alleged member ot the band, also was
fatally shot. The body of a police
man was also found.
Seven other men, one a Baptist
minister, are under arrest.
Tho policeman s body was found
In a field near Wilson soon nfter
the shooting at the Carrol residence,
and authorities are attempting to
connect the killings.
The five men charged with mur
der beside those arrested today are:
Rev. Leon Julius. Baptist minister of Healdton; John Smith, a
butcher, of Healdton; J. A. Gililan,
stock raiser,
of Ardmore: Jeff
Smith and Currey Smith, both of
Wilson.

murder

EXPECT

AT
PASADENA

200,000

FIESTA

AT

Pasadena, Calif., Dec. 18. reo-plof Pasadena are preparing for
annual Tournatheir thirty-fourt- h
ment of Roses which will be held
New Tear's day, January 2, 1922.
200,000
people,
Approximately
it Is believed, will Witness the rose
one
of the features of
pageant,
the tournament. Nearly 100 floats
each bearing an individual theme
worked out In natural blossoms,
will be In the pageant.
Each year the pageant leads to
Tournament Rock, whero the annual football game between representative eastern and western
football Yearns Is hold. This yea'-thUniversity of California will
and Jefferson
play Washington
university.

jtRMxn

London,

(lly The Associated I'rrss.)

Chicago, ijec. IS. .More than
persons are under arrest
here charged wilh violation of
tho
laws. The
prohibition
prisoners are being held at
various police stations. Chief
Fitzmorris slid that plans for
further arrests were under
way.
The arrests were made lnst
nisht and today in raids conducted by the notice at the order of the chief of police, who
has promised to "make
so dry that It squeaks."
.Most of those arrested are
expected to npi'ar in court tomorrow and It was announced
that a chemical analysts of all
liquor obtained was being made
today.
Among the places raided was
the exclusive
Casino club,
which numbers
aiming Its
members many society folks.
One man who Ihe police said
was found with a bottle of
liquor in his hand Was

steel and glass havo been substituted.
The inmate therefore has a room
Instead of tho old time cnge. Only
one prisoner will be allotted to a
cell. This is also an innovation.
The new penitentiary also Is
unique in the study of criminals
with a view to doing away with the
maintenance of discipline by force.
All new arrivals are sent to a receiving dopurtment to be examined
physicially and mentally and then
kept for further observation, sont
to a hospital for treatment, or put
Into classes of education and labor
as recommended
by tho experts.
Prisoners are advanced from one
cell house to another and finally to
surrounded by an iron
cottages
picket fence instead of tlie concrete
wall. The Idea carries out the parole policy, and enables the convict
to live almost like a person in tho
outside world.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EXPLOSION
JV iV.
Y., SEPTEMBER 20, J929

TO BE BUILT BY

KOI)

FRANCE BY 1311
Present Fleet
placed

Chi-car.- 'o

1

1I

4

DEAD,

Tons, It

?

IV.r The

A.sel"f1

Tre-s- .)

Detroit, Mich., Dee. 18. Seven
men were injured nnd COO persons,
many of them woin?n and children,
wers thrown into a panic when
rioting broke out nt O. A. R. hall
of the
today during a. meeting
pnrtv of tht Armenian republic.
The riotin(r began, police say,
when a speaker advocated overthrow of the party nnd formation
of a strictly worklngmen's party
of Armenians.
At the start Of the
disturbances men pushed Women
nn adjoining,
Into
children
nnd
room, then divided Into factions
nnd fought with chairs and their
fists. Twentv-fiv- e
police reserves!
quelled the rlpt.
After being treated In ft hospital
the seven Injured men were ar-- 1
rested on charges of disturbing the.
peace.

Announced,

Wnslilngton, Dor. 1S (by
tho Associated
Prcs).
rotary Hughes, ns chairman of
the armament conference, lius
communicated directly with
Premier Hriand of Franco rr- carditis: tho situation which
lins developed ns n result of
the stand of tlm French dole- gallon on naval ratios.
Mr. Hughes Is understood fo
have railed tho attention of M.
Hriand to the nnoxpeetoil na- turn of 4lie French proposal
anil to Its failure to harmonize
with the basic principles upon
which tlie limitation of navul
urmainciits plan was drawn.
St-c- -

S

THROWN
INTO A PANIC WHEN
. RIOTING BREAKS OUT

Is

Allotment Proposed By American Delegation Won't
Be Accepted;
First Keel
to Bo Laid in 1926,

RIOTS

600 PERSONS

Re- -,

BELIEVE THERATI0 IS
ENTIRELY REASONABLE

e

(Ily The Anrliitpi1 rrcss.l
nelf.iKt. Dee. IS thy the Associated Press). An attempted raid for
arms on Ihe Balmoral
show
grounds, which is under military
occupation, failed Saturday night,
after the day of fierce rioting
throughout, the city,
During the night a motor lorry
arrived nt the nhow grounds and
sir men got out. They went to the
railing, whero Ihev received rifles
which were handed out to them by
men inside.
The authorities had received a
warning and had placed soldiers at
vantage points. The soldiers open- n
ed fir" and two of the four would-braiders were wounded and captured.
The wounded men nre declared
to have been identified as slnn
fclners.
One man wns hilled (luring disturbances Saturday eVening nnd
four women were among the
wounded.

Be

Up-to-D-

Craft, Totaling 350,000

WOMEN HURT III
BELFAST

By

to

Is

4

t

$$ The
J

(I!T

J ; 4

v

Awoclatrii

frau.)

Washington, Dee. 18 (by tho As
sociated Press.) Proposals raado
by the French delegation Thursday
to the naval committee ot tho armament conference included a definite schedule ot construction
which contemplated the replace
ment by 1941 of the present French
battle fleet hy ten new ships to
talling 350,000 tons.
The proposals end the accom
panying schedule of planned construction were pressuted with tli
full authority of the French government, it was learned on best authority tonight, and were not, as
has been indicated In some quart
ers, merely "a tentative depart
ments plan."
Authoritative French opinion as
obtained tonight was thnt the plan
and its resulting ratio for France
was entirely reasonable.
It was
made plain that there was no dis
the
to
position
proposals In
modify
the vital features, or to accept tho
n
176.
ratio proposed by tha
American delegation.
The first new ship would be
down In 1825, under the French
plan submitted to tho committer
and each year the keel of an additional ship would be laid to gradu
ally replace and augment the present capital ship tonnage of France
which, in the opinion of her government. Is antiquated In design
nnd Inadequate to properly protect
the nation's Interests.
The naval experts of the French
delegation estimated that the last of
the new ships would be ready for
service In 1941, or not before ten
years after the period of the naval
holiday contemplated in tlie limitation agreement now before the conference.
Features of Plan.
Essential features of the French
plan were submitted In a tublo illustrating proposed construction,
showing the year and proposed cap- (Continued on Page Two.'.
1

000-to-

.
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MV SHOT AXD KILLED.
Olebourne, Tex.. Dec. 18 Oeorge
(BY THR ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Ftambrldgo was shot nnd killed nt
New York, Dec. 18. The Wall either to destroy the Morgan of his home yesterday. Ills wife was
street explosion In connection with fices or Stock Exchange or as a arrested and charged with murder.
which Wolfe Llndcnfeld has been demonstration ot the radicals to
arretted In Warsaw, occurred... at Impress the world's street of
noon on September 16, 1920, and finance.
Chief Flynn of tho bureau of inwas one of thp worst tragedies In vestigation
of tho department of
tho history of the metropolis.
justice was confident from the first
Tho skyscrapers of lower Man- that it was a plot, and in this ho
hattan were pouring out their was backed by most Investigators.
thousands for the midday meal Finally tho grand jury which studwhen suddenly a sheet of flame ied the disaster also returned an
shot up from Wall and Broad opinion that anarchists had been
streets. In a few seconds nearly at work.
Several months after the explotwo score bodies lay on bloodstained pavements, while moro sion occurred one New York paper
than 100 men and women wero published a story to the effect that
torn by flying fragments of metal. the explosion was planned by
In a second millions of dollars workers who had been victims of
building trust grafters. No arrests,
worth of damage had been done.
All was confusion, all was mys- however, followed this "expose."
tery. After a time, when hundreds
of policemen and a detachment of
soldiers from Oovernors Island ar- BRITISH ANTARCTIC
rived to guard
and
(BY THR ASSOCIATED PRF.SS.)
SHIP REPAIRED AND
your attention In tho
banking houses, the confusion endWashington. Dec. 18. Secretary matter to will
consider It wise to
hone you
limed, but the mystery continued
SAILS FOR THE SOUTH Davis has ordered fines to the Rrit-ish
a
month after month until it seemed
address
protest to the British
it to be assessed against tho
as if It never would be solved.
Cunnrd steamship lino, and has government with the request thnt
(Ily The AMorlatnl rrpoa.)
wilt
were
Countless
investigations
Rio
Brit- asked the state
IS.
Dec.
The
department to some action be taken whichfurthJaneiro,
started. A wrecked wagon and ish Antarctlo
mako diplomatic) representations prevent tho company from laws.
expedition
ship
our
were
horfe
dead
found eutside the Quest, commanded
immigration
Sir Earnest to Knglaud for what he officially er violating;
banking house of J. P. Morgan & Shnckleton, left todayby for the south classed "as a bold, nnd. I believe,
OF
OFFICIALS
(XNAIID
Co., which by some Investigators after
of
the
on
the part
Knowing attempt
undergoing repairs here.
was held to be. tho object of tha
I.1XK F.XTi:R DENIAl
Sir Earnest plans a direct voy- company to .violate tho Immigraif
indeed outrage It was,
outrage
to youth (leoigla, from which tion law either because of the' paland not accident. It was generally age
Officials ot.
Dec. IS.
country he will proceed to the Ant- try profits to bo gained or to dis- theNew York.line
denied the
accepted that the explosion had arctic.
Cunard
our Immigration policy."
tonight
credit
occurred In this death cart, whosj
one boy scout Is aboard,
Tho circumstance complained of allegation of Secretary Davis that
owner or driver never were found, theOnly
other
discontinued tho arises out of lho arrival on Decem- the line had deliberately violated
although expert farriers and wag- voyage nt having
ber 10 nt New York of tho liner the immigration lnws.
Madeira.
on makers were callod in In ef"Tho Cunard line," declared T
with 300 Hungarian
Aqultania
forts to identify horse and vehicle.
that ort De- W. Whatmouth, general passenger
immigrants,
despite
for a
Investigators wavered
cember 1, the 'immigration bureau agent, "has at all times done Its
time back and forth between theobad announced thnt the Hungarian very best to comply with the reries that a powder wagon accidenentitled to enter the United quirements of tho immigration
quota
tally had blown up or that a timed
States
up to July, 1922, was ex- - laws. It has dono nothing to
fibomb had been sent into the
such laws or tho immigraMr. Davis lias likewise
hausted.
i
nancial, district, but after, a time
addressed a U tter to Attorney Gen- tion policy of the government."
it came to bo the general opinion
eral Dnngherty asking for legal
that tho explosion was plai.ned,
opinion ns to what action can be
J
taken In "an appalling situation
(By The Anoclnled Prow.)
which has arisen by the reckless
Denver, Colo., Dec. IS. Zero
disregard nf the law by steamship
weather is forecast in WyomDAY BEFORE
companies."
ing and northeastern Colorado
Since enforcement of the new
tomorrow night in a warning
immigration act. the immigration
by the district weather bureau
authorities have been in practically
tonight against a sweeping cold
constant controversy with steamr
A. P. Davis, director of the
wave that will envelope the
ship lines which they charged with
United States reclamation servRocky mountat.'f region. Know
deliberate attempt to make
the
ice, is to be Albuquerque's
will fall in parts of Colorado,
law futile.
guest today, lie will speak at
Arizona, New Mexico, Wyom111
"The
chief offender
this Inihe chamber of commerce
ing and over the eastern
stance Is the Cunnrd line steamer
building at 10 o'clock this
,
plateau.
morning.
Aqultania." Mr. Davis said in his
Tho cold wave will extend
letter to Secretary Hughes, "which
livery citizen of Albuquernorth from western Texas and
and
Bernalillo
que
county
arrived at. New York on or about
Arizona, the weather bureau
should be vitally Interested In
10 with somewhat more
December
reported. Snow fell today in
tho drainage o the upper Kio
than SOO of this nationality (Hunwestern Colorado. A general
Mr.
has
Davis
Qranuo vai.'ey.
garian) on board. Some of these
.slump In temperatures throughbeen here before. He knows
aliens were admissible under exout the region wns reported bv
the possibilities ot the valley,
emptions found in the law, but at
the bureau following the warm
realizes what must be done
the last count 204 had been found
weather that prevailed in the
to Insure adequute flood proto bo excluded from admission.
central and southern sections
tection and Is informed as to
"The Cunard line han been, so
,
last week.
what the government is able
tho
commissioner of immigration
was
for
the
forecast
Rain
.
to do.
Informs
Arizona
me, one of the principal
southwestern
of
part
Albuquerque should greet her
offenders against the quota law,
and southern California tovisitor cordially.
distinguished
nnd up to this time every possible
morrow while Montana was
Your interests as a resident of
leniency has been shown. In this
promised no relief from the
this city demand that you hear
cold wave thnt gripped that
case, the actions seems to have
Mr. Davis' message.
been deliberate. I am bringing the
stato last week.

BRITISH CUNARD LIKE ORDERED

FINED FOR ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF IMMIGRATION LAWS OF U.

(Ttj The Ansoclnfril

Tress.)
Dec. 18.

5o

MORE THAN 500
11 BATTLESHIPS
IN CUSTODY ON
LIQUOR CHARGES DP HEAVY TYPES

to be unscalable. It Is claimed escapes will be impossible.
SanKary mill still Safe.
In the old style cellhouse .sanitation and health are sacrificed for
security. It has long Ijoen realized
that all inside cell accommodations
have been decidedly unhealthy.
The unique design of the Lockport
cellhouses insures both the desired
security and also healthy conditions
of the occupants.
The buildings are all circular anil
the interior of tho cells, which uro
against tho outside walls of the
circle, aro visible from a central
supervisory point at which a guard
The facilities
may bo stationed.
for complete and efficient supervision which this design affords removes all danger of providing a
large outside window in every coll.
A prisoner
attempting to escape
would expoee himself to the full
view of tho attendants. This fea
ttiro makes unnecessary tho usual
heavy bars nnd strong doors ot

ml

Bloomington, 111., Dec. 18 (Spe- ley. John Lambert nnd James W.
cial). Rooms, rather than cells; Patten, are still serving. ,
fresh air Instead of the customary
LargcMt Prison hi World.
vitiated atmosphere; sunlight, hot
The prison Is the largest In the
and cold water, and scores of other world. It covers 2,200 acres, of
Innovations mark the new Illinois which elxty-fou- r
acres will be taken
penitentiary now nearing comple- up by buildings and tho remainder
tion at Lockport.
utilized as an honor farm. The
The first ot eight cylindrical buildings will be surrounded by a
buildings has been completed and
wall df concrete, a mile and
shelters 248 oonvicts. Others tflll a quarter long, tha largest of its
soon be ready and Inmates of the kind in tho world.
old prison at Jollet will bo transThe wall will have a thickness of
ferred without delay. The eight twenty-fou- r
Inches at the base and
new cell houses will take care of fourteen Inches at the top. Tho
3,000 prisoners.
armed guards who usually patrol
The estimated cost of the new the summit of such walls will be
It is missing, but at each of tho four
penitentiary is $10,000,000.
the first of its kind in the world. corners and at tho railroad and
It was projected fifteen years ago, wagon gates there will be watch
during the first term of Governor towers for guards.
Doneen. Three commissioners lie
Thero are no buildings near the
appointed, Congressman Ira Cop walls and, as the walls are believed

Mull, nr,c n Montli

Single txiplc

m

it

Carrier or

It

DjiIIj

.hc AssoDublin, Dec. 18
ciated Press). Whfe.
no secret
session of the dail chvann termi9
"
' i la
M
v4
nated near midnight
Saturday,
newspaper men heard a burst ot
-i.
I
y
applause.
Desmpnd
Fitzgerald,
sinn fein minister of propaganda,
wns asked if tho applau.
meant
mac ine treaty was to b?'ratinca:
"It only meant," ho replied,
"that everybody was glad to be
through with the private sessions."
A member of parliament from
Cork City, when asked by the Associated Press whether the public
session tomorrow would be likely
to end the situation, declared:
"No, it b morely likely to last
over Christmas."
Other members said they expected prolonged public sittings. The
general belief seems to prevail that
Arthur Griffith will move and
Michael Collins will second ratification of (he treaty, which will be
opposed by Knmonii de Valera and
Erskine C'hilders, and that each
member will state the reason for
his decision.
The consensus of opinion Is, however, that the treaty will be ratified by a small majority.
This afternoon Michael Collins,
when asked concerning the prospects of a nublic debate, said:
"Personally I hope tho debate
will end Monday. But others think Interior view of completed unit, showing circular construction of prison, with prisoners' rooms and central
it will go on for the remainder of
guard station. Uelow, workmen constructing huge wall about entire group of buildings under
the week."
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Penal Authorities Study Novel
Features of New Illinois "Pen"
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New Mexico, Monday, December 19, 1921.

Blinds Which Were Drawn
TODAY
When the Yanks Came
Have All Been Raised;
Business Reported Good. Press Men Heard Applause
When Secret Meeting of
(By The Aaaoclnted Press.)
Dail Terminated Near
the
litLittle
IS.
Dec.
Coblenz,
by
an
on
been
Coblenz
has
taking
tle,
Midnight Saturday,
with a will and

uspect,
of American
- .,nn in
w.a .uunata i,ut re
luctantly and with a frown so far
95 Miles An Hour, Up- as
most of the German population
roots Trees, Smashes is concerned. The recent formali
ties of i pence apparently alu not
Windows, Damages Ships make a particle o difference either
way. Some of the bitterness ineGermans showed wnen me Anitn.......t,a.l Intn Pnlilenz
2 WOMEN ArF CAUGHT
cm, unity iimniicu
December 8, neurly three years ago,
UNDER FALLING TREES has
subsided.
Coblenz now is one of the livelilittle cities of central, western
Shanties Are Carried Into est
Not for the Americans
Europe.
nor the English, French and
the River; Hundreds of alone,
Belgians, but for the Germans, too,
unnus in uiu unum.i
Thousands Dollars Prop- and trie which
wero drawn in re
homes,
sentment at the coming of tno
erty Loss, Estimate.
a
Kuvu fill hnen raised.
niliciitaito,
r,ilnuo nf whether the occunants
Buffalo. N. Y.. Dec. 18
-

Wind Attains

IRELAND

PARLIAMENT TO

AN

CITY

AMERICAN

BUFFALO; ONE

IAN IS

u

C0BLE1MZ BEGINS

GALE

"

--

CITY

ix Loxnox.
18. M. Briand.

Dec.

French premier, arrived today and
was met by Austen Chamberlain.
Sir Robert Stevenson Home and
other government officials. Tho

conference between M. Brinnd and
the British premier will begin at 11
o'clock tomorrow.

Secretary Davis Assesses the Limit and Asks
the State Department to Make Diplomatic
Representations to England in the Matter;
Is One of Principal Offenders, Claims.

.

PREDICT COLD
WEATHER TODAY
IN SOUTHWEST

dig-cre-

CHOPPING

HEAR

MR.

DAVIS

FOUR DAYS

I

VEACH AND EHMKE TO JOIN YANKS 7
THAT IS RUMOR AS MOGULS MEET

Kill

I

EXCiTING RACE

BIR

E

HI

jsv.v..vy,'.iw

0. 5

Fill

With Close of Salesmanship Club Campaign But Four
Days Away and Blind Ballot Box in Effect on Final
Hours, Race for Handsome Gifts to Be Awarded to
Ambitious Club Members Outcome and Final Winners
of Handsome Cars More and More in Doubt; Club
Members Are Making a Nip and Tuck
Finish and Every Subscription Now Mighty Valuable;
No One Has Any "Cinch" and on Work and Effort
of Last Four Days Depends Final Outcome; Members
Have Put in Too Much Hard Work and Time up to
Now to Take Any Chance of Losing Out on Final
These Last
Lap by Failure to Put Forth Best Effort
Last-Ho-

in

t'ft

J

ur

yer'' to even guess at the ultimate
outcome.
In many cases but one and nt
the most two, J 27 clubs He between
a number of those competing for

Bobby Veach, at left, and Howard Ehmke.
Will the Ruthless Yankees put across a deal within the next few
days whereby they'll obtain Boboy Veach of the Tigers to bolster up
their shattered outfield and lanky Howard Ehmke to strengthen their
pitching staff ? That's the dope. Johnny Mitchell and a young pitcher
and perhaps another player or two will be offered by the Yanks for the
pair, it is said.

er

posal for a capital ship ratio permitting her to construct and mainwhen
tain 350,000 tons, which,
first presented to the arms naval
committee, was understood to be
merely a suggestion, now is declared to have the full support of
the French government.
This was the development today
In
connection with conference
and was accepted in most quarters
as considerably postponing what
had been predicted would be an
early adjournment of tho conference.
With
agreement
definitely
reached on the
rationand with the Shan"conversions"
tung
moving
steadily forward toward an amicable understanding,
most delegations had prepared to arrange the
remaining affairs so that subordinate commissions
might handle
them.
Tho Impreralon
airiouc
other delegations was that If Franco
Insisted on the
ration comprised in the proposal put forward
she
would
find
a solid
Thursday,
opposition. Neither from a standpoint of national security nor
from that of "present status," on
which tho scheme of limitation is
could tho
built, it was declared,
French
defend
the
delegation
claim to such a standing in the
world's delimited naval concert.

dread-naughts- ).

Amorlcan-Britlsh-Japnne-

"

tanding:

A. P. DAVIS TO SPEAK
ON RECLAMATION
WORK
AT 10
TODAY

Jr

0'pKPage

R. M. Kimbro, Flagstaff, Ariz
Mrs. C. Martinez, Gallup, N. M
Miss Sophie Martin, Gallup, N. M
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby, Santa Fe, N. M
L. J. Sandoval, Santa Fe, N. M
Mrs. Florence Saul, Dawson, N. M
Mrs. Fern Swatzell, Gallup, N. M
Matt Radosevic, Gallup, N. M
Arthur H. Gallup, Chamita, N. M
DISTRICT NUMBER THREE
T. H. Bowland, Belen, N. M
Baby Ellen, State Orphans Home, Portales
Miss Fannie Frost, Snowflake, Ariz
Miss Lupita Garcia, St. Johns, Ariz
H. L. Hart, Carlsbad, N. M
Miss Geraldine Hodge, Vaughn, N. M...
Gordon Herkenhoff, Socorro, N. M
Mrs. Florence Kronig, Belen, N. M. . , . . . .
O. E. Lovan, Clovis, N. M
Rev. C. D. Poston, Clovis, N. M
Miss Margaret Radcliffe, Belen, N. M......
Clarence Stoldt, Artesia, N. M. . . .
L. J. Stone, Clovis, N. M
J. A. Shaw, Mountalnair, N. M.. . .
F. C. Burgess, Socorro, N. M

2,447,800
197,300
289,400
1,558,800
5,000
10,000
1,577,900
195,400
1,740,100
38,200
1,565,600
5,000
1,368,600
35,000
2,425,000

Miss Virgie Hidalgo, Gallup, N. M

J. F. Jamison, Raton,

N. M

.

THE

BRUNSWICK

WHEN YOU see and. hear the Brunswick you will
buy it. Hear the BRUNSWICK
records; nothing goes out on approval. Every instrument guaranteed.
Terms can be arranged.
HAVE just a few Player Pianos left; the
one that gets here first is going to
get a good buy.
"Everything the latest in player rolls
sheet music, Brunswick and Victor
HAVE

WE

i

records.
any 'kind of a small instrument one
would want they must all go before
Christmas.

ALBUQUERQUE

MUSIC GO.
Sll

J'uono 778.

T

West

Ontral

Ave.

Th

Premier unarm b actipmiici acprinciple of Mr. Hughes' plan .t
cording to French circles, was, of
is indicated, not an acceptance
the status quo of navies but an acceptance of "the principle of na
val limitation."
View of France.
Although the French plan stip-

ulates that no new capital ship
shall be laid down before 1926, tho
view of the French government, it
is affirmed, is that hulldlng can
be begun in that year and regularly continued because by that
time it is expected French finance
will have recovered sufficiently to
permit this expenditure.
Many members of trie arms
mnferenee are looklne forward to nn animated and
proli jisod discussion before the French naval views
finally nre brought Into accord
with thoo of tho other powers.
It would not surprise somo
If the naval rntlo
(llcnsslnn lasted Into the new
nnd
year
upset plnns of tho
Itrltlsli to depart In Deoembcr.
As to the Far Eastern problems
there Deems little to delay ad- -,
Journment.
The Shantung negotiations are
understood to have brought the Japanese and Chinese almost to an
agreement, and only a few items
on the Far Eastern agenda remain to bo considered. The delegates seem to be generally of the
opinion that if the naval problem
can be solved, the Far Eastern
end will be wound up speedily.
China's request for the abrogation of the 1915 treaties, resulting
demands,
from tho twenty-on- e
form the most formidable imme- diate stumbling block, but in many
quarters it is believed that the
point never will fie stuoDorniy
to
pressed. Japan has objected
discussion of tho treaties and it
no
is recognized generally that
nation can. be compelled to talk
about a question it considers outIn addition,
side the conference.
there have been hints of strong
support from other powers for the
Japanese contention that the conference should not attempt to go
into "closed incidents."
Neither is it considered likely
that there will be any attempt to
discuss Siberia in detail. The Japanese are said to be preparing a
of policy for future
declaration
protection for the territorial Integrity of Siberia, and some delegates
believe that the conferences can well
accept auch a declaration as covering the situation. Others want to
see a similar Joint declaration by
all tho powers, but of a character
so broad as not to require prolonged negotiations.
per-lia-

)s

fflv- -'

Just

in Time for Christmas

20 Per Cent Off on Cut Glass
We've taken our entire stock of
cut glass and marked it down
20 for Christmas. In addition to;
being a'real gift opportunity, this
sale affords a chance to fill-i- n the
pieces to make your sets complete. The designs are excellent,
the assortments ample for satisfactory selection.

Obtained by N. Y. Firm.

ReilysRegime.
Associated Vrent.)

18. Porto
Dec.
Washington,
Rico Is not planning to "secede'o
Tnltrd States and hor
litical leaders are not dictators or
to undermine tne
plotters seeking
the federal governauthority ofAntonio
R. Barcelo,
ment, says
senate,
president of tho Islandfor the Porto Rican
speaking
ol
In Washington.
which he is a member, in a public
statement here In answer io recem
charges by members of the administration ot Governor E. Mont
Reily.
. ..
"Ope or the reasons anvancuu
Governor Relly in Justification
by
r.r M Vmstilltv toward the major
'Ms
ity party," says the statement, mm.
that the very preaomiimnsuch ias to
Dartv In the island is
exercise a pernicious influence
governupon all efforts for a goodMr.
Bar- that its leader,n
ment; and
,,i,.iinnsit Into dictator
who is using his great power to
thwart the beneficent efforts of
fno governor.
Sock Jieny s ncmovaj.
hom nt the commis
sion that has been sent to WashiRico to prefer
ngton from Porto
fimrirpq looklnir to the removal of
the governor unanimously refute
this charge. They claim mat xne
unionist nartv is primarily a pa
triotic league. In Its ranks are to
he found both conservatism ana
radical elements who find a common meeting ground In the party's
Ideal of.
Iney
claim it will enable their people toselffor
improve theirn n .1capacity
at tVlO HQU1A Hmfi
to assume all the obligations that
go with the exercise ot government.
"Such a patriotic organization
iim Vina !mtiirnllv obtained
the support of the great majority
and patriotic inof
landers. This has been repeatedly
shown by their overwhelming victories whenever they have appealed
to the verdict of the ballot. The
ommisslon on the otner nana
of
.t.at.nntnvivrta thft memhershln
tho minor political parties which
oppose the unionists as oeing
into twn rlnsses- first those
who would bo content to see Porto
Rico piny a servile part, ana sec- nn.llv thnsn who hv bowing to a
the govstrong power centered toin surrender
ernor would be willing
the public control of the island If
thev would be benefited thereby."
"Under tho terms of the organic
act ns presently amended." continues the statement, "it must be
apparent that if anything ap
on
proaching a dictatorship exists
tho island it arises from the acts
of the governor himself and by a
rmall circle of politicians who have.heen directing nis policy, n is ri'

v-

(Bjr The AnwrniUd TrtM.)

Santiago, Chile, Dec. 18. Tho
first Important railway electrlflca- rnnt of South
nun v iV,a wAf
..lo mill Via nnrlprtnkpn Within
the next thirty, days by a New
York concern wnicn nas just
a nnntmot with the Chilean
government to electrify. 233 track
miles of tne state lines ueiweou
Valparaiso and Llay
Santiago and
contract
- ort T r,a Anrina Tho
Tin,. CII1U
Involves an expenditure of $6,B0O,- 000 and calls tor completion vi me
project within two years.
t?lMtflnoHnn tt tha division..
which is the most important in the
state railway systom, will afford
a saving of more than 100,000 tons
of coal annually and will permit,
it is said, of the handling of a
greater volume of traffic over the
line connecting tho capital and the
chief port. The project
country's
i
V.AA.
mnrA
- - thfln
lleta ijcii nanlnff fnt'
apten years but congressional
proval was given only last Decem g
was
jjiuviu-ina
taw
passeu
ber when
for general improvements In
ii,. miinrnva including electrifica
tion of the flrBt lone and the pur
chase or, new equipment. V.A mm- .fill
T.i Lit-- i
cuciftj .....
rjic
plied byl five substations, betweena
Santiago and Valparaiso, with
total capacity of about 60,000
Overhead
trolleys
will be used. They will be of the
supported on
simple catenary type 3.000-volt
di
hrUot nrmr The
rect current system will be in
me
stalled for... lurnisning
.
.power
. i
v.
, .
. to
i
i
locomotives ot wnicn mere
112
to
tons
59. ranging from J9
each.
L. S. Boggs, of a New York firm
-

,4

$3.50 Sugars and Creamers. $2.80
.80
, :
$1.00 Nut Bowls

.noi,

horse-powe-

$5.00 Tumblers

4.00

1.40
.72
1.20
,

$7.75 Water Sets

for the
and Hartford and the Pensylvania railway
and
systems,
,and R. L.nfMcLellan
. ( I ITAralilMirvai.
thA WflMtlnET- New York. New Haven

1.60
6.20

$3.00 Flower Baskets

AnCrlnAorn

nnnanlMTIiy

2.40

$2.00 Bon Bons

;

ft

$3.00 Celery Dishes
$1.75 Olive Dishes
90c Salt and Peppers
$1.50 Relish Dishes . ,t.,.,

r.

. . . . . .

2.40

T

house company, are now in Chile
completing the details after which
actual work on the electrification
will be started.

And many others too numerous

to mention.

GALE

FIERCE

SWEEPS BUFFALO;

-

ONE MAM IS DEAD
(Continued from rage One.)
on the upper river to riverside
boat houses and motor boats.
Steamers lras Anchors.
Half of the 64 large lake steam
ers berthed behind the main
breakwall dragged anchors when
tho wind was at its height, but It
looked from shore' at nightfall as
though all had kept off the
beach.
WINDS OF- CYCT.OXIC
CH.RACTF.K
-

AT N. Y.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE VE
First ancC Copper

Give Useful

Giftsof

HAVE

Phone 74

Hardware

IT"

for Christmas

warn

mm

One.)

V

ONE OF THESE TEA

rt

WAGONS

FOR

CHRISTMAS

y.

prou-jlem-

i

j

pos-jsib- lo

busi-jne-

ss

,"

I

You will like these new Tea Wagons
which have come in just in time for
Christmas. They come in Period designs of American walnut and brown
mahogany and wicker. There is
hardly a home without one in which
one could not be used to good advantage. There is hardly a woman
in Albuquerque who doesn't want
one. Men, you will be perfectly safe
in sending out one of these Tea Carts
for Christmas. Especially when you
note the exquisite designs, the superfine finish and the very reasonable
prices.

rheu-matl-

d
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How She Cured

Her Husband
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some free trial
samples of Chamberlain's Stomach

N.'Y. INCREASES
.

New York,
the American Santa
for
of his
imports more than

New Tork,
upon whom
Claus depends
wooden toys,
mahalf of its trinket-makin- g
terial from other states, says the
New York State College of Forestry.
The toy making industry her
has increased about 130 per cent
since the war crippled the business
In Germany.
Toys here are made
for ths most part of hardwoods obtained from waste of large industries, such as furniture factories.
d
of the material used Is
basa wood, which goes into wagon
dominoes
and
bottoms,
Sugar maple becomes
blocks.,
checkers and wagon aides; birch
Is turned into different sorts of
FRENCH GOVERNMENT
IS BACKING PROGRAM games, and whits ash is utilized
in the manufacture of garden tools.
Washington, Dee. 1 8 (by the As- All of the woods take part In the
The
French
1'iess.
sociated
pro- making of small parts of big gifts.
Doc. 18.

and

ono-four-

One-thir-

ABC

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
Bollurmakm ana
(100

8. Bcvoad St.

I

nidrn.
Tel.

;

Wind

Shield

Glass-Lumbe-

I

r

BAI KK1. E I.UMIIKR CO.
!J South tint 8lnet.
I'taunr 40

4.

I047--

O.

1

r

Liver

Tablets.

He gave us some
of them and 1
wanted my husband to try them.
He said It would
do no good. His
stomach had been
h1m
troubling
worse than ever.
At last on FVlday
I told him if he
would not taks
those tablets
I
was going to send
for a doctor, and
he said he would

take them. By
like another man.

Monday

LUMBER

H. CARNES

C.

ALBUQUERQUE

COAL

PRICES REDUCED
TRY OUR
$1.25 PER

ALL

FANCY

he was

The blues were
gone, no more trouble with his
stomach, and the best part Is that
the trouble has not returned. 1
cannot praise Chamberlain's Tablets too high.

GLASS. PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

428 NORTH FIUK1 8TKKKT.

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
Phone 1057-10? S. Fourth.

15

Dar Blryrle R.il,

atocli ot
I.rrt
ahnwn In Albuquerqut,
vr
hlgh-frx-

prleM,
BROAD

Bicycle
t reduced

niCYrM5 THAniNO CO
.120 Soatli Second Street.
'
,.

ZfyfWtf

IN CHILE

ul-s-

Jr

2,104,300
2,049,909
556,200
5,000
1,560,100
1,434,600
329,000
925,000
1,346,600
614,000
5,000
301,500

I

.

party or Mr. Barcelo, Its leader, of
New
Dee. 18. Winds of
dictatorship for they have exer- cyclonicYork,
character, accompanied bv
other than those
meeting to be held at the chamber cised no powers
New York
IhA nreanlo act. and heavy rains, visited
at 10 o'clock. Every rancher in the
early today, caused slight damage
and endorsed by the peo in
notified of the ratified
valley has seen
then
lower Manhattan,
Jumped
ple who clectcdltem as represto the Bronx and wrought destrucmeeting by County Agent Lee Rey- entatives.
in
Union-poover
tho
area
a
tion
wldo
nolds and will attend. Business
Honest.
Arc
Officlnls
section. An unidentified man,
men are urged to attend, as are o
the officials con"Fortunately
on
was
dead
from
found
tho representatives of all civic firmed by the senate under tho
exposure,
There were
organizations in the city. Delega,mw nr"tnln not hnve shown effi a Bowery sidewalk.
tions from the banking interests ciency, honesty and capacity and no other casualties.
will attend as will also members of the general assembly has accom
the realtors' association.
plished a great ana truly construcTHEATRICAL MANAGER
"Every business man in Albu- tive work in the social and econo-ml- n
rofrtrmci thpv hnve nlaeed UDOn
querque should attend the meetSUCCUMBS IN CHICAGO
ing," D. B. WcKee, secretary of the the statute books. There are few
chamber of commerce stated
states in the union tnat wouia lay
(By The AxsoclatrA Vrrn.)
"The government is ready niatm trt n hlirhor nlnndard than
18. John C.
Dec.
Chicago,
s,
to take up our reclamation
island
legis Fisher, widely known theatrical
that displayed by the
if wa show enough interest lature,
ne
oy
veriueu
this may
manager, died suddenly today when
ourselves and will promise co- the annual
report of the governor about to leave for Pittsburgh. He
operation. Urainuge would be one which is in turn made a part of was with his company,
the Irish
of the greatest improvements
the annual report of tho secretary Players, and had just concluded a
in this valley and every
of war to tjie president.
five weeks engagement.
He was
man should make it his busi"The powers of the governor as one of the producers of "Flora-doraness to
under the Foraker act,
provided
which
its
owners
netted
have pcen sent to in mar.y respects, have been preTelegrams
nearly a million dollars.
Santa Fe, Socorro, Belen, Los I.un.as served
in the act of 1917. The
and other communities advising general supervision of public afA new boxing club, the Audithem of the meeting today and del fairs is still vested In him; he has torium
A.
in
has been
egations from many of these towns the power to remove appointees Philadelphia C, under the opened
and, cities will be In Albuquerque and he enjoys an almost absolute ment of Bill Silverman. manageto meet the director.
veto nower over tho acts of the
Following a lunch at 2 o'clock legislature. With such
power
TROUBLE TEN
this afternoon, Director Davis will wisely
an able and dip- IL0 KIDNFY
YEARS.
be taken on an inspection trip of lomatic exercised,
well
could
leave
governor
Don't
give
hope if you are
up
the valley south of the city, going to the other branches of the gov
o
at least as far as Isleta on one side ernment the exercise of powers suffering from backache,
of the river and back on the other
pains, stiff, swollen Joints,
them- by the organic act,
granted
in
side. He will leave on tho limited
always tired feeling, pains
groin
allowing them the exercise and de- - and muscles or other symptoms of
at 6:40 o'clock.
..nlnnmnnt rt that, nnrn (nltlatfvA
T. Osborn, R. F.
J.
trouble.
The valley will be considered and
kidney
limiting himself to preventing D. No. i, Lucasville, O,, writes: "I
from every angle of reclamation,
aDuse ot power, mis is
had
trouble for 10 years. I
irrigation, any
drainage,
Including
way of assisting the people tried kidney
all kinds of kidney remedies
power plant installation and flood proper
for
themselves
to
prepare
me no good. I took one
but they-diwater reservoirs for land which can
otherwise, If the gov- bottle Of
not be irrigated from the river on
Foley Kidney Pills and
to
all
himself
ernor
arrogntes
so much I am well
me
account of elevation.
It is possi nnnrarri a will Hpnlrnv tllA InCAII. they helped
now." So(d everywhere.
ble to reclaim thousands of acres
in
to
of
the
tlve
people
participate
now waste land between Santa Fe
punuc ULLUiia.
and Socorro.
to the fire on the
Referring
.tarimoliln Tnnnmn whl(li hrmicht
to
Governor Relly and his party
WALKS SIXTY MILES
New York on November 21, the
A
THROUGH SNOWS FOR
statement saiu mat xne cnarge mai
t a VdnA wsq nf IncpnrtlfLrv nrlffin
and learning are In demand.
$20 FOOD REMITTANCE "betrays such had faith that It Skill
Awkwardness and Ignorance comuseir.
ior
mand nothing in the way pf
speaks
New York, Deo. 18. A sixty-mil- e
earning power.
walk through the snows of a bitter
lias SKILLFUL
School
This
Russian winter for a $20 food re
SPECIALIZED
EXPERIENCED.
mittance was described in a comThe courses are
TEACHERS.
munication from Serge Vlctorvitch
modern
and complete.
thorouRh,
received by
Terskoy, of Russia,
Our students are In demand and
Mrs. Mary Harden, of this city,
are being placed as fast as they
who sent the order.
complete our courses.
Terskoy said his wife end four
ARRANGE FOR A COURSE IN
on the verge of
children were
sufhusband
five
OUR WINTER TERM. It doesn't
years my
"For
starvation when word reached him
his stomach. The med- cost much.
that an American relief adminis- fered withtook
only gave relief-ftration remittance awaited him at icine he
Moscow. He set
out on foot a while, nothing cured," writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker, of
through the heavy Bnow, reaching
Moscow three days later. He reFOR SALE
merchanY
"Our
ceived 234 pounds of nourishing
bought some of
food.
WATER MOTOR
Cha m b e r a In s
ai
Innnlre
medicines last ran
TOY MAKING INDUSTRY
and also received
JOURNAI, OFFICE
..'Continued from

...

F. C. Groman, East Las Vegas, N. M

DECLARES

.itr,

several of
car
the five motor
them are separated by only a hair's
breadth and it nil depends cn the
work and effort put forth these last
four days on THE BLIND PERIOD
as to who will ride away in those
clnssv cars.
The race for the handsome
sedan is particularly close
and any one of several have an ex- 10 BATTLESHIPS OF
cellent chance to climb in Ijehind
HEAVY TYPE TO BE
tho steering wheel of this magnificent car.
BUILTJY FRANCE
As we have stated above It
on the work and effort put
(Continued from Page One)
forth these last FOt'U days FOL'R
davs of what should be the oiggest iial ship construction therein, at
CLUB building days of tho entire follows:
race to date.
old
1926. 164,000 (all
No one has any cinch remem'
ber that all reports to the con1931, 200,000 (two new, six old
notwithstanding. IsTo falter
trary on
suicidal
now
the final lap
dreadnaughts).
to success and tho wise club mem1936, 235,000 (one old, even new
ber will dispel all doubts and make dreadnaughts).
everv rtnv "count as two" these
1941, 350,000 (ten new dreadlast 'final fateful hours. Better naughts).
final
the
nt
too
many
number
An
any
analysis, it was explained,
count than one "CLUB" short for would show that the French navy
cars.
one of those FIVE motor
after ten years would figure about
It Is tin to the club memhers 200.000 tons of capital ships, .innow and there remains but FOUR cluding two new dreadnaughts,
and
to pet the winning credits.
days
that this would be only 60,000 tons
-DIG IN" these last mi li nays representing
the
approximately
never say "Die" nnd the close tonnage of t'.e two new ships, over
of tho race will be rewarded with the allotment made
to France
the prize.
under the American plan.
Paris has been kept Informed of
what transpired Thursday, Friday
and Saturdry.
No recommendation
for change
has been made from the delegation
and no supplementary instructions
have been derived from Paris. The
Of Candidates in The Journal Salesmanship Club
conviction exists in the delegation
18.
Dec.
noon
to
yesterday,
that none would be received unless
Campaign, up
recommended by the delegation.
ONE
NUMBER
DISTRICT
that the
Members nre confident
are examined
more their
2,373,100 the less will figures
be
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
opposed by
they
2,576,650 either the American government
Chas. Hill Barber,
or American public opinion, but
1,118,900 even
Miss Dorothy Bowman
if they were found unaccept2,124,500
Gurule
Miss Helen
able, they declare it is not seon how
be reduced materially,
could
.'
2,541,800 they in view
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
the strength of the
having
47,000
Jones
Markett
Mrs.
Colonial part- - in France. This, it
is
composed of sen1,588,600 was explained,
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
and deputies of all political
172,800 ators
G. Albert Linder
who are devoted to the de.. 1,726,600 groups
Mrs. R. M. Marx
velopment of French possessions.
French colonies
1,978,300 The trade with thetwo
Miss Ada Philbrick
billion francs
is now upward 6f
D.
1,306,400
G.
Mrs.
Ramsey
a year. ,
Fog-re182,100
Expressed.
Miss Louise Roark
If public opinion is to be the
886,300
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger
French
delegation, it
for
the
1,876,800 guide
Mrs. H. J. Tomokins
was pointed out by its members,
2,685,025 French opinion is the only one they
Miss Edna L. Williams
foil' .
1,821,600 canWhile
James Ross,
much regret is expressed
1G1.C00 over tho impression
Mrs. L. B. Sweney
that appears
tho delcgntes of the
2,723,000 to exist amongnaval
Miss Lillian Yrisarri
powers that
three major
France has surprised them by askDISTRICT NUMBER TWO
ing more than had been expected,
delegates consider this as
1,081,300 French,
Mrs. Lawrence Abreu, Springer, N. M
in no sense fieir responsibility be"
M
N.
169,100 cause they gave their figures when
Neil P. Bolt, Wagon Mound,
1,554,200 they were nslfred to do so.
Rene Divelbess, Holbrook, Ariz
In
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J
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The final count of credits for
publication will ba mada by tho
Salesmanship club manager at noon
today for tho paper of tomorrow
Tuesday. As the standings of the
various club members appear in
tomorrow's issue of the Morning
Journal so will they appear in the
issues of Wednesday and Thursday.
Jy'o more credits will be counted lor
publication and no further changes
will bo made in the published list.
as the published
Kemcmnor,
standings appear tomorrow mornwill
so
appear
they
ing
Thursday mornings.
day and collections
mado by club
All
memhers these last four days of
the campaign will ba deposited by
tho club members in the BLIND
lmllot box which will bo found at
the Citizens National bank no
more collections or report sheets
will be handled through the camof the Morning
paign department
Journal. The race from now until
the final closing hours will be blind
Jn all that the term Implies.
No one not even the campaign
manager will have the slightest
idea of what progress the club
members are making the last days
of the exciting race for the five
cash
motor cars and the many absoprizes the final days It ere
and
fair
blind
making
lutely
impartial to nil competing.
OfTOOMF, IX DOVIIT
With the campaign but FOUR
davg to go the race is so close that
it would take "a Philadelphia law

1 DIE

BE USED

President of Senate Issues One Division of 233 Miles
on the West Coast Will
Statement Answering
Contract
Be
of
Members
Bv
Equipped;
Charaes
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CLAIMS

CARRIERS' RIGHT TO LET WORK
TO OUT SIDE PARTIES TO COME
BEFORE RAILROAD BOARD TODAY
Controversies

Involve Car and Locomotive
Repairs, Track and Common Labor Jobs;
Disputes on Nine Railroads to Be Heard;
Action Brought By Employes Organizations

(BY TIITC ASSOC
I Chicago, Dec. 18. The right (if
milway companies to contract work
to firms or individuals removed
from tne jurisdiction of the United
States railroad labor board will
came up fur federal investigation
when disputes on nine railroads are
heard before the board tomorrow.
The controversies involve car and
locomotive repair work, track and
common labor jobs.
The action in each case was
brought by employes' organizations,
whose members formerly did the
work now being done by outside
firms under contract. In most
cases, the wages paid by the contracting firms are less than those
specified for railway employes, a
situation which, the unions contend,
at once throws their men out of
work and removes wage and working regulations from the jurisdiction of the labor board.
Typical Test Case.
"What is regarded as typical test
case is that of the Federated Shop
Crafts against the Erie railroad,
which has leased its repair work
on cars and locomotives at Hornell,
N. Y., to the Hornell Construction
company. The shop unions contend
that wages have been arbitrarily
reduced by the construction company below the scale set by the
labor hoard.
The shop crafts have also brought
action against the Chicago Great
Western railroad over the contracting of car repair work at South
Park, Minn. The road has not!
fied the shop unions that unless
they would agree to establishment
of a piece work system of pay, it
would bo necessary to place the repair work under a contractual
basis. Ruch action was not permis-sabl- e
under the national agreement,
by which tho carrier was bound
until the recent new shop rules
were promulgated by the board, according to thn employes' contention. The road, however, declares
it Is fully within its right and snys
tho question cannot be mndo a subject of dispute under the transportation act.
Nearly a year ago, the Indiana
Harbor Pelt railway contracted
with the Burnham Car company to
take over and operate Its repair
tracks, the railroad company
the car inspectors under
their supervision. The shop craftH
unions now bring objection because wages were reduced and
tome of the work placed on a piece
work basis. The unions also claim
that seventeen men were dismissed
as a result of the contract.
Coach Cleaning.
Coach cleaning on the Gulf Coast
lines at Brownsville,
Texas, was
placed on a contract basis April 1,
1921, to which the unions bring objection.
They claim that the
workers employed by the contracting company are working ten to
fourteen hours for $1.50, less thanhalf of the wage fixed for railroad
employes by the labor board.
Several cases will also be heard
cn actions brought hy the United
Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way employes and Railroad Shop
laborers, involving tho Colornrto
and Southern, the Indiana Harbor
Belt railway,
the St. Louis-SaFrancisco railroad, and the Chicago,
Milwaukee and St. Paul. Pumpers
et six pumping stations have been
displaced by section men or station
agents, who have taken over the
work at $12 and $li a month. The
union claims that this action was
in violation of the national agreement. The St. Louis-Sa- n
Francisco
case also involves pumpers.
Fifty track laborers of the Indiana Harbor Belt were laid off and
the work turned over to a Chicago
contracting firm, according to the
specifications of another case. The
contracting firm pays tho men 38
cents an hour, the employes say,
about ten cents less than the rate
et which the railroad hired Its
men.
The Ft. Paul dispute developed
over a single employe at Montgomery, Minn., who had worked as a
coal passer at 48 cents an hour,
and who was displaced by a man
who contracted for the work at
$1,050 a year. Tho union asks thnt
the former employe he reinstated
nd paid for all time lost.
n

IATED PRESS.)
Two cases have been brought hy
the American Federation of Railroad Workers and the International
Brotherhood of Firemen and Oil
ers, the first over contracting of
track labor on the Pittsburgh oilcake Frle nt Connellsvllle, Pa., and
the other involving the contract
ing of unloading coal at coal chutes
on the Great Northern railroad.
Walsh's Statement.
Characterizing the cases regard
ing contract work as the most tm
portant to the employes, the integrity, of the labor board and the
public, that have ever been sub
mttted, Frank P. Walsh, counsel
for the shop crafts organization, in
a statement tonight said that If the
railroads succeed in their conten
tlon, It will mean destruction of
the labor board.
"The railroads are In a nation
wide conspiracy to avoid the pro
visions of the transportation act, so
far as It safeguards the rights of
the employes and the public, by
pretending that they are contract
n
ing and leasing out to
tractors and patrons the most im
in
functions
the operation
portant
of the railroads," he declared. "The
employes claim that the alleged
private contracts are crooked de
vices to dodge the clear provisions
of the transportation act.
"The
private contract
ors are pretending not only actual
lv to maintnin the rights of way of
the railroads, but independent of
railroad control, to have charge of
the repairs and maintenance of
equipment of the railroads, lnclud
ing the safety devices.
have
"The railroad companies
succeeded In covering their tracks
in many parts of the country, but
this hearing should rip the lid off
of the entire conspiracy.
"If the railroads," he concluded,
"succeed In this adventure it will
mean the destruction of the rail
road labor board and expose the al
ready overburdened public to the
unchecked
capacity of the rail
roads and their confederates in the
advancing army of private con
ub-co-

tractors."

(By The Associated

Frei.)

San Bernardino, Calif., Dec. 18.
R. S. Hick, aged 93 years, who
campaigned with Abraham Lincoln
and was one of the few surviving
de'egates of the convention at
Springield, 111., in 1854, when the
republican party organization way
started, is dei.il here. Mr. Hick
was born at Floyd, N. Y., In 1829.

AGITATOR CONTROLS
TIRANA GOVERNMENT
(B The Associated Prrw.)
Paris, Dec. 8. A Belgrade dis
patch to the Havas agency, dated
Saturday, says it is reported that
tho' government at Tirana. Albania,
has fallen Into the hands of1 an
agitator named Hirdncliey. Members of the former Tirana government are trying to reorganize at
Elbassan.
1

PHYSICIAN ORDERS
MARY GARDEN TO BED
(By The Associated Frets.)

eelehrflted slnsrer nnd ceneral di
rector of the Chicago Opera com

pany, today was ordered ny ner
physician to stay in bed Indefinitely. She is threatened with pneu
monia.
MAY PVNISH ATHLETES.
Boston, Mass., Dec. 18. William
C. Prout, national president of the
American Athletic Union, tonight
declared that If Jole Ray, Frank
Loren Murchlson
and
I.oomts.
Jackson Scholz were found guilty
of
of charges
professionalism
brought against them, they will bo
He asserted those redisciplined.
sponsible for the games concerned
would also be adequately

511

J!
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(By The Associated From.)

Tokio, Dec. 18 (by the Associated Press.) Retention by
the United States of the battleships, Colorado, Washington and Maryland, has called
forth violent protestations by
several vernacular newspapers.
The Aslhl, under the cap- -'
tlon of "The Selfish Washington Conference," attacks the
Japanese delegates for their
failure to maintain the "70"
ratio. It also scores the powers for their alleged Insincere

attitude.

The Yorozuh
Choho
presses the belief that the
ceptance of the naval ratio
has been to the detriment of
Japan. The Kokumln Shim-bu- n
declares that tho conference has prepared for war Instead of peace.
exac-

BODY, SCALPED AND .
BEARING STAB WOUND
FOUND BY SEARCHERS
(By The Associated Press.)

Grass Valley, Calif., Dec. 18.
The body of Peter Cadden, scalped
and bearing a stab wound in the
neck, was found here today by a
party of fellow postal service employes who organized a search for
Cadden after the local police had
failed to locate him. Cadden, ft
letter carrier, had been missing
since last Thursday.
The body was found in a small
building Cadden had rented and
had Intended to furnish
apparently
t.
and
He Was known to cary considerable sums about with him, but
nothing apparently had Seen taken
from his pockets by the slayer.
sub-ren-

PACKERS BREAK
LIQUOR
CLAIM

11,

IS

OF DAVIS

Leader Says Strike
Breakers Are Being Fur-

Union

nished With Whiskey to
Keep Them at Work.

Christmas Gifts
The people of Albuquerque have never had
the opportunity of selecting their Xmas gifts
from so large an assortment, and remember
our motto: "Nothing Over One Dollar." Listed
below are a few of the many
s
we
have in store for you:
Christmas Candies
30c lb.
Dolls, Baby Dolls, Unbreakable Dolls, Sleeping
Dolls
$1.00
A. B. C. Blocks
...35c to $1.00
.10c to ISc
Holly Boxes........
Drums
.30c to 75c
...
Horns.
;...5c to $1.00
Sidet Garter Sets for Men. . ,
50c
Albums, 50 Pages
$1.00
$1.00
Stationery, $2.50 values........
Books for Boys and Girls.
5c to $1.00
Xmas Tree Decorations.
.1c to 15c
Sliding Trombones, Cornets, Trumpets and
Hundreds of Others loo Numerous
i

to Mention.

He said he was Just as positive
today as he was on the day of the
explosion thnt the orima was the
handiwork of the third Internationale,
Anticipating a possible anarchistic demonstration resulting from
publication of IJndenfeld'a confession, the police have taken extraordinary precautionary measures-tprotect Wall street.

SCHMADER SUSPENDED
FOR ALLEGED FOULING
(By The AMorlnteiT Pre".)
Omaha. Neb., Dec. 18. State
Doyle anBoxing Commissioner
nounced
last night that Andy
pugilist,
Schmader,
heavyweight
had been suspended from Nebraska
rings for an Indefinite period ns
the result of his continual fouls In
his bout with George Ijimson. another Nebraska heavyweight, here

Saturday night.

The commissioner Intimated that
Lamson would come under the ban
because of his poor showing. Lam-so- n
went down ,repeatedly from
light blows, the commissioner said.
Schmader was at one time heavyweight champion of the navy.
:

ELIMINATION OF TAX
MEANS A BIG SAVING

321 W. CENTRAL AVE.

(ny The Antoclnted rre.)
New York, Dec. 18. Elimination
of the war tax on express ship
ments, effective January 1,' will result In a saving of $1,600,000
month for users of this service, O.
C. Taylor, president of the American Railway Express company, declared In a statement tonight.

GET YOUR TICKETS ON THE $35.00 DOLL
AND BUGGY. SOMEBODY WILL WIN IT.

smrrixc not damaged.
Dec. 18. All
Detroit, Mich.,

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
PHONE 299

i.
V.

ASSIST

o
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FEDERAL

y

DRIVE

shipping on Lakes Michigan ami
Superior Is believed to have escaped damage in thn stale that
wept tho 'lakes last night.

j

How to make delicious

Local Committee Has Been
to Organize a
. Formed
of
Branch
the National
Here.
Committee
Budget
Announcement
has heen made
that as a result of the budget guard
meeting held in this city on December 8, a local committee, headed by Walter M. Connell, has been
formed to organize an Albuquerque branch of the national budget
committee which is conducting a
nationwide movement to support
Gen. Charles O. Dawes, In his efforts to effect a reduction of the
John
burden of federal taxation
T. Pratt, national chairman of the
budget committee, who Is heading
a transcontinental tour of business
men to arouse Interest In tho budget guard movement-- , was the guest
of honor and principal speaker at
tho recent local meeting.
Members of the committee are:
Walter M. Connell, chairman; Dr.
David R. Snence Hill, president of
state university; Dr. David Ross
Boyd, president Rotary club; Henry G. Coors, Jr., president Klwanls
club; G. F. Breece, president
Chamber of Commerce;
J. B.
Herndon, president State Natinntl
M.
bank; J.
Raynolds, president
First National bank; A. O. Slmms,
president Citizens National bnnk;
's
Mrs. J. G. Gould, president
club; Mrs. E. J. Strong, president Business and Professional
Women's club; John Milne, superintendent of city schools; and Mis:t
Irene Burke, superintendent of
county schools.
The Albuquerque committee will
Join forces with hundreds of city
chairmen of the ration budget
committee, In the organization's
d
a
"budget guard,"
reof volunteers
cruited from its membership
to
nrousr public sentiment In favor of
eliminating
every
unnecessary
item of governmental expense from
federal appropriations.
The Albuquerque committee Is
expected to enter actively into the
work of the national budget committee, and its first duties will be
the enrollment of a "budget guard"
selected from the most prominent
business and professional men In
tho city. It will be their duty to
enroll every taxpayer who favors
a reduction of the present unbearable tax burden. Members of the
"budget guard" will pledge their
support to General Druves In establishing a businesslike administration of government appropriations and expenditures, as provided by the recently
established
budget system whirh tho national
budget committee
sponsored for
two years and which it was instrumental in initiating and passing.
The organization of tho local
committee was announced by Stanley B. Howe, director of organization of the national budget committee, whose headquarters are at
7 West Eighth
street, New York
City. Among the director of the
committee are Chief Justice William Howard Taft, Alton B. Park-ePaul M. Warburg, Manny
Strauss. Henry I,. stlmson, Benjamin Strong, Dr. Nicholas Murray
Butler, John T. Pratt, Joseph p.
Cotton, William M. Chadbourne
and Samuel McCune Lindsay.
John B. Clark is active state
chairman for New Mexico and
Governor M.' C. Mechem of Santa
Fe is honorary chairman. R. A.
Cahoon is active city chairman for
Roswell. Walter M. Connell has
been the honorary city chairman
in
for
Albuquerque
several
months.
Wo-an-

are richer and more
toothsome when the dough is
mixed soft. Though a soft dough is
difficult to handle, you will find that
if you chill it first, you need add very
little flour when you roll it out.

ROOKIES

M
?

?
?
?

Try Criaco in this recipe
DATE COOKIES

l

li cupful

1

?

eggbeaten light
Grated rind of l lemon
Yl cupful milk

3

?

3
'

2

M
?
8

i
i

Crisco

cupful sugar

i

nowly-create-

i

cupfuls flour
teaspoonfuls baking powder
teaspoonful salt
'
pound dates
tablespoonfult sugar

Cream the Crisco and gradually beat in tha
sugar, add the egg and grated rind. Sift together thp flour, baking powder, and salt and
add to the first mixture, alternately, with the
milk. Chill the dough. More flour may be
needed. The cookies should not spread in
baking. Take the dough on a floured board
a little at a time, knead slightly, roll thin and
cut in rounds. Lift half the rounds to a baking
sheet, spread withthe stohed dates cooked with
the sugar and chopped, brush the' edge with
water, cover with the other half of the cakes,
pressing the edge together closely, dredge with
granulated sugar. Bake in a moderate oven.
Figs or canned pine
apple (grated) may
be used in place
the dates.

?

As to shortening, Crisco is the ideal
enrichment for cookies because it has
neither taste nor odor to detract from
delicate flavorings. It is so rich that
one-fift- h
less is required in any recipe

calling for ordinary shortening and so
pure that one likes to use it in food

k
k
k

which will be given to children.

k
k
k
k

ForFryinj-Fo- r

A

Shortening

'For, Cake Making'
Why not let this book help you make
cooking more successful ?

38
The Procter
& Gamble
Co.,
Uept. ot Home .ceo-

all your

Tells you what to do and what to avoid in making biscuits,
cookies, cakes, pies, croquettes, and fritters. Tells
Please send nostnaid. "The
how to cook meats and vegetables. Scores of
Whys of Cooking." I enclose 10c
exclusive recipes by Janet McKenzie Hill,
in stamps.
founder of the Boston Cooking School.
Kach rnnv rnsra
tn nrm. Vmi
IName
may have one copy by sending
Address.
coupon ana tuc m stamps.

8
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office of said corporation In the
NEARLY 300 PICTURES . Htate
of New Mexico shall bo in AlSHOWN AT WASHINGTON buquerque, New Mexico, and the
name of the agent In charge thereof and upon whom process against
(ny Til. AftinnnirA Trent.)
Washington, Dec. 18. American this corporation may be served, is
painters displayed the products of W. C. Thaxton.
3. The purposes and objects for
their talents to an International
gathering at the opening lost night which said corporation is forme 1
at the Corcoran gallery of art of are to construct reservoirs, pumpthe eighth biennial exhibition of ing plants, pipe lines, ditches,
contemporary American oil paint- mains, wells and other sources of
water supply, to enlarEe and repair
ings, j
Included the same, to operate a system of
Thnf paintings, which
the four winners of prizes offered water supply tfor the purpose of
water for Irrigation,
by former Senator Clark of Mon- furnishing
tana, were viewed by many of the manufacturing, domestic and other
foreign government officials of tho public uses to the inhabitants of
arms conference. The exhibition Bernalillo county. New Mexico, and
to any municipality or the Inhabiconsists of nearly 800 pictures.
tants thereof, in said county, and
in general to do all and every such
RECEPTION TENDERED
act or thing in pursuance of the
general purpose of said corporation,
CENTRE GRID ELEVEN as
may not be Inconsistent with the
laws of the United States or the
(By The A.Mrlntcd

Pre...)
Denver, Colo.. Dec. 18. Alumni
of Centre college of Danville, Ky.,
today tendered a reception to tho
football team of that Institution,
which stopped here today en route
to San Diego, Calif., where the
team plays the University of Arizona eleven December 26.
Twenty-eigplayers, comprising
the personnel of the squad, toured
the mountain
parks and tonight
Memwere guests at a banquet.
bers of the team are in excellent
condition, Coach Mnran said.
The squad leaves here tomorrow
morning direct for San Diego.

state of New Mexico. The beginning point of said water system
shall be at some point either in the
Albright-Moor- e
addition to the rity
of Albuquerque, or upon the Anderson addition No. 2 to said city, and
the terminus of the main lino of
pipe shall be at such point either
within or without the corporate
limits of the city of Albuquerque as
the needs and demands of consumers shall make necessary; the
general course of such pipe line,
mains and laterals shall be such ns
shall be necessary to best reach
and serve consumers in said county,
and whereever convenient shall be
along public highways, streets and
alleys, and the length of said system shall be such as shall be necessary to reach and serve consumers
In said county.
4. The amount of the total authorized capital stock of this corporation shall be Fifty Thousand
Dollars (50,000.00), which shall
be divided Into five hundred shares
(BOO) of the par value of One Hun
dred Dollars (f 100. 00) per share,
and all of said stock shall be common stock; the amount of the capital stock with which said corporation shnll commence business shall
bo Three Thousand Dollars

T)n vnii
J
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1921, before me personally appeared W. C. Thaxton, Florence
U
Thaxton, V. D. Carr, Scott Anderson and John F. slmms, to me
known to bo the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing
Instrument, and acknowledged that
they executed tho same as their
free act and deed.
Witness my hand and seal on this
the day and year first above written.
JULIA JOF1XSON.
(Seal)
Notary Public, liernalillo County,
New Mexico.
My commission expires April 15,
1925.

11 232.

Cor-dyl-

Ka-mo-

ia

was thereupon fixed for
tlio 12th day of January,
A. V. 192 2. at 10 o'clock in tha
forenoon of paid day.
Oiven under my hand and the
seal of this court, tilts 9th day of
December, A.

D. 1921.

FRED CROLLOTT.

County Clerk.

M)TH'F.

FOB

HI.1CATION.

IM

HE PUBLICATION'.
Department of tha Interior. TJ. 8. Land
Office, at Santa F, N. M., November

Ml.

21,

Notice is hereby given that Daniel Her-rer- a,
ot care Mamlell and Meyer. Albuquerque, N. M., who, on May 28, 1913,
made Homestead entry, No. 018743, for
PE'i BR1 env,, NK'4 HB'i SB'4. E1
NWS4 PKi SE'i. SK4 NE'i SK!4. K '4
ID. SW
SW'4 NK'-HF.il, Section
SW
SW4, WH SEV1 MVS 8W4. W,
NVVVi
SW4 HW'4, KV"4 NW'i BWli,
W!4 SE',1 NWVi SWVi, Section 11, NWS
NWli NW',4. Wt4 NEK NWS NWS,
Section 14. Tnwnshlp 9 N., Itanste
E.,
N. M. P. M.. has filed notice of Intention
to make Three-Yea- r
Proof, to eitnUllsh
claim to the land above descrlhed, before the U. S. Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on the 27th day of December, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses: Antonio
Garcia. I.ul
I'oralez, Frank Martlne.
Darlo Garcia, alt of Albuquerque, N. M.
A. M. HERUKHE. Paftiater.

NOTICE.
To the Stockholders of the Citizens National llank, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
You are hereby notified that the
annual meeting of the stockholders of
tho Citizens National
Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
will be held at Its Banking House
on Tuesday, January 10, 1922, at
3 p. m., for tho purpose of. electing directors for the ensuing year.

H. O.
December 10, 1921.

B.
The names and postofflce addresses of the Incorporators and the
number of shares subscribed for by
each, are as follows:
W. C. Thaxton, Albuquerque, N,

cashier.

Most

26 shares; $2,600.00.
Florence L. Thaxton. Albuquerque, N. M.. 1 share; $100.00.
M

W. D. Carr, Albuquerque,
$100.00.

share;

N. M

Scott Anderson, Albuquerque,

Appreciated

N1.

share, $100.00.
John F. Slmms, Albuquerque, N.
c
M.. 1 share; $100.00.
Total. 30 shares; $3,000.00.
6.
The period limited for the
duration of this corporation shall
M.,

1

GIFT
to
or

be fifty (50) years.

7.
The affairs of this corporation shall be managed by a board
of directors of three, to be named
by the stockholders at any annual
meeting, provided that W. C. Thaxton, Scott Anderson and John F.
Slmms shall be and hereby are
named an the directors of this corporation who shall manage the
business of said corporation for the
first year.
8.
The board of directors shall
have power to make, alter and
for the government
amend
by-la-

this corporation.
In Witness Whereof, the Incorporators have hereunto set their
hand's and seals on this the 28th
of

day of November,

1921.

friends

relatives, especially

former

Albuquerque

would be a
or year's
ubscrlption to

residents,
six

months'

THE MORRIKG JOURNAL
We will, send them a card stating that their
subscription Is a gift from you. For rates and
further Information call or phone

JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO

W. C. THAXTON.

(L.S.)
FLORENCE U THAXTON. (I 8.)
W. D. CARR.
(U S.)
SCOTT ANDERSON.
(UP.)
JOHN P. SIMMS. (US.)

State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, ss.
On tills 29tU stay .ot November,

I

Testament
Thursday

).

1

I

Abel Padilla, deceased, late of the
County of Hernalillo and State of
New Mexico, was produced
and.
read lntho Probate Court of the
of
of
New
Bernalillo, State
County
Mexico, on the 8th day of December, 1921. and the day ot the proving of saici alleged last Wiy and

(Seal)

ENDORSED.
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 7,
Pago 116. Certificate
Incorporation of North End Water Company. Filed In office of State Corporation Comtnteainn of New Mex-ic- e
December 1 1921,11a.m.
A. U MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared: irK to ,TJO.
INDEXED.
State of New Mexico, County of
P.ernallllo. ss.
This instrument was filed for
record on tho 7th day of December,
Re1921, at 9:15 o'clock a, m.
corded in Vol. "E" Misc. of Records of said county. Folio 153.
FRED OROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk and Recorder.
By S. CROLLOTT. Deputy Clerk.
Compared: Estelle Garcia to
Whltlock.
NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Abel
Padilla, Deceased,
To Pilar Rub! de Padilla, Albuquerque, New Mexico; Josefita
P. de Lobato, Albuquerque, New
Mexico; Tereelta P. de Lobato,
Albuquerque, New Mexico;
P. do Saavedra Manuelita
Padilla, Albuquerque, N. M., and
to All Others Whom It May Concern:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged last Will and Testament of
No.

''

.,

v

When anyone Is suffering from a
bronchial affliction or has a cough
that lingers on and grows worse at
night, the loss of sleep tends to
weaken the sufferer and grows
more serious the longer It Is neglected. Mrs. M. Suter, 647 Iing- brook Ave., Stratford, Conn., writes:
DEMONSTRATION
HELD
"Foley's Honey and Tar has given
atm- - great relief from a severe
IN HAVANA AGAINST
No medicine
tack of bronchitis."
NEW TARIFF MEASURE stands higher throughout the nation as n family remedy for colds,
coughs and croup. Sold everywhere.
(By Til. AMnrtiil.il TreM.)
Havana, Dec. 18. A demonstration was held here today against
the Fordney
tariff bill. Thirty
LEGAL NOTICE
thousand persons took part In a
was State of New Mexico, Stat Corpoparade. The .demonstration
ration Commission of New Mexorderly.
ico. Certificate of Comparison.
A statement presented to President Zayas and Major General E. United States of America, State ot
New Mexico ss.
TI. Crowder after the demonstraIt Is Hereby Certified, that the
tion by M. Arango, president of the
is a full, true and comannexed
Association of Sugar Mill Owners
and Planters, which arranged the plete transcript of the Certificate
of Incorporation of North End
parade, declared:
"The United States must not de- Water Company (No. 11232) with
In
tho endorsements thereon, ns same
own
work
stroy the fruit of its
Cuba by enforcing ruinous tariff appears on file and of record Invthe
rates against her sugar and tobac- office of the State Corporation
co."
Commission.
Similar manifestations, jalthough
In Testimony Whereof, the State
on a smaller scale, were held In Corporation
Commission of the
the larger towns throughout the State of New Mexico has caused
to
island,'- according
press reports. this certificate to be signed by Its
Chairman and the seal of said
Commission, to bo affixed at the
ELSTON FUNERAL TO
City of Santa Fe on this 1st day of
BE HELD THURSDAY December, A. D. 1921.
HUGH H. WUXIAMS,
(Seal)
Chairman.
Attest:,
trty The Aanoelated Presn.)
18.
A. H MORRISON, Clerk.
Dec.
Berkeley,! Calif.,
Funeral services for John Arthur
Elston, representative from the ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF
Sixth California
district, whose
body was found In the Potomao NORTH END WATER COMPANY.
We. W. C. Thaxton, Florence L.
river last week, will be held In
It was Thaxton, W. D. Carr, Scott AnderBerkeley next Thursday,
son and John F. Slmms, all being
announced today.
The body, escorted by a number citizens of the United States and ot
of Mr, Elston's congressional col- the state of New Mexico, and resileagues. Is expected here Wednes- dents of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
do hereby certify that we have this
day.
day associated ourselves together
for the purpose Of forming a corAIRPLANE SERVICE.
Duenna Aires. TW. 8. A seml- - poration
under tho laws of the
weekly airplane service between state of New Mexico, and In pursuhere and Montevideo was inaugu- ance thereof we do further certify:
1. The name of this corporation
rated today when a plane carrying
Ms for TTfnfirnlav flan, tn f nntoviflftri shall' bo "North End Water Com
with passenger's and mall. The dis pany.'
tance is about 120 miles,
, 2. The location of tliq principal
1

-

,l

9

r,

super-value-

.

ALBUQUERQUE TO

and
Amalgamated Meat Cutters
Butcher Workmen's Vnion of North
America, declared today in a speech
before 1,500 striking packing house
workers that the packers are violating the liquor laws by furnishing
strike breakers with whisky to
keep them working. Chief of Police Michael Dempsey said tonight
that no evidence whatever has been
him to support the
supplied
charges. The chief said that the
strike executive committee had
made such a report recently and
that ho had told the members to
supply pome evidence. This, he declared, has not been done to date.
"The strike Is all over," was the
declaration tonight of Superintendent Murphy of the local Cudahy
plant.
"We have all the men we need
with tho exception of a few skilled
butchers." snid O. C. Willis, superintendent of the Armour & Co.
plant.
"We are operating nearly 100
per cent," asserted tho superintendent of Morris & Co.'s plant.
A mass
for women
meeting
strikers has heen called for 9
o'clock tomorrow morning. Union
officials toi.tght declined to say
what the purpose of calling this
meeting was, or what matters DISARMAMENT
GOOD
would he taken up.
AS FAR AS IT GOES
Today was quiet In the local
packing plant district with tho exCHINESE DECLARES
ception of one fight, which resulted
in an arrest.
(By Th flunicinlrd l'rm..
Washington, Dec. 18 (bv the AsBURNS IS AWAITING
sociated Press.) Disarmament is
Rood as far as It goes, but it merely
TEXT OF CONFESSION
reduces the engines of war and in
OF WOLFE LINDENFELD no way removes the causes of war.
Dr. C. H. Wang, member of the
Chinese delegation, said in an ad(Bt The AwicToterl TVeM.)
dress
tonight.
New York, Dec. 18. Text of the
He explained he did not wish to
10,000-wor- d
confession alleged to
have heen made by Wolfe Llnden- - "iclittle the work of tho conference,
but wanted 'to impress on his audifeld, after his arrest in Warsaw, in ence
that peace is "a moral obligaconnection with the Wall street
16 tion."
bomb explosion
September
"We are all aware,"
he said,
1920. was being awaited tonight by
nations have been accustomed
William J. Burns, director of the "that
to
deal
with
one
a manin
another
bureau of Investigation of the de- ner in
which no decent man dares
partment of Justice.
to
deal with his neighbors. ExtorHe characterized as unfounded
is illegal and immoral, but as
the reports thnt the department of tion
between
nations It Is
by
justice had given orders to begin 'ultimatum.' If two dignified
men agree
a roundup of the communists.
to do something
In the event that arrests should among tothemselves
a third person it is conhe necessitated through disclosures illegal
dealin
but
international
spiracy;
statecontained In Llndenfeld's
ings this is known as a treaty or
that international
ment, Mr. Burns asserted,
understanding."
would be done "properly and by

warrant."

m

In

HAS

(Br The Asortmed ITtss.)
MAN WHO CAMPAIGNED
Omaha, Neb., Dec. 18. Jacob IT.
WITH LINCOLN, DEAD Davis, district president of the

4

w

PARLEY

PREPARED FOR WAR
INSTEAD
OF PEACE

Page Three
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department
M

Phones IS or
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ALBUQUERQUE
BARLEY IS GOOD

STUDENTS 5

I

FORTUNE IN APPLES GARNERED

'

MORNING JOURNAL)
LESS PULCHRITUDE,
MORE PLOT, COLLEGE

T.OM CANADIAN ORCHARDS

REMEDY

TO EEED CATTLE

TO REDUCE

EXPERTS CLAIM

mft

Dec. 18. What
Baelne, Wis.',
Live in Their Own House,
happens to the barley the brewers
Do Own
Cooking and used to buy?
Raise What was the fate of one of the
and
Housework
most Important Grain crops of the
in
Back
Yard.
Porkers
United States, formerly used ns a
foundation In the manufacture of
18.
Pec.
Manhattan, Kans.,
malt liquors, the special market for
While obtaining an education at the which was, theoretically at least,
state
Kansas
agricultural college destroyed by (ho late passage of the
here, Leslie and Kugena Dudley are Volstead act describing beer aa ano
giving a first hand demonstration intoxicating liquor proscribed
the igliternth amendment?
of how to cut down expenses. They
An investigation made hero by
estimate that their expense account at the conclusion of their the Wisconsin nprlculturist shows
four years in college will represent that there has been practically no
a saving of $2, Out) or more, as reduction in the acreage of barley
was
prohibition
compared with what they would planted since
have spent, had they paid for board adopted. The crop in the United
he
to
shown
and lodging at the regular student States this year was
67,000,000 bushels, compared with
rates.
The Dudley boys live in their own 171,000,000 bushels the year before
average of 208.000,-00house, do their own cooking and and a
the reduction not being due to
housework and are raising a prolific family of porkers in their back any cutting down of acreage hut to
even an unanticipated crop failure. The
yard. Incidentally, they didn't on
a agriculturist reports that the new
pay car fare. They arrived
worldA
with
their
market for this grain is a contribu
small truck, along
ly possessions, including three pure tion to the former ly the agricul
bred sows and ten little pigs, a tural schools of the midwest.
Anticipating that the stoppage of
typewriter, a phonograph and a
the manufacture of malt liquors
dog.
would to a crcat extent do away witn
Buy An Acre of Land.
Thev bought an acre of hind ad the barley "market, the agricultural
on
west,
the
colleges of Illinois, Indiana, jowa
joining the campus
unloading the animals, and pitched and Wisconsin hp.nan a scries cf tests
of the
a tent to live in until a contractor to determine the feed value
could build a cottage for them.
grain. Theso tests which have been
for
three
combination
In
The trractive little dwelling continued
which was constructed under their years have demonstrated that barsupervision is 14 by 20 feet and has ley Is ultra valuable as a stock feed;
two rooms. One is used for a that it contains more protein than
kitchen and dining room and the corn and more carbohydratesInthn
fat
other as a study and bed room. oats, lacking only slightly
a

)v3

"fr.

ascribsensationalism. Twenty-fou- r
ed the screen slump to the mere
fact that the novelty of the motion
picture' has worn off, while only
10 gave the reason that admission
charges are too high.
"It should be made dear at the
outset," said Miss Velma L, Bryan,
assistant to President W. W. Guth,
"that motion pictures, as a form o
entertainment, seems tg be as popular as ever. It was commonly
agreed that really good pictures
will always draw a full house, almost regardless of price. But the
main point made In the answers to
the sonlor canvass that there has
been so much sensational medioc
rity, and so much overstatement of
merit, and such an excess of circus
that
superlatives In exploitation,
the publlo Is no longer willing to
take the chance Involved In mere
ly "going to the movies;" nowa
days, after much sad experience
nd disillusionment, the public hesi
tates to attend motion pictures unless certain of the program."
home of the answers from which

un-dr-

Nova

cotIa

y't'7

Op c hard

1

0,

five-ye-

well with
They dug a twenty-foposthole auger, and this provides
and hogs.
the
for
boys
ample water
The brothers paid $(i00 for their
ground and $500 for their house,
making a total of $1,100. The place
will be worth at least that much,
or perhaps nioro, four years hence
when they expect to sell it. So they
they will save $040 on
figure thatthe
room rent
coming four years.
They have found that the grocery
bills for the last eight weeks average $5 a week for both. This represents a saving of $5.50 each week,
or $800 for four years. The saving
on laundry bills and pressing by
doing their own work will amount
to at least $100 a year' or $400 during their stay in college.
Both Aro Musicians.
Thev find time for school activi
ties after their household work inIs
finished. Leslie plays a clarinet
the college band, and his brother,
Eugene, sings In a church choir.
Both are Interested In literary society and other college activities.
But their ideas come into conflict on the question of hogs. IjPs-llwho Is studying mechanical engineering, has no interest whateverIs
while Eugene, who
In swine,
fond
studying agriculture, Is very
of them. So the latter owns the
China
Poland
d
three
hrood sows and the ten little pigs.
He expects to make nearly enough
money by raising pigs on cheap
corn to pay his part of the expenses.
A camper's tent provides shelter
for the hogs.
ot

content.
In feed value, the experiments
have shown that, an acre In Illinois
3.'! 3
pounds more
will produce
actual digestible food if planted to
barley than if planted in oats. In
Indiana, the barley produces 2!!)
pounds more feed than oats, in
Iowa 240 and In Wisconsin 2M, according to the report.
An exnerimeut
conducted ny .i.
rj. Fuller, beef cattle expert of the
Wisconsin college of agriculture, on
wentty head of Chicago steers re
turns a verdict
for nancy mri
mi"
corn. The steers were nmui-two lots and fed an Identical raten
cure
of
the
In
that
tion except
of them crushed barley was subs!
th
tuted for cracked corn. With
,iiannslnir of the steers In the fall
It was found that thofa fed oil bar
ley had gained their flesh at a cost
of $24.01 per hundred pounds and
those fed on corn $27.44 per

kE APV
OTTAWA, ONT. Canada's apple
yield for 1921 is 8,337,200 barrels.
The Dominion Fruit Commissioner's
Department shows that British
Columbia increased its production
to 1,009,000 barrels, as compared
with 604,540 barrels the previous
year. The Okanagan and Kootenay
Valleys in Southern British Columbia are the crreat producing regions
of the Pacific Coast, but this year's
crop was increased by farmers in
the lake region of the province who
are combining fruit growing and

dairying.

Theaters Today

I

t OS

O VETO 5ELA

place the value of the Okanagan
region fruit crop at $6,000,000.
This includes apples, peaches,
plums, cherries, pears, apricots ana
berries.
The total value of the apple crop
in all Canada is placed at $30,000,-00In 1020 the average value per
barrel for Canada vas $8.77, as
compared with $7.31 the previous
year. This year s average price is
expected to be about the same, and
export sales, which totaled 1,127,400
barrels, probably will be surpassed

has used the world's largest city,
its
with its historical Duildings,
busy streets, its flowering suburbs
as
river
and Its beautiful Thames
a background for a
romantic
adventure, li w,ic1i a dashing
the
sets
pace for
young American
stolid nobility when he first kidnaps and then elopes with the fair
daughter of the house. nonsensical
Of such delightfully
and beautiful pictorial stuff is "The
made. It is
Jtoad to London"
Bryant Washburn's first independent production, presented by Lee
Ochs and distributed by Associated
Exhibitors.
Exhibitors, and It Is being repeated
today at the Pastime-- , theater.

ticket, nnd other Important members of the cast are Haseard Short,
Florence Short, Ina Ilorke, Marguerite Linden and Jack Connolly.
The production marks Constance
Talmadge's first appearance on
the screen In a "political" role.
Those who see this pidture, it Is
said, will be glvon sqme food for
d
but
thought on the
as yet undecided question as to
in
the
just what woman's place
business, social and political world
should be.

pro-acti-

high-spe-

pure-bree-

Tal-mad-

120-ml-

A

ed,

high-socie- ty

JKWFXnY

IXDIAN BKADF.D BAGS
MOCCASINS
and many other articles that
we do not mention.
Get our prices before you
buy your gifts

nadlan teams and one from the
united states already have entered,
It was said.

B. Marcus
213 Sout.h First

When the family is gathered together at the old home for tho
Christmas reunion, it's, wonder fu to be there.

much-dispute-

Tal-mad-

But if you cannot be there in person, a long distance call is trio
"
next best way.

U

K

G

l,

service from
to midnight costs about
the day rate; from midto 4:30 a. m. about

Station-to-statio-

8:30 p.
one-ha-

lf

night

n

ra

one-fourt-

h.

,

The

station-to-statio-

rate, which

n

lower than for
service, applies when
you will talk to anyone who
may bS
at the telephone called. - '
is considerably

person-t-

o-person

Wherever you are, drop in on the absent friends via Long Distance,
for an exchange of Christmas greetings.

THE MOUNTAIN STATES TELEPHONE ANT

TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Let Ibe Journal 'Be Your
Christmas Guide
DO YOUR "shopping" at home
ing at the stores.

--

.

your

buy-

BUT There are so many, many wants to fill
this coming Christmas. "How can I do my
'shopping at home?'"
THERE'S Mother 'dear, old Mother, her
hair shows silver-gra- y
where once 'twas
for
her.
it
be
must
the best Christgolden
mas ever

Gifts for the Children
Bicycles
Blocks
Dolls
I

Kiddie Kars
Rattles
Eings
Wagons
Gifts for the Home
Bookcases
Cook Books

v

Pianos
Phonographs
Silverware
Tea Wagons

AND Dad, too 'poor Da'd, who usually gets
'
a smile and "Merry Christmas" for. him,
a regular gift this year

.Vacuum

Cleaners

val-lo-

JAPANESE DENOUNCE
TREATY

NEW

Toklo, Dee. 18 (by the Associated
Press.) A mass meeting held today under the auspices of the toYoung Men's league
resolutions opposing
day passed
decisions at the Washington conThere were numerous
ference.
speeches In denunciation of the

agreement.
A proposed demonstration before
the American embassy was prevented by the police, who seized
numerous leaflets containing the
words of a song "Strafe America."
I

CHILD ALMOST STRANGLED.
Mrs. G. Grab, 3116 Washington
Ave, New Orleans, La., writes:
"My child had a cough so bad she
would almost
strangle coughing.
Fcley'a Honey and Tar relieved her
I
and
recommend
It to any
cough,
mother." Foley's Honey and Tar
gets right at the seat of trouble,
clears nose and throat of mucus,
heals raw and iiflamed surfaces,
loosens tightness of the chest and
checks croup, whooping cough
bronchial and "flu" coughs. Sold
vervwhere.

rfts Christinas Dainties
Order Early
Brick Ice Cream
All kinds, Including

Fancy Center

Molds of Christmas Trees, Christinas Bells, Hearts, Etc.
Also a large variety
In ICE CREAMS,

of Flavors.

No Christmas Dinner 1$ Complete
Without a Brick of Cream
MILK. CREAM. WHIPPING' CREAM

Matthew Dairy

This is one of the many little reasons trivial
in themselves but aggregating an ideal which
have made possible the statement that one out
of every three cars owned in New Mexico
(other than Fords) is a Buick.

Phone 1200 for a demonstration.
'.'

Regular equipment on all models
' includes Cord Tires and Alemito
'
Grease System.

C. E. ODEN,

Supply Co.

.Phone 420

,

AND Baby Betsy it's her first' real ChristGifts for Her
mas, she's 'most two years old let's make
her little heart just jump with joy on Flowers

Christmas morn
AND Brother Harry and Sister Sue and
Aunts and Uncles,' too and friends, perhaps a score.
GOOD gracious there"s so many gifts to
make and so little time to look around.
I KNOW Let's select from the "Christmas
Gift Suggestions" columns of The' Morning Journal. We can "shop",there and sayc
.
hours and dollars.

HI '

Furs
Handkerchiefs
Hosiery
Lingerie

,

Jewel Cases i
.Necklaces

Gifts for Him
Belt Buckles
Cigars
Cigarette Cases
Canes

Hair Brushes
Safety Razors
.Tobacco

j

'

Jars

McCOLLOUGH.BUICK COMPANY,
Fifth and Gold

&

Bt

Journal Want Ads bring results.

Your Voice at the Other End

nguage

endeavoring to arouse the Chinese
the fine
government to protect
game reserves still existing In the
Interior of the country.

Savings

We have a great line of

-

Spanish-la-

semi-fina-

Money

(

0.

--

ten-rou-

As a medicinal
for
antlseptlo
douches In treating catarrh, lnflam-matlon or ulceration of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine
Ills it has no equal. For ten years
the Lydla B. Plnkham. Medlclnu Co.
has recommended Paxtlne in their
private correspondence with worn
en, .which- - proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say It
Is "worth Its weight In gold." At
druggists, 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilot Co., Boston, Mass.

sets.
Estimates of provincial agricultural experts in British Columbia this year.

high-geare-

""

A soluble Antiseptic Powder
to be dissolved in
Water as Needed. '

Cnl-gari- ,"

TOd TKAM TtACE.
New York, Doc. 18. A
dog team race to be held In New
Hampshire, starting nnd
ending at
II
rA
Rerlln Fchrunrv
who

Women

To

Special

Thi most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

J?

Scotia, with a crop of
Increased its
1,300,000 barrels,
by 140,000 barrels over last
year; The Ontario apple yield is
placed at 960,000 barrels; Quebec
35,200, and New Brunswick 33,000.
In Nova Scotia the harvest of Baldwins and Kings was particularly
large, and In the Niagara peninsula
of Ontari6 there was a big yield of
Spies, Baldwins, Mcintosh and rusNova

SPECIAL SESSION OF
Theater Repeating for tho
OREGON LEGISLATURE
last time today, tho picture, "The
with Paul Wegener and
WILL CONVENE TODAY Golem."
Lyda Salmonova as the leading
characters in a great presentation
(Hy The A"rlntr(l l'rt.)
o the "Titan of tho Screen;" also
Salem, Ore., Doc. 18. Oregon's repeating Eddie I'ol6 In the
legislature convenes in special ses- "Square Deal Cyclone," and the
sion tomorrow, on call of dov. Hon "Current Events" reels.
W. Olcott, to consider the mntter
Lyrlo Theater Constance
of nronnslmr a state tax of J3.000,
Is again at the Lyric today,
RHINELANDERS. LIKE
nan nreart over three years to
Atlantic-Pnclfl- n for the
last lime, as tho star l.i
help finance the proposed
AMERICAN CHOP SUEY
also
"Woman's
Place;"
repeating
TTItrhwavs and Electrical
rxnosltlnn nt Portland In 1925. If "Tho .skipper's Fire BrlRade," a
(By The AfiBocialed Trem.)
the legislature endorses the pro- Tooncrville comedy,
l ust line Tiicnter Ttepefitlng to cQNTAyCF: TALMADGE IS
Dec. 18. American
Coblenz,
0BREG0N BECOMES AN
posed tax It will be submitted to
Road
to
"The
the picture,
CANDIDATE EOII MAVOIt IV
"chop suey" has been Introduced
WRITER the people at the primaries next day
.EDITORIAL
Washburn
with
London,"
Bryant
PICTUtK .''WOMAN'S PLACE" to Ithlnelanders and they like It!
Mav.
repeating the picTho chop sucy idea was conGovernor Olcott Included In his as the star; alsoAllen
entitled
ture
Hunt,
session
by
Major
a
sug"Woman's Place," the First ceived by an American soldier
(Br The Annnrlnted 1 Vrn.
In
for
the
call
special
Mexico City, Dec.
that further regulation of "Capturing Lions by Airpjane," National attraction which is being Walter E. Smith, who opened a
Obreiton" has become a regular gestion
motor buses nnd other motor and the "Fox News" pictures:
repeated for the last time today at shop when his enlistment expired,
editorial writer for the four
trucks on the state highways also
the Lyric, Constance Talmadso Is after fifteen years in the army.
morning newspapers be considered.
The
governor ap- WOVDKRTTL PICTl UE IS
Germans didn't pay much attensaid to have been given the pep"TUK ;om:m." now reino
here and his articles on timely
ft special committee of repmost Interesting screen tion to tho little cafe at first, but
and
pointed
piest
attenmuch
THEATER
AT
SIIOWX
"II"
topics have attracted
resentative citizens to hold hearivehicle that she haa had in a long curiosity got the best of them at
tion throughout the republic.
last and finally they began patronngs fwid recommend bills to amend
The Initial showing In Albuquer- time.
The Mexican president chose as existing statutes concerning buses
Miss
izing the place, and the food,
The role In which
his first subject "The Freedom of and the size of loads carried by que of "The Golerrt." a European
served with Chinese trimmings, la
be an Inseen
will
be
will
the Press." suggested by the lively motor trucks on hichways, ba.ed motion picture of signal strength novation for Talmadge fans, for quite popular now with the native
attracted immense Constance enacts the part of Jose- men and women.
controversy several newspapersof on the consensus of opinion devel- and beauty,
"B" theater yes- phine Gerson, belle of tho town,
were having with
ns a result of the committee's audiences to the
oped
some
Interior Lugo, who made
The objecte of this terday nnd It Is being repeated to- who,
return from Paris, is WILL LIMIT CLASSES
investigations.
the
aualnst
That the production creat- made onto her
pre- day.
move was to have a mca.-urthreatening remarks
run as candidate for
his
ed
is
a
there
In
Kl
Universal
following
the
profound impression
editor of
TO 75 STUDENTS EACH
pared nnd to eliminate delay
mayor.
sharn criticism of the government. consideration of the matter at the little room for doubt. The recepThe election contest Is one of the
tion accorded the picture because most
President Obreenn gave every
session.
ever
special
unique and amusing
(Dj The Amorlsted Tren.)
assurance in his editorial that freeThe proposed state tax of JS.OOn,-00- 0 of its beauty and artistry was In conceived, according to those who
Baltimore. Md., Dec. 18. Begindom of speech and press will be
is to be adopted in addition to the nature of a triumph.
seen a preview of the picture, ning next year the entering classes
have
Paul Wegener, who directed the and Miss TalmadBe Is said to be at the Johns
maintained in Mexico throughout the J2, (100,000 tax which Portland
Hopkins medical
his administration.
voters have endorsed at a special0 production as well as wrote the
as whimsical and charming as school will be limited to seventy-fiv- e
Several days later "Alvaro
To complete the $G,000,-00- scenario, basing it on an old le- ever.
election.
students each, until the presfurnished another editorial
which the committee In choree gend, plays the title role, that of
The story was written by John ent facilities for Instruction are
tho Rfilem, the figure of clay
In which he attacked promiscuous of the fair propose spending,
and
Anita
Emerson
Loos
it was announced by
especially
augmented,
.micoilom nssertine that this 000,000 will be raised by public brought to life hy a rabbi in for the talented Constance. The President Frank
J. Goodnow.
Prague) during the Middle Ages. It
form of solidarity is too often blind subscription.
was
Victor
to limit our classdecision
directed by
"Tho
!) a film play that
will charm production
following by tho masses of a cause
"
seventy-five,es
to
he said, "is
evefy clars of patron, art lovers, Fleming.
with which they are not. enurny
Kenneth Harlan plays opposite based upon our desire to raise the
rabbis, clergymen, lovers ot tho Miss Talmadiro in the
familiar. Th( president In no MIKE VASQUEZ WINS
role of Jim efficiency of our instruction to the
drama and movie fans all revel
sense criticised unions.
OVER EDDIE M'CARTHY ing In the marvelously told fan- Bradley, leader of the opposition highest degree attainable."
the pre.
It Is understood athat
series of editastic story of the Golem, the love
dent is preparing
(By The Associated Prp.)
story of tho rabbi's daughter and
torials which will be submitted for
Mike
18.
the king's messenger and the so
Juarez, Mexico, Dec.
publication at Intervals.
decision
tho
of
won
licitude of the wise men for their
the
Vasquez
referee over Eddie McCarthy hero people. The picture swings from
CHINA'S GAME SUPPLY
the grandeur of architecture to tho
this afternoon at the end r,f a
bout at catch wclRhts. The Intimacy of a miniature and again
IS BEING WIPED OUT
men are-- ef the featherweight class. to the fantasy of a fairy tale. It
is worth going miles to sec.
The contest was Klow and featurel(Ily The Anioclnttd Vrenn.)
nas ess, due to continued clinching on
Ixindon, Dec. 18. China
McCarthy nrtiNfiixo loxdov home.
be- the part of McCarthy.
long enjoved the reputation of
SAYS KIIYAXT WASH1U IIV.
shoot- was down twice In the final round.
ing one of the world's finest
and
balance
his
He
was
shoved
off
IN "ItOAD TO LONDON"
ing grounds, especially as regards
but took a count of elsht. Vasquez
pheasants, snipe and wildfowl,
down
In
the
a clean knock
More Americans
went abroad
Arthur de C. Sowerby, well known scored
a blow to the
last minute with
the two jears that tho Unit
here ns a naturalist and explorer, point of the chin, McCarthy again during
BUICK ROCKER ARMS ARE
ed
a
States
had
flneers In the
few
says that the frame of the country
count
tho
of
elijht.
In
world
war
than
the
taking
ell
pie
Its
years
to
Is being wiped out owing
Ttussell ChamIn the
together since the Pilgrims
Wholesale exportation In cold stor- bers, of Douglas, Ariz., nnd Wildcat put
landed on our fair shores. Among
thte
for
demand
the
satisfto
age
slashKEPT CONSTANTLY OILED
elsht
El
of
boxed
those millions were many thousands
Ells,
Paso,
kind of food In Europe.
ing rounds to a draw decision at ot you nor men, wearlne khaki or
There are no adequate game
men
been
145
have
navy blue who tramped the soil of
pounds. These
laws In force In China and the exfor the samo club for England, arid came home to spin
Occasional filling of the Buick rocker arm
on on
3.
port trade has been carried
to the home folks and comnight,
Tuesday
yarns
January
such an extensive scale as to have
In a
there"
Jimmte
bout,
"over
with
"over
here."
pare
assures constant lubrication of rocker
reservoir
completely exterminated the gamey Hnckley won the decision of the
Bryant Washburn has gone those
reserves of the lower Yantrtsze
over
122
referee
arms
and
He
Ked
one
at
better.
has
Hogan
hoys
push rods making frequent attenbrought
as weU as of larpe utretches of
London to your home town. He
Manchuril. Mr. Sowerby Is now puonds.
tion unnecessary.
e,

Chief

among the reasons for the general
falling off In attendance at motion picture theaters, according to
a canvass among the girls In the
senior class at Gouoher college, Is
"too much pulchritude and too
little plot." At any rate, this la the
verdict of 85 girls; 52 objecting to
trite themes, and 33 to a surfeit of

tS

fc.V1

MOVIES

Md., Dec. 18.

Baltimore,

TEIBEMNSES

FOR

the above conclusions were reached foltow:
Comments on recent plots In motion picture scenarios were sub"themes
stantially the same
hopelessly hackneyed," "plots ridiculous and Impossible," "themes
stupid and Incoherent," "nothing
but faces and clothes," 'Mf you've
seen one, you've seen tfiem all,"
"too much sameness," "a picture
alone Is not enough there should
be a story," "a diet of straight pulchritude palls," "appeal merely to
tne senses," ana so on.
If the Goucher girls had their
way, the "eternal triangle" would
at once cease to be eternal. Typical comments on this movie favorite point out that "there is too
much domestic discord and 'high
life.' The movies give an unreal
portrayal of home life."
The only features of current pictures which recoived pointed commendation were the news weeklies
nnd travelogues, rictures pointed
out as exceptions to tho general
rule of mediocrity, as samples of
the sort of pictures the publlo
wants to see, were "Wav Down
East," "The Cabinet of Tr.
"The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse." "Sentimental Tommy" and "Disraeli."

19, 1921.
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When better automobiles are
built Buick will build them.

Phone 1200
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MANY VAL

HOUSE DRESSES
MADE PRETTIER
BY

GIFTS SUPPLIED
BT ELECTRICITY
i

Devices Make
Electrical
Suitable Christmas Presents for Every Member of
the Family.

rd

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING IS EASY
WITH EXTRA ARTIFICIAL HAND

House dresses as they are used
today, bear-- very little relation to
those early, undesirably ugly garments worn by our ancestora and
which were strictly utilitarian garments meant for wear while doing
housework In and around their
honjes.
It is only very recently that any
attempt has been made to maka
this Important Item of a woman's
wardrobe attractive. In fact, the
idea of combining attractiveness
with general utility Is that of very
recent origin. One of the best
known lines of house dresses had
its beginning In a new style kitchen
apron only about five years ago.
Lately It has been proved that
strong durable fabrics can be gaily
colored, that charming styles can
be followed In ginghams
as In
silks and that adorable, practical
little house frocks can be well
made at just as reasonable prices
as the drab, colorless house dresses of old, says the Dry Goods Economist,
The Important reason why these
new house dresses have become
possible and practical la due largely to the Improvement in appliances for doing housework. Done the
old way, housework
was dirty
work and drudgery was the word
It.
One always put on
applied to
old or cast-of- f
clothes to do It.
Cookery always had Its concomitants of soot, smoke, ashes and
dust.
The advent of the electric range
with its clean uniform heat lifted
cookery out of the dust and ashes.
The modern Cinderella has been
able to dorr better clothes because
she has better ranges and utensils
to work with. She now has many
or electrical appliances that do the hard work of the
kitchen so It is quite posslhle to
wear better and prettier house
frocks!
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BOOK

HOME NEED NOT
SUFFER FOR ART,

ENDS

SAYS OPERA STAR

The
Margaret Wldflemer In
rumor goes that it was Henrv Holt
& Co. who sent her there. An l no
one knows how to get her out! It
all happened in this way. He.fore
Chfistmas publishers sometimes
receive requests from prisons for
slightly damaged books ti help fill
their libraries. Henry Holt & Co.
were rather startled when they
found that their shipping clerk had
sent to a Texas reformatory such
titles as Margaret Wlddemer'e
"You're Only Young Once," Merger's "Crime and Criminals," Up- degraff's "Strayed Revellers," etc.
Such Is the Irony of prison reform,
!'!

The publication of "I Have Only
Myself to Blame "(Doran) has made
a stir In Washington. The author.
Princess Bihesco, formerly Eliza
beth Asqulth and now wife of the
Rumanian minister in washingtc:,
has been acclaimed by Arthur Bris
bane as a "genius." In a discussion
of the disarmament conference Mr.
Brisbane called attention to the
fact that the comfortable expres
sion on Prince Blbesco s face prob
ably arose from the fact that he
was aware he had married a genius
Mrs. Forrestine Hooker, the au
thor of "Prince Jan," an exquisite
little classic among dog stories that
Doubleday, Page & Co. have Just
published, is herself heroine of afamous play. It Is she that Bugrested to Augustus Thomas a char
acter in "Arizona." The dramatist
wrote his play at Mrs, Hooker's
ranch and most of his characters
were based on the cowboya employed by her husband.
Enos Mill, the nature guide, re
tour of
teently made a speaking
Texas, urging tho establishment
maintenance
a
of
and
system of
rtate parks. Mr. Mills has recently
completed a new book.

'

WOMEN MAKING GOOD
AS OFFICE HOLDERS

'

.;

'

That women have already "made
frood" in the short time they have
had political power is shown by
statistics in possession of the federAlal officials In Washington.
ready 50,000 women, according to
the data have engaged in administrative affairs throughout the counof the governments
try as officials
pf states, counties and cities.
Women are acting as mayors,
fudges, Inspectors, members of
pchool boards and Berving on boards
and commissions in almost every
section of the country. Many hold
high administrative offices. Thousands are filling elective offices. All
occupy positions of trust and responsibility, in which they exercise
command over at least 10,000 other
persons, it is estimated. In' addition a far larger number of women
are rated as employes in the public
service as clerks, stenographers and
office assistants.
Within a few years woman, it is
predicted, will occupy almost one-- .
third of the Important appointive
posts 01 me leaerai government, 01
which thereare thousands. In th
department of Justice women now
have a hold on the class of positionsobtained through presidential ayboiatmenV
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Leonora Sparkea.
i
Can a woman be a great artiste
and home-makat the same
f
time?
Lenora Sparkes, the beautiful
English soprano who is 'One of the
reigning favorites of the Metropolitan Opera company, New York,
and of the concert stage, declares
that the greater thi artiste the
greater will be her capacity for
splendid
Having
been a member of the Metropolitan
company for the past six years,
Miss Sparkes has had ample opportunity to form a fair judgment
in the matter.
"The woman Who achieves big
things artistically has a breadth
of vision horn of big experience
which never comes to her sister
who Is limited by the four walls of
a home. Instead of lessening her
home
ability to make a splendid
artlstlo achievement enhances It.
It enables hor to bring into a
freshness which she could net
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The
shoplifter has an artificial hand.
This rests on the counter as does
the other hand. The other real
hand is busily engaged In picking
up valuable articles and sliding
them into a pocket inside a large
roomy coat,
very

successfully.

P mmim bgssekeepirg
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

TUB lU'SY HOrsKTCFFPEU'S
WINDOW GARDEN.
"Why do my plants droop and
die?" is the opening line of many
letters that I receive each winter.
Then when I read farther down in
tho letter I find that the reader's
plants were of the variety which
require care and that they were
necessary
the
not
receiving
amount.
The average housekeeper is too
busy to fuss mueh over plants.
Thorefore she should choose, for
her Indoor garden, the plants that
are easy to take ct e of. In this
case are begonias, primroses, geraniums, im.natlens, cylamens and
abiltilons
("flowering maples").
without
These Bix will flourish
constant spraying and syringing, if
they have good drainage, a reasonable amount of sunlight, and
are in a room free torn escaping
gas. Here are some points regarding these plants which may be
helpful.
Cyclamens are properly classed
as among the bulbs, but are mors
commonly purchased as started
plants. Although all of these six
plants which I have named must
will
have sunlight,
cyclamens
flower without a great amount of
direct sunlight and this Is also
true of begonias although the sun
Is needed to give tem a hish
color.
Geraniums, on the other hand,
must have all the direct sunlight
possible through the entire winter. They need a south window
and should be kept as close to tho
Only in this
glass as possible.
way will they flower through the
colder months when the days are
short. Young, stocky geraniums
are needed for the best display,
although plants which have been
taken up from the garden will do
well if they have been cut back
with an unsparing hand.
The primrose is perhaps the
most reliable continuous flowering plant which may betchosen.
The best of the begonia family,
for tho average garden, are those
of the Semper Florens type. The
variety called prima donna Is a
splendid one, having a lovely shade
of pink.
All of these plants named will
flourish if given plenty of sunlight
and watered freely.
It is taken
for granted that good soil is used
in the pots and that there are

:

For Your Skin

Batter cookery is not only promoted by the actual operation of
Mrs. Charles) Eykyn organized
a good electric range but also by
Sunptamrti (Snip. OInliniit,TlOTn) frMOf Olttthe cleanliness of Us electric heat the first forestry corps for women
Britain.
utenin
on
Great
no
which leaves
deposit
savsils; by the economy In foodroast-in!ing In the electric method of
baking, broiling, stewing; by
the senso of safety which comes
If you want something fancy, try our ICE CREAM
with the use of flameless fuol, by
the perfection of flavor which
Individuals, Bricks, Gallons. Yes we have bottled
marks each dih that la electricalMILK. You take no chance. It is the
WHOLE
tho
knowledge
ly cooked and by
be
can
best
that bettery cookery
quality the best, care and equipment
achieved when using modern scientific equipment.
Sunday dinner cooked In electric
range;
Roast Pork Apple Pauce
Glazed Sweet
Creamed Teas

Than Cuticura

Albuquerque
Dairy Association
Co-Operat-

potatoes

Pear Salad
Nut Blano Manse Chocolate
Sauce
Domltasso
Hoast Tork: Wipe tho roast with
a damp cloth, place in a drlpplm:
pan, dredge with salt, pepper and
flour and placo in slow oven to
roast. Contrary to tho general rule
for roasting moats, pork i put Into
a slow oven so that the heat may
have an opportunity to penetrate
to tho very center. Pork should
minbo cooked about twenty-fiv- e
utes to the pound.
Glazed Sweet Potatoes:
Wash,
d
pare and parboil four
sweet potatoes. Drnln, cut into
lengthwise, slices about one-hainch thick and lay in a baking
dish. Spread thickly with a syrup
made from
cup butter,
one-hacup brown sugar and
cup hot water. Bake until
tender.
The Salad: Pip halves of preserved pears Into thick salnd
dressing. Iiiy on lettuce leaves ami
stick In shredded almonds In rows.
Preparing the Meal: Allow one
hours for tho roast.
and
Parboil the sweet potatoes for ten
Drain
minutes.
and prepnro for
hour
oven, allowing about
for them to bake. Make the pnl.id
earlier in the morning and arrange
lf

i

worked

Papa

No Soap Better

ive

Phone 351

321 North Second

good-size-

1

The underworld believes in the
slogan, "Do you Christmas shopping early," but changes it to "Do
your Christmas shoplifting early
and often." The professionals use
many clever schemes. The photograph shows one method that has

Lee

ELECTRICAL MEAL

AN

Fort Bliss will very likely Install
electric ranges to do all the cooking at the post, according to the El
Paso Herald. Tho post has a contract with the local light and power
company which will jnalre tho use
of electricity econoimcal for such
purposes. Fort Bliss has its own
distributing system. It will require from 60 to 100 ranges to oo
the cooking for this army post,

vrV

Salads
on
plates for serving.
should be crisp and Inviting. Tho
also
the
sauce
for
roast,
the
apple
IiMmo manira flnt rinenlat.a sauce
should have been made on Satur
day.
.

ELECTRICAL

An electric Christmas wreath is
a novel holiday decoration.
Of
course the wreath is artificial with
a porcelain candle holder topped
by a frosted globe set within the
wreath and connected with an ordinary lamp socket. The electric
candle and wreath nmko a safe and
attractive decoration, and can. be
used more than one season,

.

moto-mai-

In use.

P

MOTO-MAID- S

An electrical Christmas la fun,
from the pretty colored bulbs on
the tree to the dozens of clever
presents which everyone will admit
la Just what was wanted. There Is
grandfather, for Instance, who Usually gets mufflers when he already
has a drawer full and doesn't ro
out inuch anyway, except In his
car. Hut since he does get chilly
when he sits up late at night to
read, who not give hira a comfortable electric heater?
Has mother an electric washing
machine, vacuum cleaner or an
electric range? These sensible gifts
will save her many steps. An electric washing machine will do the
average washing In about
of the time ordinarily required.
The woman who uses an electric
vacuum cleaner Is proud to show
her home. It always looks clean, It
feels clean, It Is clean. Paiga and
the
carpets, even the old. are given
new look of cleanliness. Attachments may be secured for use with
the cleaner which will clean pildraperies, curtains,
lows, walls, book cases, etc.
There is a cunning little stove,
too, which will toast three slices of
bread at once, broil steaks, bake
grjlddle cakes or fry bacon and
eggs. A wire rack is provided for
the toast, and a cast ofaluminum
cooking.
other sort
tray for the
The busy housewife can get a pretleave
never
and
meal
ty thorough
wants a more
the table. If she can
EFFICIENCY AT HOME
other
bring
elaborate meal she
heat
pans to ufb on theorstove and Some
GREATLY INCREASED
soups.
canned vejetables
BY WORKING PROGRAM
families use this little stove all days
long, and then sister toasts
on It In the evening.
efficiency in a matter
For daughter there are electric of Household
one's motions about
studying
samodishes,
chafing
Irons,
curling
bou- each bit of housowork until one
vars, tea kettles, disc etoves, curlhas studied out a standard and
doir lamps, etc. The electric
of doing every
a delightful economical way
ing iron has become
then to arrange a definite
boudoir necessity as it Is Instantly task,
schedule
working
just the right The next step is to for eachthe day.
ready for use with To
arstudy
the college
amount of heat.
dish Is al- rangement of the kitchen, the
girl an electric chafing
work
of
tho
homo
the
and
shop
ways acceptable as It Is safe, clean final step
is the selection of most
and convenient.
efficient
tools.
electric
are
the
For father there
Each kind of work has its own
having mug, immersion water
flashlights, special tools. They should be
heater, soldering Iron,
a
grouped together In order to save
etc. For any one In the family
"most acceptable gift is the electric steps and time. Utensils and elecshould be selected
heating pad, electric Iron and the trical appliances
they fill a real need, are
radiant heater. The heating pad because
well
are
onay to keep clean,
that soothel
made,
implies an even heat
restful slumber. are proper material for the purpain and Induces
An electric iron is worth Its pose Intended, ore good looking In
such will be appearance.
weight in gold and as who
Household labor savers should
do tholr
friends
prized." Your
Mi.
fit naturally into one or more of
.nl.t
- -wplrnmfi
OWII JlUKiiw w"'"1"
iron. It is small yet the following classes: Labor Bavers,
n three-poun- d
time savers, step savers and drudge
will do tho work wonderfully well.
any- emancipators. The electric washeri
For tho one who travels could
a
and
the dish washer are examples
than
acceptable
thing be more
the latter, the electric cleaner Is
traveler's Iron which has a remov- of
be easily a time saver and the electric iron
able handle so that it may
Is furnished Is a etep saver.
packed? A velvet bagIron
not
when
In which to keep the
one-thi-
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Me and SId Hunt was setting on
his frunt steps and Sids little brother Bert came out and sat on the
top step without ua seeing him,
and Sid sed, Hay Bonny how about
taking a wawk to the park and seeing if theres eny chestnutts left?
li all rite, thuts a go, I sed, and
Sides little brother Bert scd, 1 11 go
with you.
Wich me and Sid quick terned
erround, Sid saying, Heck, I ditlent
know you was back) (there, wy
don't you make a noiso wen you
come out?
Wen you going, rite now? sed
Bert, and Sid sed, Yes but you cant
come, its too long of a wawk for
you.
Its Jest as long for you, olnt It?
sed Bert, and Sid sed. No it aint,
and Bert Bed, Wy aint it? and Sid
sed, Because we're 2 to your 1.
Theres hardly cnything but dogs
on the way to the park, how do you
know you wont got bit by one? I
sed Bert.
How do you know you wont, Sed
Bert.
Because theidogs all know us,
thats wy, I sed, and Bert sed, Well
then wen they see Im with you they
wont bit me either.
Youre llbol to get nocked down
and robbed, look at all the trees
there Is In tho park for robbers to
hide behind, sed Sid.
Well I ony got 2 cents to steel
and its worth 2 cents, eed Bert.
Aw leeve him come with us, he
can chase the sticks after wo throw
thorn up at the chessnutts, I scd.
Ike fun, I aint your slave, nov
Jest for that I wont go, Bed Bert.
Wlch he diderit, proving peeple
would drather do things for reasons
wy they awtent to than for reasons
wy they awt.

largo pebbles under the soil (at
the bottom of the pot) for good
drainage; also that the earth is
well "firmed" so that the wator
will not trickle down the sides between the soil and the pots instead of percolating through the
soil. The pots should not be filled
to the top with earth, or theri
will be no place for the water. The
geranium is tho one plant which
should not receive too much water,
ns too much moisture will causo
the leaves to drop.
Women teachers in the elemenA V'ar little old lady whom I
grades of tho public school
count among my friends achieved tary
In Japan receive a salary of $25
success with her plants through a
year.
this device: she had a tinsmith
make her a zinc tray as long as
her dining room window, and two
feet tho other way. The sides of
this tray are two inches deep and
the bottom of it is covered with
pebbles. This tray Is set on top
of a table and the table is mounted
on pmall wheels (ordinary castors
would do as well), so that the
table may be wheeled away from
the window on frosty nights. With
this device, the water which she
applies to her plants never runs
onto the woodwork accidentally,
for the surplus water runs onto
the bed of pebbles and is evaporated therehy creating a moist atmosphere which Is good for the
plants and also good for human
beings.
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YOU WILL OWN A

SOME DAY -G- ET
FOR CHRISTMAS

Sonora so far surpasses other phonographs in tone that we know you
will own one some day. Get it for
Christmas.

lf

one-ha-

1
i
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The superiority of Sonora tone was
demonstrated to the world when it
was awarded highest tone honors
at the .Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition
over more than 100, other machines (including all those now sold
World famous
in Albuquerque).
critics made' the award.
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Investigate
Electric
Federal
Washer. The machine of no regrets
.

plays all types of records
without the slightest suggestion of
surface noise. This is almost unbelievable, until you hear it demonstrated.
And yet, because Sonora costs no
more than most phonographs, if it
j3 really as superior aa we say it is,
wi'U Wmt iL
Hear it before you decide I

Sonora

we
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onveliient

New Mexico Phonograph Co.

co.
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403 W.

GE6RGE GEAKE

Central.

Phone 401.
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A new manicure machine for tise
In boudoirs or in beaut" shops is
on the market. It is a small round
machine with a top shaft to which
may be attached the various tools
used In manicuring.
It is said to
cut tho- nails perfectly, clean and
them
and push back the
polish
cuticle, for it has a cutter, polisher
and cleaner.

THIS OUT TT IS WORTH
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with 5e
and mail it to Holey & Co., 2835
Sheffield Ave., Chicago, 111., writing your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound
for coughs,
colds and croup: Foley Kidney Pills
for pains in sides and back;
backache, kidney and bladder ailments: and Foley Cathartic
Tablets, a wholesome and thorough
ly cleansing cathartic for constipaheadaches, and
tion, biliousness,
sluggish bowels. Bold everywhere.
CUT

rheu-natis-

er

Don't forget that Mother's Gift must be one that vill give her service
not only today, but in years to come, and one that will make her wash-dabright and cheerful.
v7;

ys
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CHRISTMAS
.
SUGGESTIONS:

THAT GIFT IS

homo-buildin-

otherwise do.
The artistio woman Is more In
teresting to her husband and her
children because of her contact with
people who are doing big things in
the world, it teaches her things
about this world which makes her
a much better pal to the man who
is her husband, and a much better
guide to the children whose trainI believe
ing is in her keeping.
that every girl should develop her
talents no matter how small they
may be and use them when they
are developed. I think it a wicked
thing to bury one's gift. God intends it to make the world happy,
and he or she, who possesses it
has no right to fold it away from
ths world. To me my voice is Just
as sacred an obligation as my
home, and neither suffers because
of the other,", ., ,,
.. .,.

,

Downey's Chocolates
Brecht's Chocolates.
Coty's Perfumes
Djer Kiss Perfumes
Hudnut's Perfumes and Toilet Articles
AVhite Ivory Toilet Articles

Your last chance is fast approaching to take advantage of our special price on Edens this
year. There are just six more shopping day3 before Christmas and just 12 more days
qf this year.

,

vSC,

Flashlights
;rr Safety Razors- Waterman Fountain Pens
Eversharp Pencils
"GET
AT HALL'S"
Free Delivery
-

if

Our Special Price is still $119.75.
Our Regular Price is $170.00.
r'
The Saving is $50.25.
Give Her An Eden This Christmas and You Give Her the Best.

.

.

"

NOTE: The big Demonstration and coffee being served still continues and it will until
Christmas. Our Sales Department will also be open every night from 6 until 8:30 until
Christmas.

f

Hall's : Royal Pharmacy
Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.
V PHONE 121
,

1

DO YOUR SHOPPING NOW.
ALBUQUERQUE
.

GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

"At Your Service"

Phone

"v

s.
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PUBLIC METHODS.
Information

or, as Dr. Emerson put it, between a high and low
standard of health. Unfortunately that is a way
point In which doctors, as a rule, are not inter
ested, and Dr. Emerson tells why: Mainly because
the profession has not been trained in that direction.
That falls partially under the head of preven
tive medicine, and while many florid claims are
made for proficiency In prevention, Dr. Emerson
declares that to be the one point in which youn
doctors are left untrained. The man who is not
ill, but "not feeling quite right" gets little comfort
from his doctor, who, according to Dr. Emerson
gets out of the Job by telling his patient in a cheerful manner, "I guess you're pretty well." Some
thing is wrong and the man knows it. The doctor
knows it, too, but Just at that stage doesn't know
what to do.
When the development
has progressed far
enough to put the man to bed the doctor Is prepared for what Is before him. But, according to
Dr. Emerson, before the ease goes that far the
doctor is more or less puzzled. He knows what to
do for a man on his back in bed. but he doesn't
know what to do for a man who Is "Just feeding
not quite right." They have pot been taught to
think of the difference between relative health anl
perfect health or between ft high and low standard. A man Is "well" so long as he keeps going
about. The treatment of "the almost well man"
is as important. Dr. Emerson told his colleagues.
as knowing how to treat the man in bed and medl
cal school teaching must be changed to include

afraid you know, that he dropped
the horn, big end first, into the
snow bftnk. But the bunny quickly lifted up the horn and gave It
to the Fox.
"I'll blow a loud blast and then
By Howard B. Oaris
I'll nibble you," barked the bad
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
chap. He put the horn to his
Newspaper Syndicate.
mouth end puffed out his cheeks.
t.
CNCLE WIGGILY'S CHRISTMAS But there was no
"What's the matter?" asked the
HORN.
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"Well. I think I'll go and get it."
said Uncle Wlsgily, as he rose from
his easy chair in the hollow stump
bungalow one afternoon and started
for the outside door.
Do you mean you are going to
get the pawful of wood I asked you
to bring in?" Nurse Jane Fuzzy
Wuzzy wanted to know.
Oh, did you tell me to bring in
some wood? I quite forgot!'' ex
"But I'll
claimed Mr. ongears.
get the kindling, for you at once,
Miss Fuzzy wuzzy, and then 1 11 get
something else I must not forget."
"What is that?" the muskrat lady
housekeeper wished to know as the
started out
bunny gentleman
through the anow to the woodshed.
A Christmas horn," uncle
answered. 'Each Christmas,
as you know, I blow the horn early
in the morning to let the animal
bovs and Eirls know that Santa
Claus has been arouild, so they may
safely arise and look at their presents. And each year I blow a new
horn. I'm going to get one as soon
as I bring in your wood."
And when the box benind tne
stove was filled with dry kindlings,
so Nurse Jane could start the fire
again if it went out visiting, Uncle
Wiggily started over the fields and
through the woods.
"You want to be very careful toUncle Wiggily!"
quacked
day.
Grandpa Goosey as the gander
gentlemen met the bunny halfway
through the forest.
"Careful What do you mean?
About dropping the Christmas horn
In the snow?" asked the bunny
uncle.
"No, about the Fuzzy Fox;" said
Grandpa Goosey, "I Just saw Sam-mi- e
lttletall, the rabbit boy, hophe could hop, and
ping aa fast as him
when I asked
why he was
running, he said he had seen the
bad old Fuzzy Fox, .who chased

i

rjrrTifc- xzt
-
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reaches The Journal that, for the
years, Johnathan H. Wagner Is
refusing to read this paper. In view of the fact
that some six hundred more subscribers are read- that.
ing It than ever before, leads us to hope that wo
third time

in two

may be able to keep on publishing In spite of Mr.

Wagner's temporary disaffection.
We assume that his Immediate grievance Is our
audit of the educational department during his term
of office. He probably feels it to be a personal
affront that a taxpayer should dare call in question

his official acts. We decline to he impressed. Ho
was a public servant and the public has a right
to know precisely the degree of fidelity with which
he conducted his office.
The Journal's instructions to the auditors were
to learn the exact facts. When we have the results we will give them to the public. If these
facts help Mr. Wagner, we will bo glad with him.
If they hurt him, we will bo sorry for him. The
whole thing is devoid of malice and is done in the
hope of rendering the public a servlcek If there
are criticisms of his methods It may assist him
in avoiding a repetition of his mistakes.
The Journal does not know yet what the audit
will show in final results. We have assumed of
course, that Mr. Wagner embezzled no money. We
do know that the auditors have been compelled
to construct a system of books from vouchers an!
warrants. There was no system worthy of the
name. We do know thnt the laxness of the methods
left honesty entirely to Mr. Wagners' personal In-

tegrity,

Crabbscrawlihgs
ADVANCED SPRING POEM.
Some folks like the winter,
While others favor fall,
And some prefer the summer,
But spring is best of all.
For in the lovely springtime,
There grows the dandyllon.
From which we make a vintage,
So powerful and fine.
O

Competition

O

O

makes the heart grow fonder.

0

O

O

O

O

The waterwagon may provide a safe and san
Journey, but the scenery along the route isn't any
thing to write home about.

him."

o

"Oh, well," spoke Uncle Wiggily,
"If the Fuzzy Fox chased Sammle
and didn't catch him, as I don't believe ho did, why the Fox will ba so
tired and out of breath that he can't
get me. I'm not afraid."
"But you had better be careful,
that's what I'm telling you," warned Grandpa Goosey.
"I'm going in
my pen and shut the door," Which
he did, locking it, too.
Uncle Wiggily kept on until he
reached the toy store, kept by the
Monkey Doodle gentleman, and
there the bunny bought a fine
Christmas horn, all striped red,
green, blue end yellow.

John D. Rockefeller's advanced age may bfl
no hair raising stunta
partially due to his Otrying
O
O
Lots of women who think It is an unforgivable
sin to gamble, will attend auction sales.
O
O
O
Broadway girls of tho chorus are said to be
own
tights. When a man does that,
making their
they call it home brew.
o n o
i

NOT RECENTLY.
The Journal's object In discussing the
Sir: Had you heard that tho moonshine being
now
called "Aviation Whisky," as one
is
here
sold
all before the audit is completed Is because a
kill you?
couple of examples will illustrate the looseness drop may
AITCH AITCH.
with which the peoples' business is handled. Such
O p
O
Just in time for Xmas.
Illustrations will apply equnlly to half of the office? "PhonoEraphs reduced
The $225 Cabinet model Is now Jir,0." Local Adv.
in the state house. That Is our Justification.
A call for Mr. Burroughs, Mr. Wales, Mr. CompHere Is one example: A voucher was made to tometer.
Mr. Wagner by Mr. Wagner for $130 as reimburseO
O
O
ment for two rugs paid for by him. No receipted
"He sipped the nectar from her Hps
As under the moon they sat,
bill accompanied the voucher.
A warrant on this
And wondered if ever a man before
voucher was made to Mr. Wagner by the auditor
Had drunk from a mug like that."
and he was paid that amount. After the criticisms
O
O O
of Mr. Whittler were published, Mr. Wagner supSERE. HIT IT'S A HORSE ON YOr.
Sir: A local undertaker reported that one of his
plied the missing receipt from the furniture, peo"cases" was a victim of "broncho pneumonia."
ple. It specifies two rugs sold to Mr. Wagner. No Should one afflicted with this disease call
in a vet
one can tell which rugs are referred to and the erinarian?.'
TELL ED.
whole matter' is one of Mr. Wagner's honesty.
O
O
O
These rugs should have been billed to the state
as
In
1921
bill
almost
"Facn
big as house
paint
and payment made to the seller, direct. The methbill." Journal Headline.
od used would have made it posslblo for the dealer paint
e
and you save all.
Save the
to lay these rugs on the floor ofv Mr. Wagner'?
O
O
O
News
About
Prohibition" is an article In
"The
home without being in on the secret of a fraud.
Here is another Instance: A voucher for J 1 7 8 5 a current magazine.
Our offhand guess would be .that they are goinq
was made to the A. and M. college for vocational to
try to enforce It.
o o o
The warrant issued thereon was
MY! HOW SHORT THE DAYS ARE GETTING!
receipted for "A. and M. College by Ruth C. MilSir: The lecturer at the Masonic temple last
ler." The warrant was endorsed "A. and M. College
week announced one of his lectures for "mothers
by C. N. Frenger, Treasurer." No one connected and married women." Illustrating, as it were, the
with the audit knows the signature of Mr. Frenger. love that knows no bonds.
DON FULANO.
The warrant was not deposited in I.as Cruces but
O
O
O
was paid by the First National Bank of Santa Fs
A manufacturer of electric washing machines
who received a check therefor from the treasurer, In Canada received the following:
deer sir: you macheen she look good
payable to the bank.
Only protracted corresponhow many galena she hold and how
dence makes it possible for the auditor to certify
g
much muny it cost to put pipe for
that the item is correct and that Mr. Frenger or
in. dose she work on wheet or
assume
school
received
We
the
the money.
that
barlle. you work grato bluff on wash
i laf.
macheen.
they did.
you let me no what
you talc to fix her up."
The point is that such a system makes an audit
Fra Elbertus once remarked that the street car
almost an impossibility.
The task Is prodigious.
sign "Do not talk to tho motorman" suggested a
Tet they tell us that an Immediate change in conversation. Need we say more?
O
O
our accounting system is not imperative.
O
FOR SALE Half Toggenbcrg
goat, will be
fresh in March.
ALL FIXED tX)It CHRISTMAS.
ad.
If you need milk, purchase the rear half, while,
o.
o.
folic
t.
end
to
if
the
the
with
front
need
h.,
ought
you
Everybody
sympathize
butter, buy
who are behind the counters of stores the last few of the animal.
O
O
O
days before Christmas but sympathy is no:
IN WHICH THE
ORGANIZATION
enough. In Albuquerque scores of men and women,
IS fPHKLD.
J. R. Sprague, under the title "Hard Times Reboys and girls try their heaping best to help you
make your Christmas happy, and you do Just about tailing" in the S. E. Post, quotes a downstate store"I might make a decent profit If I wasn't
as little as you can to help yourself in that par- keeper:
up against such strong competition . . . There's
ticular. The tired clerk In the store must have hardly a family but that goes to El Paso or Albuthe patience of a monument to be able to smile querque at least once a year to buy all kinds of
on the day before Christmas at a throng of shop- stuff, and they come back here and tell me how
is in these places."
pers who could have come quietly Into the store cheap everything
O
O
O
a week before, finding a better and large stock
SUNSHINE VS. SNOW.
on
man
t61
me
Som
sh's
of goods displayed, of course, and more of the
Quebec
Dat eef Ah com on here,
clerk's time at the disposal of each person.
De snow she's no blow down mah neck,
No merchant could afford to have at midnight
Not even wans, wan leetle speck
of Christmas eve as large and varied an assortment
An dot souns fin for Jean La Pierre.
Deon
store
as he had
.of Christmas goods in his
So Ahm sell queek mah trotter mare,
cember 1. Nobody expects him to. He ought to
Mah. buggy and mah sleigh,
be sold out by Christmas eve. There are wise shopAn w'en snow com Ah no am dere,
In
who
Ahm
stores
December
into
settln here on rockln chair!
the
and
go
pers
early
She's shine mos ever day!
The whole Christmas
get ready for Christmas.
stock Is before them; they have a great range of
But dat man she's no tell of san
Dat blow w'en win ees high,
things from which to choose. And the things they
An geets mah goat to beat de ban,
choose are lost to the shoppers who follow them.
But sacre bleu! Ah lak de lan.
The moral of this is that you aro serving yourself
So dees ees w'ere Ah tak mah Stan
by getting down to the stores as early as you can,
Till com de tarn to die.
as soon as you can, to buy the things you will need
o o o
We will absquatulate, Don, when you ray the
for Christmas giving. Tou are not only making
word!
the Christmas burden all the harder for the merWe've hit bottom? Very well, let er go!
chants and their employes by delaying, but you
T. B. C.
.
are actually hurting yourself. If you have no othei
reason for doing your Christmas shopping now, sel"REG'LAR FELLERS"
fishness will furnish you one.
The stores do everything in their power to have
displayed at the beginning of the Christmas shopping season a very wide variety of holiday goods.
1 VtlL
That service costs money, and energy, and thought.
It Is natural that as Christmas approaches the variety of goods should lessen, as well as the quantity
BRASf NeW AN
of each variety. There has been many a shopper
who planned to buy certain things for relatives and
"THI5 tS OMEY
friends, but who found, when going late to the
THE. FIRST "TIME.
tores, that the whole list had to be revised hur'
Il USED
because
wiser
riedly, feverishly, simply
shoppers
stores
first.
In
had reached the
Disappointment
hopping is unnecessary at Christmas time, but it
happens every year, and there is no body to blame
but the shopper.
matter-a- t
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.WILLIAM H. ROBINSON
"Toot! Toot!
FAILURE?
went the horn when Uncle Wiggily
DEDICATES NEW YARNS
blew on it.
rii thia will wkA nn the Ani
TO HIS BROTHER HERE The Inside Story of a Metropolitan
mal children so they will see what
Newspaper.
Santa Claus brought them," laugn-e- d
William Henry Robinson, an
Success. By Samuel H. Adams;
Uncle Wiggily, as he hopped out
Arl-zoni-

The Big Town, T!v TtingW. Lard-ne- r.
(The Robbs Morrill Co.)
The locale, as us arthurs say, of,
The Bisr Town, is not Alhuquercnu-(New Mexico) but maybe Rln?
will change it as soon ns he hears
about our Chamber of Commerce.
Just at present most of tho seenn
of the book in layed in New York
City, (New York) where Lordner
appears at his best, or in other
words, in a dress suit.
To digress a minute, if I may I
may? Thanks! If you want to get
a good laugh sometime, hold a
male dress coat up by the collar
and take a proflel view of it. You
scoff ot womens
never
wont
clothes again. If it wasn't for the
back of a dress coat, it would qualify ss nothing, concentrated.
There nint nothing In mv trying
to give you a outline of The Big
Town, for there is five stories m
the book, all on the. same subiee3
and illustrated
by May Wilson
Preston, and May adds to the interest by putting looks on the
faces of her women that makes
you keep on reading in the hope
that some man will turn up to
treat 'em rough.
Tho plot starts at Nlles, Mlshl-gaand if you have ever been to
Nlles you will know nt once whv
the plot immediately takes the
over to South Bend
where the hero is a Cremo drummer at 18 hundred per.
Ella is the wife of the drummer
and a daughter of a tanner over in
Nlles who died regretting that he
didn't have but one government to
sell leather to.
The old man left Ella and her
sister Kate 100 and 50 thousand
and
dollars to be divided
Kate is brought over from Niles
so
where the browsing alnt
good
for husbands and a big party Is
give to show off tho new scenery.
Everybody comes who can find
anybody to take care of the baby,
but the class alnt there for Ella.
South Bend is the first stop this
side of Ellis .Island, and Kate can't
see big mustaches, so they hop
the 5:15 Lake Shore for New
York, and from then on the action is what you might call cosmo
and metropolitan, when they attempt to break into society but
don't even succeed In waking up
the night watchman.
Kate has five chances to get a
seat in the tonneau, one In each
always
episode, but something
happens to make a flivver out of
what promised to be a Rolls Royce,
and it is not until the last chapter
that they are able to get a diamond
hitch on what they went to The
Big Town for.
If you like Ring Lardner you
are very liable to like this book,
and even if you don't tear your
hair about him, you are very liable to like it any ways, because it
is In a new strain. It is a pleless
Charley Chaplin, but with all the
T. B. C.
fun left In It.

(Copyright

who is noted for his writings about the southwest, has Just
issued a little volume of "Yarns of
the Southwest,"
which is dedicated to his brother, H, F. Robinof
son,
Albuquerque, A number of
the yarns are reprinted from magazines which have carried a quantity
of Mr. Robinson's verse and stories.
The dedication reads: "To Herbert F. Robinson, who came to the
southwest in stage coach days and
for years took his place in camp-fir- e
circles and 'swapped' yarns and
fables of the desert country." The
author of tho book came to this
country himself in 1886 sine when
he has been intimately connected
with the life and progress of the
southwest. He is at present secre
tary of the Arizona state board of
horticulture, and makes his home
at Chandler, Ariz.
Mr. Robinson Is the author of
"The Story of Arizona" which has
been adopted as the official school
history text of the state; "The Man
from yesterday," a novel, and sev
eral other volumes which grew out
of his knowledge of the southwest
His "yarns" are a rare
country.
collection of the kind about the cli
mate and the strange animals that
one likes to have on tap to spring
on the folks back home. They are
told in a simple narrative fashion
that is easy to remember and to
repeat and they fairly breathe the
atmosphere of the campfire, the
cowboy and the tender foot.
BOOKS RECEIVED.

The following new volumes have
been received from the publishers
for review in the Journal Book
Corner:
Chance Encounters. By Maxwell
S. Burt.
(Scribners).
AnonyMirrors of Washington.
mous. (G. P. Putnams' Sons).
The Torrent. By V. Blasco Iba-ne(E. P. Dutton & Co.)
The Crystal Heart. By Phyllis
Bottome.
(Century).
The Enchanted Canyon. By Hon-or- e
Willsie. (F. A. Stokes Co.)
The Mucker. By Edgar Rice
Burroughs. (A. C. McClurg & Co.)
Prejudices II. By H. U Menc
ken. (A. A. Knopf).
z.

With Christmas coming, now Is
the time to "break out" the family
purse and start thinking about the

hooks you'll buy. No family Christmas is complete unless each member of the family gets the book he
has' hankered for and never got
around to buying. If you want to
embrace the whole family from
father to the youngest child, give
them Christopher Morley's
with Its delightful
verse and Its pen and Ink and color
Fogarty.
drawings by Thomas
Nothing published this fall so fills
the requirements of the universal
and Ideal gift book.
"Chlm-neysmok-

1921 by George Matthew

(
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Book
fall as appropriate
Christmas Gifts. If the book
ts chosen with care and
thought It cannot fail of utmost appreciation.

'

We are proud ot the eollee- tion of books available here
for Christmas buyer this
season.
You will find the
shelves and counters are
ready refuge from Indecision
In choosing gifts during the
final days of holiday buying.

A WORD TO

MOTHERS

taste, from bright picture
books for little tot, to stirring tale of healthy outdoors adventure for husky
boys.
The range of prices for these
books for children Is almost
a great a the range of

titles,

Th.d Fck Hew and Blew
not taken more than three steps
before, all at once, a rough voice
cried:
"What are you doing la my
woods?"
And the Fuzzy Fox grabbed Uncle Wiggily in his paws.
"Oh, please let me go!" begged
the bunny gentleman.
No! No!" snarled the Fox. "I'm
going to take you off to my den
and what's that?" he suddenly
asked, pointing to the bundle in
Uncle Wiggily's paws.
"That's a horn a

horn," the

'
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Dr. Haven Emerson, former health commissioner of New York, threw a suggestion before a
ectlon of the New York Academy of Medicine the
other day which has flitted through the minds of
laymen more frequently probably than It has occurred to physicians. That is the necessity for the
recognition of some way point a sort of flag stationbetween perfect health and relative health,
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By Gene Byrnes
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Christmas

answered.
to eat?"
"No, to blow. I blow it to tell
the children Santa Claus has
brought them Christmas presents."
"Oh, ho!" snickered the Fox.
"Well I have a present,' too you
are my present, and I'm going to
nibble you. Santa Claus didn't
bring1 you, but I'll blow the horn
Just the same, Here! Give It to
me!"
Uncle Wiggily shivered so, being

"What's

ftu-th-

Pont Hoo sit

bell.

The very best writers of
books for children have contributed to the large assortment of books for children
ready for you here. There
are book for children of
every age and to suit every

Miss Amelia Josephine Burr,
of several novels and ft book
of verse, "The Roadside Fire," published by Doran, was married in
November to the Rev. Carl W. Hopkins Elmore In Englewood. N. J.
&

"Ho! ho!" laughed Uncle Wiggily,
"It was a good thing the horn was
stopped
up! The Fox nearly
burst himselr trying to blow the
snow out! Ha! ha." Then the
hunny thawed out the snow and the
horn was all ready for Christmas.
And if snowflakes don't tickle
the face of the postman's watch
and make its hands go around
backward, I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wiggily and the Christmas

horn.

The rabbit crentleman was think
ing so pleasantly of the Joys of the
coming Christmas that he scarcely
looked where he was going, and
the first thing he knew he was In a
Dart of the forest where he seldom
came alone, for the Fox and Wolf
lived there.
"Oh, I had better hurry out of
this," said Uncle Wiggily, as he
tightly clasped in his paws the
Christmas horn.
He started to hop toward his hollow stump bungalow, but he had

e"
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Adams Trade Mark Registered V.

SIFTER. oM THE. CLOCK.

rK

(Houghton Mifflin Company).
In "Success" Samuel Hopkins
Adams warns off Smart Aleck
critics by telling them in words of
one syllable what he thinks of
them. He referred particularly to
dramatic critics, but he means book
reviewers, too. The book reviewer
who is mora the writer than the
critics, who is carried away by the
felicitous phrase, whose first consideration is to writo a clever review, who attempts to be effectlvo
sometimes at the expense of honesty, has little in common with
Aflams' views.
"Failure" would have been a fit
Adams dares
title for "Success."
not use it. His friend the Smart
Aleck critic would have cocked one
eye at the title, skimmed the booke
with the other and written
like this: "Samuel Hopkins
Adams reviewed his last book when
he wrote the title."
Odd. but the same man would
never say that about it since Adams
called it what he did. it woman i
be cynical and nasty enough to be
clever. Instead he will tell you
that it's the same old story all over
again, forgetting, of course, tna
plot was exevery conceivable
hausted when the Bible was finished.
It Is the ssme old story. The station agent of Manzanita, California,
rises in three or four years to the
position of the most influential and
highest paid newspaper editor In
the country.
The only difference Is that Samuel Hopkins Adams wrote It. It
is entertaining from cover to cover.
It's philosophy, sometimes thinly
veiled, is real. Perhaps the most
remarkable thing about it is u
wealth of dialogue which makes it
Its
easy to read. And still with all
five hundred and fifty pages mostly of dialogue, not a line of it
sounds forced. And not a line of it
is smart.
Adams refuses to write a page of
copy to lead the unsuspecting
reader Into ft Joke trap. He isn't
obliged to. His wit Is spontaneous. In fact it Is not his wit at all;
it belongs to the character who
spouts It.
About the story Itself? It would
be a shame to spoil the gentle
reader's fun by telling him a thing
about It. But don't reed It unless
you like a good love plot, if you are
not Interested In the Inside story
of ft betropolitan newspaper, and
you' don't well, don't read it unless you at least think you're hu
man.
JOSEPHUS PLINY.

drift.

Never

!"

Tootity-toot-toot-

Fox.
"You must blow harder take ft
bigger breath," said the bunny.
The Fox puffed himself up. and
blew and blew, but still no sound
came from the horn.
"What's the trouble?" howled
the Fox.
"Blow harder!" said Uncle Wig- gily. The Fox puffed ud still more
and blew bo hard that he became
dizzy, his neck ached, and down he
fell In the snow, squirming around.
and not able to see out of his eyes.
"Here is where 1 run away '
laughed Uncle Wiggily. and Picking
up the Christmas horn, awav he
hopped, before the Fox got over being dizzy. And the bunny safely
reached his bungalow. "I wonder
why that horn would'nt blow for
the Fox?" said the bunny. Ho
looked and saw that the big end of
the horn was all stopped up with
snow, where is had fallen into the

TELLIXG THE DOCTORS.
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Close to irnr lino and school in
tho irehrhts: 0.;iKt front, adobe
wturco,
sized rooms, oak

IIOTEt.

We have listed for a few days'
a
hotel, nicely furnished; 22 outside rooms; hot
and cold running water In
each room; steam heated. This
hotel la In good location and
is dolns a fine business, but
owner la leaving town and
will sell at a bargain for cash.

thruiichont,
fireplace;
haKomont with hot air
furnace, etc.
All timbers In this house were
ordered special for owner's
own home: iu genuine, you'li
admit when you see It. Shall
we show you this morning?

T. KINGSBURY
REALTOR

Loans and Insurance.
I'Jlone 907-210 V. Gold.

;

Ill

In

nil Its branches,
Ruretjr Honda.

"

REAL BUY
furnished
Completely
fire
brick, two sleeping porchei.
built-i- n
feaA

.

six-roo- m

place, good floors,
tures, all modern Improvement,
located close to Central Avenue.
Best location tn Highlands.

N. M.

Fourth. Albuquerque

rs
The Red Arrow tall over the West)
sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
demand
who
Quality.
to peuple
. to. mnu
.0 Before 11
Work In before t p. m. mailed noon next
day. Addrees work to
THIS RED AKKUW,
E. La Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative tn TO'JR
terrltory.l

sVohm,

Sooth Fourth Street, Next to P. O.
l'liono 674.

"SOME

full-size-

BARGAIN'S"
750
..........$$1,100

frame
frame
- Room
framo
- Kooms, two lots

- Room
3- Itoom

2-

CENTRAL AVENUE HOME
3f five rooms, two porches, fire
features. Complace, built-i- n
dishpletely furnished, even to Gares arid kitchen utensils.
lot. Make this
d
age,
HER.
your Christmas gift to reasonPriced at $5,500, with
'
able termB.
ROLIIV E. GUTHRIDGE,
314 W. Gold.
Phono 1023.

FIGURE UP
The amount of your rent for
1921. What have you to show
for It? Also figure on this
home? Large
dandy three-roonew garage; and see If you
don't feel better In 1922.
SnELXEY REALTo CO.

34-

Mcdonald
Real

Phone

&

Estate

RUNT

worsuam

An

J.

'

HOW
To Stop Paylnc Bent.
Small payment down buys either of
the following:
Two-roofrome, sleeping porch,
2S
lot; 11,700, (250,
bath,
per month.
Five-roobath,
two
brick,
porches,
lot; 14,760; 7B0, ISO
garage,
per month.
Two-rooframe, sleeping porch,
lot. Fourth ward; 11,250; 1500,
125 per month.

Third

Dwellings

unfurnished

residence.

-- Ml

MAKE CHRISTMAS REATj.
Give her a present of a home
that Is also an lnfestment. Let
us show you this one with ten
nice rooms, completely furnishsteam
ed. Splendid
heating
plant. Running water In every
bed room. Is in good condition. Location Is ideal. Will
serve as a home and bring excellent return on investment.
Owner has moved away and is
very anxious to sell. Communicate with
A. It. MARTIN CO., Realtors,
Flione 150.
223 West Gold.
SPLENDID

A REAL SNAP
modern brick, with glassed
sleeping porch, large front screened
off the kitchen,
also one
porch,
latest built in features, hardwood
floors and finish throughout, large
outside
lot, just
city limits, In
Fourth ward; 12,450 cash will handle, balance of 12,000 at 8 per cent.
For rent, modern apartment, three
rooms and bath, close In on South
Arno street.
A. O. R TARES,
Sit West Oold Avenue. rhone 168.

.

Every Mother longs for "Home for
Self and Children." Bhe has been a
good wife and a good Mother and
you owe it to her to satisfy this
yearning. Tuu can If you will but
only make the start.
Delay la dangerous and time Is fleeting. Make
her happy this gladsome Christmas
by presenting her with a oon'.raot to
one of our choice
'os. You
will both be happier for the glvltig.
(20 cash starts you "Homewir-J.-

W.

C.

THAXTON

Mountain

T05

Road

WHY PAY CASH?

Four-rooIn
modern.
frame,
pood neighborhood, $3,150. Terms.
We have a number of good houses
for rent, both furnished and unfurnished.

J. L, Phillips, Real Estate,
FOR
FOR
2409-R-

SALE
SALE

Phone

hay.

FOR SALE
By owner,

SALE
rtunn conn,

FOR
FOR

BALE

Houses

Good

House,

gar-

FOH

SALE Five-roobungalow and
three lots, at bargain; six blocks from
car line. Call phone 2384-Bee owner
1911
at
South Edith.
FOR SALE By owner, 71
West Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath. 2
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
lerms ir aectrea. Phone 1S03-FOR SALE A four-roofurnished cottage on 60 foot lot near R. R. shops.
Only (760 for quick sale. J. A. Ham-mun824 East Silver.
Phone 152.2-FOR SALE OR RENT Six brand new
four-roohouses, corner Ninth and
Coal; will sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong, or U C Bennett. Phones 75 or 145.
'OR SALE Account leaving city, furnished or unfurnished
mod
ern house; screened porches, nicely arranged for two families. West Central,
near park.
Phone owner, 2204-- J
FOR

BALE

By

owner,

five-roo-

and"

FOR BALE Five hundred share! of City
Electrio Railway, below par. Dr. K.
L, Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
USE BFFECTO AUTO TOP and aeat
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals-pa- r,
Valspar Enamels on automobiles.
Plymouth
Cottage, paint,. Homestead
Floor Patnt, Roof Paint and Cement. Satisfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central, shona 1057--

Real Estate

FOR HALE Fine 50 foot lot on East
Silver at reduced price. J. A. Haiu- monn. szt East silver.
FOR KALE Corner lot, 156x172, In
addition, on North Sixth street,
southeast facing; cheap for quick sale.
.
.
Phone 1061,

FRANKLIN

Present

(t t
Come
official
to tho

yuiii a today.
let's show you the
map or we'll drive you
lota any time.
A
Houses to Kent.1
SKJiVICK IS OCR MOTTO,
ASIC t'S.To SEitVR YOU.
Wo Do It Gladly.
?'lf

& CO,

Rent-Room-

Thone

Gold.

a

GrV

COSfiPANT

S23 North Klshtll..
nnd board.
UOAUD
per week. Mrs." Knlirht, 200
isoutti Jlroaaway;
FOH KENT-iio- nnis
with
r without
hoard.. J20 Wnt Msrhle.
NICELY
furnished loon, with bourd;
private family; no sick. J027 Forrester.
BOOM AND HOARD with sleeping porch,
adjoining bath. 183? East Central.
FOH JtKNT Canvas sleeping porrh, witti
board. $:,0 per month. 1207 East

'

i:R.t,Tons.

nml (Jfild Avenue,

SfTfiurt
rhono -

with Board

s

In

Iw

Realtors
Third and

TO GET
MVLRNITX

1

UKK.MTK LOT
They are a SAVIXli ACCOUNT
AN'H INVESTMENT. Onjy
U
cash and $10 p.-month. Bet.-l- er

Lota In the Anderson Addition.
Kasy payments.
f

For

640

TIOO.M

On

40o Ter Pound

Foot Delivered

GKGRGK A. PKT.USE,
Grunts, X. M.

WAsVi'KD

west rruii.
M09-Kbrick house, on WANTED
fnone 24ui-- n
2401-K-

age and small vrnrv.
foil at 91A
South Seventh.
FOR BALE By owner, new modern
house, near Robinson park,. (760
caBh, (60 per month.
Phona isa.-.-WFOR SALE Five-rooframed
Convenient fno
i
famlll... modern,
east front; highlands. Phone' 1669-FOR SALE Oil TRADE Modern
,
house, sleeping porch, sard;,-- ,
full size lot; a bargain. 1636
East

vi:i:k is

TfTLs

Surprise her with a new home
we have them terms

lots West Fruit, $675.
house, SS.HOU.
W. 11. McMlM.lOX, Realtor.
200 West (iold.

WANTED
boutt.

four-roo-

large front porch, modern bungalow.
FOR BALE Edison machine and forty. In good residence section; east front,
five records; good as new. Phone lawn anil trees, In very best condition;
2404-Jwould sacrifice .for quick sale; leaving
1486-FOR KALE Drop-hea- d
Singer sowing town. Phone
machine, practically new. 1315 Nor;b FOR SALE By owner, in the Fourth
Pevonth
modern bungalow, garward,
FOR SALE Clark Jewel gas range, with age, has light and heat; very best resiLoraine
practically new. dential district In city; priced right;
regulator;
easy terms; not
805 Weat Silver,
priced over phone;
phone 1114.
shown by
appointment
only. Phone
FOR SALE Electrio vacuum cleaner; 3040-guaranteed like new; with all attachOOOD HOME IN SANTA FE
ments. 616 North Third.
FIVE-rooadobe house, modern, p'pa-les- s
FOR BALE Beautiful New Gibson manfurnace, electrio lights, heart (f
dolin (flat model),) leather cas, cheap. Santa Fe;
wonderful bargain .f tak?n tt
Call 605 North Second.
once; cash proposition; splendid valuu.
FOR SALE Blue velvet suit nutria col- Mrs. Frank, 802 Hillside avenue, Santa
lar, size 86; belted pony skin coat, size Fe. New Mexico.
214 West Oold. phone 442-88, cheap.
FOH SALE Estes bungalow,
a delight6
FOR KALE Used tractors,
and
ful new home with new furnishings;
with gang plows.
Hardware Departmodern and complete; splendid construcment J. Korber tt Co.
tion; light, sunny rooms, glassed and
beautifully located.
JUST RECEIVED a large consignment screened porches;
Owner leaving city. Easy terms if deof plnons, 16c the pound. Robert
sired.
Make an offer. Phone 2325-1114 West Central.
BY OWNER,
modern house In
FOR SALE
cornet,
e,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors,
make, or will trade for good
three
porches,
large eorrened
violin. Jones, 1310 North Fifth.
bed rooms with extra large
light,
airy
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Theis closets, fronts east on large lot with
Is only one plaoe to obtain It. Albulawn, trees, etc.; everything In excellent
querque Dairy Association. Phone 851.
terma If desired. Phone
condition;
FOR BALE Fresh buttermilk and cot- H77-- J.
tage cheeee; also fresh milk In gallon
lots.
AUTOMOBILES
Bwayne's Dairy, phone 1915-FOH SALE Chicken sandwiches, Plg'n FOR SALE Ford, truck, enclosed body;
in
cream
the
Whistle candles, best Ice
Phone 420.
city. We deliver free. College Inn, WILL TAY CASH for used cars. 224
phone 241,
North High. .
Selected strictly fresh
FOR BALE
SALE Good Ford truck. Inquire
white eggs at market price; deliveries FOR
710 North Thirteenth.
Address F.
Wedpesday and Saturday,
EXPERT Radiator
W. D., care Journal.
Repairing. O. K.
Kheot Metal Works, 216 North Third
SEND a genuine ttAVAJO RU'3 r
5
Bulcfc louring
BALE
car;
PILLOVy" TOP home for FOR
first-clas- s
Co.,
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Christmas; bargalnsyat 1005 East Cen
1419-city.
tral, phone
FOR BALE One large heater, (15; three- - FOR BALE Bulck light six, first-clas- s
1616 North Third, phone
condition.
si
quarter oea. so. do; two rocxers,
chairs, library table, center table. 1779-s
I to
FOR SALE Some exit a good used cars;
urano, near Nortn atumerry.
Auto Co., 608
easy terms.
Mclntosl)
BUTTER Ask your grocer for Albu''
qucrque Dairy Association butter; If West Central.
at
call
can
not eupply you,
FOR SALE 11)20 sport model Nash.
your grocer
1
the dairy,
North gecond.
chesp for cash. Apply Central Auto
PLAYER piano for a Xinas gift, with and Machine Works.
sale
cheap; Liberty FOR KALE Dodge touring car, good
thirty records, for
or
bonds taken; terms to responsible party.
condition, bargain. Phone 1612-114 South? Edith aftsr 6 p, m.
or 12!2 West Central.
Phone lOlS-Jcushions
arch
SPOTS
exceland
In
FOR
SALE
Heel
SOFT
Oldsmoblls six,
lent condition; a bargain; cash or
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
troubles. $1. Plantar Arch Supports. Thos. terms. 1304 West Central, phone I4S8-F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central. FOR BALE
Will sell Chevrolet touring
car reasonable, or will trade for Ford
FOR SALE Fine apples, by tlio bos;
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Arktnsaw runabout. J0 South Broadway.
Black, Ganos. Ben Davis, Wine Sapps.
FOR SALE Ford light truck, (160; one-to- n
or call Wm. Dolde, 705
Phone 1628-Ford truck, (300, worm drive; 6
South Broadway.
116
(660.
light Bulck, (60; Bulck
weeks
six
West Gold.
FOR SALE Fox terrier pups,
g
stock, won see Mcintosh auto company for
old, from
marked; ready for delivery Christmas.
used tires, all slzas, used parts; MaxPricea (II and (20. Address N. W. Mo- - well, Studebaker,
Reo and Chalmers cars.
Kellor, Jemes Springs, N. M.
608 West Central.
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
WANTED USED CARS
GOOD for ail kinds of roofs, $1 per galFAY CASH for used cars of ny
lon. The Mazano Co., 110 South WH
maka,
regardless of condition. Vladuot
.
Waanut, phone 1834-JTry a built up Garage, 600 South Second,
root, will last as long as the building.

FOR SALE

That Christmas

fine

MENTALS V R O M ALBU.
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Got Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. TOCNO & CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Phone FOR SALE

ArnCs

h

THAT

YOU MAKE PRICE
A fine ranch, 13 acre., all kinds
2
fruit, alfalfa,
house,
miles from postoTCice, $8,500. i)
acres all cultivated, a bargain. 2

3"4--

FOR PALE Rt. Bernard dog. Inquire
108 East Silver.
TRY BODDY'S MILK. BEST IN TOWN.
Phnne 2413-RFOR SALE Ono Wing & Sons' piano,
si -- a. rnone me.
FOR KALE Guaranteed
Navajo rugs.
90S j,.i,th
FOR BALE Baby carriage and sulkey
819 North Second.
FOR BALE A cook stove. 1108 East
Urand, near Mulberry avenue.
FOR SALE Fresh corn-fe- d
pork; halves
ant nunrters. pnone isos-w- .
FOR SALE Cement blocks, cheap. 68
South Walter, phone 2314-FOR SALE One (T,00 diamond ring; will
ecu cneap. 117 Houtlt nrst.
FOR BALE Youth's overcoat; a bargain.
715 East Gold, phone 1014-FOR KALE One first-clas- s
piano, allght-l- y
used; a bargain. $225. l'hone 100.
DENVER POST delivered at your door,
65c per month.
Phone 1949-FOR SALE Cheap. Hawnllan guitar with
en
and attachment. Phone 2185-NAVAJO RUQS Positively at cost. 117
North Mulberry, phone 1730-FOH KALE Winter
dog house, two
710 Weet
pairs new feather pillowa.
Lead.
FOR BALE FLEMISH Olants and Belgian hares, hutches, etc (09 West
Lead.
FOR BALE Vlctrola. cabinet size, with
803 South
sixty select records, (75.

1833

js

Jl'ST Tfii: TIMK

Realtor,

FRUIT TREES
SHADE TREES AND ORNA-

Miscellaneous

"Sarguin"

rhone

Silver.

to suit.

J.

S. Third.

Ki Fast

HOME

FOURTH WARD
REAL CLOSE IN

$8,500,00
on

Wnrttt of lots
ensi Sliver, .iear
HIGHLAND PARK the past month.
A few choice
lots left
3500 and up on easy terms.
3. A. IIAMMONTi,

rhonc 410

211 West Gold.

"

II

SOLD

When easy payments will buya
small cosy home, well worth
the money. Why not have a
home of your own?
Instoad of saving rent receipts,
save money nnd before you
realize It your homo will be
paid for.

J, D, KELEHER,

HOMEY nOME.
East Silver, new, well built, Four-roobrick
porchfive rooms, basement,
furnace, es, modern, built-i- n sleeping
dining room
built-i- n
furnished
features;
ready and kitchen features; garage,
to move in; good terms, and lawn, shade,
a fine location.
Priced to sell, $4,200. Terms.
priced to move it.
J. r. GILL, Ren! Estate,
R. McCLUGHAN, Realtor
rhono 723-115 S. Second.
204 W. Golfl"
Phone 442-- J

110

,

!!!!!

To Rnebnndsi

on

DIEKMANN REA1TT CO.
l'hone 670.
809 West Oold Avenue.

Insurance
108 S.

eOfl--

FOR RENT
Full

$1,250
$1,550

459--

Realtors.
116 W. Gold.

Phone 2b2.FOR RENT Two-roohouse. 140 J Virginia boulevard.
FOR RENT Strictly mudcrn
HELP WANTED
furnlshid h .use. 419 West Coal.
FOR
RENT
Male.
four
Furnished house,
rooms and bath. 425 West Santa Fe.
FIRI3MEX, BRAKEMISN, beginners 1150,
rour-roolater $250 monthly. Write Railway, FOR FiENT
house, at 32B North Fourth.
care Jnurnnl.
Sr. Eaa- Man to sell pressure cookers terdny.
WANTED
on the payment plan. Address H. C. FOR KENT
Cottage In highlands. ApFOR RENT Rooms
TV., care Journal.
ply room 24, A. Armljo building, phone
739-EMf'I.OYMK.N T OFFICE We furnish all
RENT Kocin.
ftlK
kinds of help. Try our service. 110 FOH RENT Burnished four-ro'v- u
mod- FOR RENT
Largo furnlshsd front ro fi.
ern bungalow.
Fotith Third, phone 354-Call at 1015 S'.uth
414 West Oold.
Edith.
biwith
extra
WANTED
tjotb
Twenty
FOR
RENT
Nice
newly furnished rooms.
Five-roo24
and 26; FOR RENT
unlur-niehecycles, needed for December
house,
115 Uj West Old.
leave name and address at Western Un- with range. Apply 21 North
FOR
RENT
iseverai unfurnished rooms.
.Mon Office.
Walnut.
124 South Edith.
WANTK1
Ten steel workers; also one FOR RENT Nicely furnished cottage,
on a corner; not modern.
Two rooms for light house
901 Bouth FOR RENT
hoisting enfrlneer at Gallup, New Mexi- aV
co.
Walter.
For Information write Worden
keeping, close in. 409 West Iron.
Wisconsin.
Allen company, Milwaukee,
FOR RENT Five-roofur- FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
bungalow,
WANTED
A Spanlslwipeaklng salesman
en west., silver.
at
nished, 125 i r month. Call 2384-sick; no ennoren.
for general mercandlse store, out of 1911 South Edith.
FOR
RENT Nicely furnished
front
town; transportation, room and good sal- FOR RENT Five-rooroom,
modern house.
adjoining bath. 311 West Iron,
Expert
ary. Apptv Monday morning.
Et)4
South
Walter
furnished,
Inquire
FOR
Two
RENT
rooms
furnished front
Service Bureau, 221 West Gold, Albu- 614 East Santa Fe.
for light housekeeping. (09 South
querque.
FOR RENT Small
house for
Frmnta
light housekeeping or batching o.uar-ter- s. FOR RENT Furnished room with priviH03 South Arno.
W A S T E D Cook. Apply 809 West Copper.
lege of parlor; garage available. Fhone
FOR
WANTED
RENT Several cottages, furnished. 1714-J- .
collar
Experienced
girl.
35. S40 and 145, on car line. In125,
Laundry.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished eleeplng
1218 South Edith.
room, close In; steam heat. 117 Sf .
WANTED
Salesladies, Spanish speaking. quire
FOR RENT New cottage, two rooms, Third.
US South First.
porch, water, ready December 23, 114 FOR RENT Suite of sitting room, bed
WANTED
Waitress. Apply Presbyte- month.
1R06 South Edith.
room and bath; steam heated,
rian Sanatorium,
los
WANTED- - Girl for general housework. FOR RENT Three, four and five room South Fourth.
apartments and houses; some
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; also canApply a?8 .North Thirteenth.
steam heat, W. H. McMU.lon, 20 Wst
ary birds for sale, 218 South Walter,
WANTED
Maid for general housework. Oold.
phone 1667-- J,
Apply mornings, 823 West Copper.
FOR KENT
Unfurnished four rooms. FOR RENT One nice large room for
WANTED
Woman for general housebath, basement and two porches, at
housekeeping, for lady employed. 517
work; must be good cook. 705 West 1201 East Copper. Inquire at 210 North West
Silver.
Lead.
Cedar, phone 2378-VOR
RENT Sleeping rooms for gentleA good girt for general houseWANTED
FOR Rent Three-roofurnished house.
men
employed, 18.00 up; no sick. 118
work.
Mrs. J. E. Johnson, 431 Luna
sleeping porch and bath, at 201 Sou.n West Sliver.
boulevard.
Edith; will be vacant December 13. In- FOR
RENT Nicely furnished room, outW ANTED
Girl to wash dlshjs nnd do quire 224 South Edith.
side entrance;
also garage; no sick.
five-roohousework; must speak English, ell MODERN
house, garage. 1116 North Second.
South Broadway.
four-rooFourth ward; three
and
WANTED
Second girl to assist In care houses, highlands or lowlands. Rollln B. FOR RENT Two furnlshsd light house814 West Oold.
keeping rooms; no children. 116 North
of Infant,
Mrs. S. J. Lewlnson, 806 Cluthridge.
Walter.
Luna boulevard.
FOR RENT Unfurnished
house of five rooms with large lot, at FOR RENT Single rooms and light
WANTED
Girl to do housework, nb. tt
418 West Atlantic avenue: very handy tn
housekeeping rooms. Imperial Annex,
two hours per day. See Mr, Richardrailroad employes,
son, lo to II Store.
city Realty Co., 207 First and Central.
Gold
687.
West
g
FOR RENT One room for light
phone
A cook In a family of four;
WANTED
for gentleman. Address P. A.,
Mrs. D.
good wages to right party.
Care
Journal.
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
FOR RENT Three, four-roomodern FOR RENT Two front rooms for llgnt
WANTED
Young ladles to mka r.rdels
$30 each; one two-roohuuso
houses,
no children. (08 West
housekeeping;
for beautiful
medallions; go d pav. with glassed-i- n porch, $20;
and Sliver.
Call mornings, BOS North Seem 1.
9
glassed-i- n
located
(18;
porch,
room
DESIRABLE
for gentleman, adWANTED
Reliable girl for ge leral South Arno, Call at this address or phone
210
joining bath, outside entrance.
housework; good wages. Apply Mrs. Gilliam, at 1828 J.
North
Walter.
Albert Stern, 1123 West TUeran.
g
FOR
RENT
Furnished
light
month
EARN BOARD Room and 110
room tor lady, (10 a month.
while attending school; catalogue free.
405 South Edith.
Mackay Business College,
0t, South FoilFOR SALE Furniture
FOR RENT- - Two furnished rooms for
Main, Los Angeles.
SALE FurriTtuieT"QgXbedi
reasonable; adults;
light
-MexKn
New
WANTEP Ladles all over
springs, tables, everything. Call at 1005 no sick. housekeeping;
61S South-Arn- o.
to take orders for my medallions; good South Arno.
and
FOR
RENT
glassed-l- n
Room
sleepme
Write
for particulars.
pay.
Harry FOR SALE Heating stove, dresser, bufing
gentleman only. 224 South
Second,
Rea, 605 North
Albiqu 'rqa,
fet, kitchen cabinet, library table, sani- Walter.porch,
2272-Phone
New tex!co.
tary cot, two rockers, book ctfte. 411 FOR
RENT Two unfurnished n uns, nue
.
West Marble.
block off Mountain road;,' re&jnab!c.
FOR SALE Two
tables, two Call at 1051 North Eighth.
library
'UH SALE
Oarage, best location In
dressing tables, two heavy leather arm
town.
Phone 879.
chairs, one kitchen table,' and several odd FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
FOR KALE--Smbusiness, and will rent chairs. 405 West Central.
110 Bouth Walnut. ,
FOR SALE
One bedstead, mattress and children.
building. U. F. T., care Journal.
springs, sanitary couch and pad, gas IMPERIAL ROOMS Floe, clean rooms;
FOR SALE Small grocery and five-rooratee
arm chair; all tn good condition;
by day or week. Over Pastime
dwelling. Call at 31 South Seventh. range,
never used by sick. 207 North Arno.
Theater. 211 H West Central.
FOR SALE A meat market; everything
porch and two
Dressers, chiffonier, child's FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
complete. Call at 1105 East Central, FOR SALE
desk, Morris chair, wardrobs, china
airy rooms; board across street. 114
phone 765-1886-used
North
cabinet
stock
of
and
good
Maple,
phone
complete
FOR SALE One of the best business furniture, priced right. 825 South First.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room and
1$ South
properties In Albuquerque.
114
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hatat of- FOR SALE Suitable for Xmaa gifts,
sleeping porch adjoining bath.
Phone 2278-Ivory dresser, chiffonier, child's rockerri North Edith.
.
fice.
few nice pictures, three layer sleeping FOR
RENT Two furnished
upstairs
FOH
SALE
oonfoctlonary bag, Roman bench, fine brass bed. 119
rooms tor light housekeeping; lights
shop, handling high-grad- e
goods; good North Elm.
snd water paid. 806 West, Coal.
location; low rent. Address Shop, care
Journal.
FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms,
with sleeping porch; lights and water
automobile
SALE Established
FOR
FURNITURE FOR SALB
specialty business; will take $7,600 to A FEW MORE PIECES f mahogany fur- and use of bath, (28. Phone 1611-Box
write
handle. For full particulars
niture left; handsome dining eulte, ELCl.N HOTEL Sieeplna rooms ana
15, care Journal.
housekeeping apartments, by the day
beautiful mahogany bed, beautiful settee
FOR SALE At a bargain, five second- and chair. House also for sale. Mrs, Mar-goll- s, week or month. (08 Vt West Central.
hand pool tables and one billiard table.
702 North Fifth.
,
FOR
RENT Two
nice unfurnished
In first-clas- s
condition; also one twelve-foo- t
rooms with bath and large sleeping
soda fountain, A- -l condition. In
West Mountain Road. Phone
IK
porch.
S02-quire at 125 West Silver.
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
BUSINESS FOH RALE Old established
FOR RENT Well furnished Iront room,
mercantile business, located on rail- TURKEYS. Milk and
steam heated, hot and cold wato.--, also
grain fed. Poproad. Will sell for value of Improvements
miu-rtgarage; no sick. (11 West CoaL phone
iaruairy rarm, pnone
Good reason for selling. If Inalone.
1102-terested In good-slie- d
proposition, ad- FOR SALE Choice milk and grain fed FOR RENT
Nicely furnished room for
turkeys, ducks and chickens. Fhone
dress postofflce box 838. Albuquerque.
1870-gentleman; steam heat, bath, adjoin421 South
In.
close
Phone 1751-DRESSMAKING
WE BUT POULTRY AND RABBITS f ing,
Third.
all kinds, rhone 852-(01 South
sew-- ,
children's
WANTED
Dressmaking;
WOODWORTH
Newly furnished, nice,
Broadway.
Ing specialty. Mrs. Baker, phone
clean rooms and housekeeping apartFOR SALE Entire stock puro brod S. C.
or month. (12
week
pleattna Williams- Mllments,
by
day,
R. I. Reds, breeding pens r singles;
linery. zoo Boutn uroaaway, pn. iii-j- .
also a fine lot of bronze turkeys. Mw. South Third.
2418-Jmen's
also
FOR
Two
furnished rooms
well
RENT
neatly
shirts,
DltUSSMAKlNU,
H, B, Watklns, phone
...
with
for light housekeeping,
large
done; reasonable, 809 West Iron, phone RED POULTRY
YARDS
Thoroughbred Bleeping
ll74.
;
electrio
lights and gas;
porch,
S. C. R. I. Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
PLEATING, accordion, side and box; cockerels, pullets, hena and pens for breedi- no children. 410 East Centrgl.
N. Crane, 116 North ng.
mall orders.
411 West Atlantic phone 1482-FOR RENT Nicely furnished large, well
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 314. FOR SALE All kinds of nice young
heatel bed room hot and oold water
no sick. Phone 1174.
DRESSMAKING
Young
hens, reasonable; also springs, ducks, In room; close In;
West lym,
80'
reasonable.
ladles' dresses a specialty;
302 South
geese, turkeys. Fhone 852-M4ss Balclruck, 300 H West Central, phone Broadway.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished front
694-bed room, In private home, bath adBABY CHICKS
HATCHING EGGS
furnace heat; employed gentleFIRST-CLAS- S
joining,
work
anl
y
FROM our
dressmaking,
White Leghorns.
style guaranteed; also hats designed,
Chicks (20 per 100; eggs (19 per 100. man; no sick. DOt ' West Marquette,
trimmed and remodeled; Prices reason- - R. I. Reds that are real Reds. Chicks phone 15S4-Ithle. Phone 2001-M- .(32 per 100; eggs, (14 per 100. Hatch; off
PAINTINtCT'APERING ..
each Monday and Thursday. Parcel post
PAINTING
prepaid. Mesilla Valley Hatchery, Mrs. WHEN considering painting, paperhang-In- g
V.
M.
H.
N.
Bnndy. Las Cruccs.
WH:;N YOU consider painting, plions
or kalaomlnlng, call 214, or call at
1547-estimates furnished free; all
207 East Central, for Hanson A Powers,
CARPENTERING
work guaranteed: no Job too largo.
first-clapainters and paperhangers;
THE ODD JOB MAN. we guarantee all our work; no Job too
FOR RENT Office Rooms PETTIFORD
big or too small.
kind of work Fhone 1672-- J.
KENT
office, steam WANTED
Attractive
Odd lobs carpentering, palnt-In- g
furnished.
water
FOR RENT Ranches
and
heat.' light
and roof repairing. Phone 146H-Wright building, opposite postofflce.
FOR
RENT OR SALE Eighty-acr- e
BUILDING,
alterations, repairing; la-Foil BBNT three very desirable office
house, seven miles
jobs or smalt) work by contract "T by
ranch, four-roorent
nd
will
rooms light, heat
east of town; fireplace, water and telethe day; 'careful mechanics and reasonwater;
whole. A. B. Mllner, able prices; work guaranteed; estimates phone. Call at Hot East Central, phoae
separstely or
... .... J65-w r
,
free. Call 17B5-... ... .
.
313 'i Wes
Contra!, phone 23.
r

in

Strei

iSl'NOALOW
This Is a swell home for that
or New Year home.
It's loonti d In the Fourth ward
hlock off cnrlino raved streets,
etc. Look what It is for only
$3.8f.O:
Four rooma, three'
porches, fireplace, built-i- n
sidewalks, shade, etc.
Kasy terms. Let's show you It
today?
Chrl.-tmr-

Phone

A. FLEISCHER, Esalltoir

Kleventh

Ann voir i.ookivo for
A I'il WIF OK A NEW

TOR SALE

Insurance

North

0G

den srll, well and ditrh water,
eloi'trio lights, eto. Easy terms'.
Its wo:-tl- i
tlio low price.

120 S.
frame cotta.e, sleeping
furnished, corner
porch, completely
lut; highlands, one block from Central avenue; terms.
$8,000 One of the finest home! on East
Silver avenue; seven rooms and bath;
extra fine sleeping porch; full base-mon- t;
hot water heat, laundry, fine
electrical equipment, good garage vita
servant's quarters.

--

for a Rood three-roohouse
on a 1ft loiixioo feet, fine gar-

Ackerson & Griffith,
13,100

TIE NT
l'VIr.
LOOK AT

QVIT
1

FOR RENT

D,

ie

floors

Rood

GOOD FRAME ITOtSE
LocatPd close In, in the High- has 6 rooms and glassed
rnds;
porch; is arranged so
can be used for two families.
make a very comwill
This
fortable home, or can be used
as a home and Income property.
furSome very desirable
nished and unfurnished houses
and apartments in all parts of
the city.
Tell us what you want we
may have It.

HONEST TO
GOODNESS HOME
P.uilt fur a home lss than a
year ntro, rut must sell now.

l.7n-,T-

FOH

lu

frtsh

in ilk

A

WANTED

Miscellaneous

L'ULUw

feed.

lJOunt

CAN ACCOMMODATE

Kat.

Theme

Oold.
FOH

escent.

J?Btiu

,

after

cu

kiii,;

bull
I'lione
pup.
6 p. m.
ami mTving lilnnui'i and

S' OVES i'OUSHED fan if ,el up.
Co., phone 471.
HAULING of all kinds dona,
nn, phone 18J0-M- .
Kecoinl-h- a
WANTED
ml electric range,
In gond coii'lition. l'hone 21 7a-GOODSuN
& CO.
CleauliiK paper and
cleaning kalsomlno, waxlni? floors; all

work guaranteed,

l'hone 6.14-SCA VENO EH AND
0 EN E It A U II AH
Itcasonahle rates. R. A. Griffith.
72a East Iron, phone 23K9-K- .
WELDINGANDCUTTING"
of metal;
alao weltlem" supplies and carbide for
sule. IV M. Kleel Ci.. Inc.. phone 1947-W AN TED
KecondhiiriG
and
furniture
trunks. Wo buy everything in household gtiods,
Max's Bargain Store, 315
South First.
Phone 858.
MAX BARGAIN
BTOHE, at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
ST. S.
furniture. Phc-nHUG CLEANEUS
MATTRESSES
renovated, f 3

DO
and up,
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
Redding Co., phone 471.
EINISH ING It Is
BETTEK 1JOKAK
better. Heturn pottage puid on mail
ordors. The Barnum Studio. 219'i West
Central, A Ibuquerque, N. M.
CLEANING PAPEU and kalftorntne, waxing floors, house and window cleaning,
and all kinds of repair work; wrk guar
nnteed. .John Ooodson, phone fill 4 J.
WILL GIVE PIANO atorage and excellent care In private home; family of
Can Rive thoroughly
only two adults.
satisfactory local references. Address S.
.T. B., care Journal.
WANTED
Careful Kdak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisRend your finishing
faction guaranteed.
to a reliable, eetablished firm. Hanna
A Hanna, Master Photographers.

ALBUQUERQUE-

WINDOW

CI, K A NINO

CO.
Windows cleaned and floors
scrubbed; stores, offices and houses
rates and honest
cleaned; reasonable
work.
Postofflce box 101, A. Gramme;
leave your calls American Groceryr phone
252.

BUY AND WET
SUNSHINE
BOUGH
We are ready to do that washWASH
ing you dread. We guarantee our work,
7fto
because it Is all handwork.
7flc for 15 pounds rough dry; 4c each ad-

ditional pound; GOc, 15 pounds wet wash,
So each additional Tund,
.inft. ,g
NT
"FOR-RE-

Apartments

FOR KENT Housekeeping apartment,
North
furnished; no alek.
FOfFreNT Nicely furnished three room
21 C
apartment, with piano; no j1
West Iron.
FOH' RENT Furnished, two rooms, bath
and S large sleeping porches. JUT
East Silver.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms, for
light housekeeping; adults; nc tick.
724

South

Second.

FOR RENT Three furnished housekeeping rooms; also two rooms and sleeping
porch. 1004 Forrester.
FOR It 12 NT Two rooms with tath,
for t'.ght housekeeping. 607
South First,
quire Savoy Hotel.
s
Two
and sleeping
FOR REN
porch, unfurnished; private entrance;
"08 North Walnut.
no small children.
FOlTTiENTSunny furnished npnrfmcnt
of four rooma and private bath, with
4Ui
South
two screened
porches.
Seventh.
furnished apartFOR RENT Three-rooment, hot and did water and steam
heat; light and telephone- paid. iZl Sou Hi
Broadway.
FOR RENT New ruinlshea
half hlock from Central avonui car
Una. Call 1SU Fnft Central, Woodlawn
Apartments, or phono 1S7S-FOR KENT Furnlbhed three rooms.
private bath and sleeping porch; heat,
water and light furnished. Apply 1005
West Central.
FOR RENT Nice four-rooapar'.ment;
Iota of sun; fireplace; modern in veiy
way; close In, highlands; very reasonable
rent. Phone 024-FOR KENT Three rooms and Bleeping
porch, completely furnished; one and
one-hablocks from postofflce; no sick.
Inquire 703 West Silver,
FOR RENT Apartments furnished complete for light housekeeping, Including
lights, heat and gas. 215 North Seventh,
MONEY TO LOAN
rane Apartments, phone 214.
watches'dia-mnnds- , FOR R KNT
MONEY "To""LOAN-6- n
Two rooms furnished for
guns end everything valuable.
light housekeeping; porch and all con
Mr. B. Marcus, til South First.
veniences, five minutes from Central, on
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches car line, $30. Call afternoons, 702 North
and gold jewelry; liberal reliable, con- - Third,
fldentlal Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. 1st.
LOST AND FOUND
CONFIDENTIAL losns nn jewelry, die
' monds watches, Liberty bonds,
plan is, LOST 15 bill'und llo bill un South Bee- automobiles. Lowest rates. Rotbman's
5.
Phone
ond: finder may have
117 South First.
Bonded to the etate. 1052-LOST Typewriting manual, with name
PERSONAL
Mayrea Whitley lnsids. Please leavs
.
at Journal office.
BARBEJt For private homes. Ph. 1421-- J,
to learn conversational LOST Little white splta pup. answers
DO YOUTWANT
to the name Fluffy; reward; return
Individual Instruction. See
KpanlahT
native teacher, 415 North Sixth.
1528 West Mountain road, phone 1474-LOST Check No. 360.064, on Bank of
WANTED Salesmen
"Commerce, Correo, N, M., n the name
WANTED Baleaman, a practical house- of Manuel Mares Rlto; 13 reward If rehold article, liberal commissions paid. turned to XranquUlno Jurumtllo, Correo,
Ill Harvard avenue. Geo. D. Albright,

me lady convalApply t'asa do Oro, 013 West

It KNT Room and sloepln
porch
with board. Jla Stanford, Unlve.miy
HrlKhts.
FOH
RENT Hoom and board, with
a
board. 410
steeping porch:
East Central.
FOH RENT Large furnished room with
table board; rates for two people. 217
outii f ourth
JAMlTfcO.VS RANCH Ideal location for
few reservations
now
liealthseekers;
available.
Phone 2238-.- I.
F ft RENT linoin ana sieeplna porch!
vlth board for convalescent? ; gentlemen only; private home. Phone 2148-W- .
HOME BOARDING
HOUSE Nice, warm
sleeping rooms; good home cooking.
904 South Third;
short walk from station.
FOR RENT
porches, with board, for convalescenis.
M. a, Heed, 612 South Broadway,
phone

52.

F1

eMLlBl

fr.ime,
)IU;)iInii(lM,

$1,31)0;

furnished,

$200

caBli

a month.
Three-rooand bath, new
furnished house, Raraire: High
ldofk
half
from street '
lands,
car, f3.i;U0; $500 cash and $6.1
a month.
Two ndnhe houses on on IC
near shops, $1,400; $100 cash
and $1!5 a month.
New
frame house.
Rood lot, $800; $100 cash anu
'
a month.
s
Three-rooframe house,
close in, S1.C50; $50 cash and
$20 a month.
New throe-rooframe house
with sleeping porch, furnished!,
$G0O cash
$1,500;
Highlands,
and $Ti0 a month.
Fine corner .lot with
framo shack, $600; $400
cash and $20 a month.
modern
adobe
house, plastered inside and out,
$250 cash and $25 a
$1,250;
month.
KEAIi ESTATE EXCHANGE,
doit West Copper,
and

$:SU

two-roo-

two-roo-

m

Two-roo-

MIHAMONTES-ON-T1IK-MKS-

SANATORIUM-HOTEL- ,
for tubercular
convalescents; graduate nurse In attendance: rates by the week or month.

A

Call Z 40
HIJHlilTvATIONS

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

1'iiiNr IS.
may now be had ot sH
John's Fanatorlum (Episcopal): rates, JOHN W. WILSON,
$17.Ei0 to 925 per week; Includes private
Attorney.
o mt IS. 17 and 19. Cromwell Butldlnf.
room with sleeping porch, connected to
bath and toilet; medical care, medicines,
Phone 1153-general nurslnir; excellent meals, tray
I'lllMfl.H AMU HI KfiEONi.
service; no extras. All rooms have steam
heat, hot and cold runnlnc water. Hev. l)U. 8. I.. I!i ItiON,
Olrit'UNes
W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent,
nf tile Stnraarli.
Phone
491.
Pulte, 9. narr.ett tBulldlns;.
lrt. 8. C. ( I.AKliK,
WANTED Position
Smo and Throat.
Kyn,
Burnett UuI'iIItik.
Pboa III. .
VANTjL Washing unU Jrunuiff tu tuko
Ofillouro
hom. 105 Efint Coal, phnne 15'15-B
a.
1!
to
to
stid
m.,
t
p. m.
WANTED To prune your fruit
ftrst-Has- a
work guaranteed,
rhone IK. nMltfrViriFUTttKltiHT,
1423-Office Or;int 1:1,1b., ltnom 18. Phona
Slkes,
K 1st Central
rteI!uncc
WANTED A niirhUe-fltfTe- 1
woman for a
Phnno 671.
little light work in exchange for room,
nrnrxl Central Hotel.
W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and
.
WILMAM9 & ZANO,
keep booki.
Practice ' hulled to
7H1-ronm 8 MHInl hulldtnff.
Phnn
CEMTO - riU .AKY DISEASES
Nl'RSK wants position, nursing and keep- AM) IMSEVSi:s OF THE SKIN
In Connection.
ing house for Invalid or healthaeekrr; W ii.i?rm;in i.lior'tnry
two years' experience
In hospital. Ad
Citizens Bank I'.lii,?. l'liono 886.
drosn 224 North Sycamore.
AMICHlCAN
WIDOW wants laundry to
CHIROPRACTORS
do at home; SO cents rough dry; one
a
1302 South
dollar per dozen finished.
rhlrnprnctor.
Hith.
19
nnd 20 Armijo liuildla.
MEN'S furnishings salesman wishes posl
thrn at once; steady and reliable; brst
FCR SALELiyestqclc
rrff rences; first-dns- a
experience.
Max 4.r0, care Journal.
Ki?KPAuJ"'b.-:sAnt's
and frylna;
lb" YOU need an energetic
man
7M WVst Load.
young
r rnlihiU.
In your business and want to help n
SAM-.Milk
(tuals.
chesp; alssj
man (not sickl, who has H3 l'tiit
r
Jt. I. hens anil two roostlocated In town, kindly write Box A. L., ers.twsrty-fu'.iCull nt 11110 Smith Edith.
care Journal.
Two horses, two colts, 100
SAI.K
OF.'ICE position wanted by experienced F(Ut
nnd frond collto dos;, cheap,
accountant, auditor, credit manager; Mr.rhlckt'ns
North Eleventh.
J-Usrrne.
than
rather
high
prefer steady position
lTsAI.ro lTnTTTrotTrabblts; all yjung
salary; In good health and wish to restuck; new hutch. s: will sell reasin- Address Box 450,
main permanently.
Call moruinfs,
Ahle; must Ifava city.
care Journal.
rear 211 West Marquette.
WANTED Healthy younff man dvSii't-mociituiic;
as
auto
electrical
1
of
Missouri
on
head
position
mules,
t'O'l SAI.R
understands motors, generator?, all kind.
ten hi'ad of work horses and mares
of ignition and lighting system; rlr-ence- and twelve head of Holstein and Jersey
718
aaith milk cows, f ir sale cheap or trade. Cows
Albert L. Luckraft.
Arno.
road and Fourth:
at corner of
WANTED Position as store manngur or mules and horses at liell'a Livery Stable.
II45-43.
or
Phone
genor
in
salesman
grocery, dry goods,
eral atore; prefer mining camp or counyears old. in
try town; am thirty-eigTvPEWRtTERS
good health" end have had fifteen yenrs
aa
and
salesman In
manager
experience
and repalrcil. Ribbons fnr very ma
the general mercantile business; can and
Bx
Typewriter
will do anything that la to be done in a rhinp.
Att'Uiuerque
122 South Fmirxb.
store; can ahow clean past record and chance, ptimi Krt3-furnish any references which may be
AddTPHS M. C. K.. care Journal.
CHIMNEY SWEEP

lit

tc

errrt'

FOR SALE
i'OU fiALB Furty-aci- e
four mil' s from city,

Oold.
FOH SALE

Ranches""

VU

ulfalfu rnin:il,
Inquire 400 West

Country home, stucco house.
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
rsnch; in alfalfa and
lights: on
Address Postofflca box J77, or
orchard.
rhone J407-Rsix and (
FOU SALE Ranch,
'
acres, four miles north- - of
three-ronadobe, on ditch, all fenced,
car
W.
McCannas
office,
J. nice,
(1,600.
phone M.T.
FOR SALE Four-acr- e
ranch, two mile
from postofflce, on main ditch; lccKe
chicken
house,
houses, tvol.
garage,
blooded chickens and turkeys; also furniture: terms. Phone 2416-J5- .

MATTRESS RENOVATING

SI'UCI AI.1ZK

and furnaces.
Y. M. C.

A.

in cleaninR chimnsy
Call "Chimney Sweep,"

POI ND SALE.
On Mom'ny, tlie 19th day of
l!)-'at 10:00 a. m.,
l,

in
front of the city hull on North
Second street, I will sell one grey
horse about 17 hands high, weigh
about 1,200 pounds, 1 years old,
branded It on left Jaw, and brand'
ed on' left shoulder.
J. K. OALTTSHA,
City Marshal.
Lltrht la the speediest thing that
exists. It ruf lies onward at th appalling rata cf 186,000 miles a eeo- ond.

ilATTHKSS RENOVATING. tS.il) snd
fluff cleaning, furniture repairing, furniture-packing.
Povu (7J. Ervin Bedding Company,

.

FOE SALE

Seven-roodwelling on East Silver Avenue Modern In'
every respect. Sleeping Porches, Steam Heat; 150 Feet
Will Be Sold at a Sacrifice. Kasy Terms.
Frontage

P.F.-McCAHM- .

Ground Floor

Cromwell

Building.

,

f
Pas Eight
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NEWSPAPERS

FROM TODAY OH

PARIS SUPPORT

candy in
box stock
right. We

iihiiri nnnnniy

Mini

..

1--

Request for Ten Capital
Ships Receives Almost
Unanimous Backing By
Press in French Capital.

87S

Riot of Romance

BRYANT WASHBURN
In Ills Latest mid tirenlest

Comedy-Dram- a

"THE ROAD TO LONDON"
ADDED ATTRACTION
Major Alton Hunt's Thrilling Adventure Flcturu

"CAPTURING LIONS BY AIRPLANE"
Also "FOX NEWS" Topics of the Day
REGULAR

ADMISSION TURKS

wide.

LOCAL ITEMS

France only, asks for a nary
necessary to defend her rights, sit-it
declares, and adds that Italy's Is
uation in the Mediterraean
comparable to France's, and their
should be
fleet
Mediterraean
based on the existing relation.
But, It adds, the difficulty Is In
the resistance Great Britain opposes to submarines, particularly
tho construction of the French
The war established the
supfailure of submnfines unless even
ported by a powerful feet and
barbarif the Germans used them
ously, they still remain one of the
best' guarantees of independence in
the hands of a humane nation.

ELRY

Coal Supply Co- Phono 4 and 5,
J. J. Donley, trainmaster for the
("J. c. & S. F. railroad at Beaumont,
Texas, and wife; A. H. Bierne,
master mechanic for the Santa I'e
railroad at Hodge City, Kan., and
wife; Mrs. Flora Tracy of ("lovl:i.
Mrs. H. I. Ball of Fairfield, la.;
Dan Daley of Topeka. Kans.: W.
at!
R. Hartley,, master mechanic
Raton and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Hockett of El Paso, arrived In the
city Sunday to attend the funeral
of Mrs. J. P. Murray, which will
be held at the Immaculate Con- ception church at 9 o'clock thla
morning.
Phone S418-JAda Philbriok
Mineral Lodge No. 4, Knights of
Pythias, will meet at 8 o'clock to- night. The rank of knight will bo
conferred.
tr. Murray, Osteopath.Mrs.P. 644-Born to Mr. and
George
Downer, 709 West Silver avenue,
a daughter, yesterday.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company,
-

WATCHES

91.

of
Socorro, who have been visiting
friends in the city for the past few
days, left this morning for Salt
Lake City to spend the holiday season with relatives and friends.

Salvation army Christmas
fund
has now reached
This fund has been raised
$120.04.
during the past week. The contributions by days arc: Monday,
$20; Tuesday, $8.16: Wednesday
$9.50; Thursday, $9. SO, Friday,
checss
$6.89; Saturday, $16.44;
sent to headquarters, $23.
Thirty-fiv- e
families,
many of
them with a large number of children, are now recorded by the
army for Christmas cheer.
Kvery penny which goes Into the
kettles or is sent for that purpose
no
Is
There
is used directly.
"over-head- "
It Is exexpense.
pected ,that at least fifty families
will be remembered.
Any person
who knows of a deserving poor
to
asked
is
report lit to
family
headquarters, at the bureau of
and
charity office in the city hall,
Fee If the name Is already on the
lists.
The

kettle

vote all of his time to the affairs of the suspended Santa
Fe bank,' in which his office
was carrying more than $350.-00- 0
of state funds on deposit.
He was accompanied by O. O.
Askren, of Las Vegas, former
attorney general, who has been
retained as counsel. Askren
said the most vigorous and determined effort would be made
to reorganize the bank so that
tho institution
may resume
business. He is not able to
say what the plans are for

if

PROSECUTION WILL
ASK TO REOPEN ITS
CASE AGAINST BURCH

AT REDUCED

kOTHMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
117 b.

First

St.

Phone

01 7

J

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

DEE F. GILL DIES AT
HIS RANCH NEAR HERE

of automobile owners
took advantage of the beautiful day

Hundreds

yesterday and drove up to the
Heights for an outing.
Concrete work was going on under full pressure last week. Over
twenty new homes under course of
construction.
Leverett, Zapf & Co. sold three
lots In the Heights
Saturday to
prospective builders In the spring.

DEATHSAND FUNERALS

Ranches,
Sanches.

at their
after a

(

1

y.9;

9iK

WAf

jm" Vl&fi.

'

,

the

Wf'WWWkJ

Towering

Most

Aston'lsiin

WRTflHTS

Mme. Miura.
Mme. Tamakl Miura, the little
Japanese soprano, who has sung the
o
San, in Madame
part of
Butterfly, with much success, has
just arrived in New York from
Buenos Ayres. She has been away
a year in Europe and South Ameri
ica, and is now on her way to Chicago to join the Chicago Opera
company.
Cio-Ci-

N. R. OFFICIAL WILL
RETIRE ABOUT DEC. 31

YOUTH IS ARRESTED
AS MURDER SUSPECT
(By The

GUYS TRANSFER

TreM.)
Calif., Dec. 18. Robert
Aum-lnte-

Call
Pomona.
Burner, IS, was arrested here
1
and hold on suspicion of mur
der In connection with the death
of Mrs. Catherine Swayn, who was
burned fatally In a fire which de
stroyed her residence last Wednes
day. According to tne ponce, mere
were indications Mrs. Swayn was
attacked and bound, after which
Get Our Prices Before
the dwelling was set on fire.
to-d-

3 7

MONEY TALKS
Tour Christmas

You Buy

JEWELRY.

F. Gill, aged 59 years,
died at his homo near Ranchos do
Atrisco yesterday morning at 3:4".
o'clock. Mr. Gill has lived In Althe
buquerque and this vicinity for here
past twenty years, coming
several
For
years
from Chicago.
he was circulation manager of the
Albuquerque Morning Journal. Ten
years ago he moved to his ranch
south of the city.
He was a member of the Masonic order, holding a membership in
the Chicago lodge. Ho is survived
by his widow and one daughter,
Mrs. Albert Sherer. Tho body was
taken to tho C. T. French parlors
pending funeral arrangements.
Dee

.

F

LAST

ADDED

ATTRACTIONS

AND WATCH VS MOVE
(Moving is our business). Expert piano movers. We satisfy
particular people.
BROWN'S TRANSFER
AND
STORAGIO

Let Us Send a Man

To replace

that broken window

glsss. Albuquerque I.nmher Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

in

"SQUARE DEAL CYCLONE"

WATCHES

and

"CURRENT
REGULAR

2410-R- 5

HARVEY VISITS BUI AND.
London, Dec. 11) (by the Associated Press.)
Harvey, the
George
American
,late last
ambassador,
night visited Premier Briand nt
the hotel where Mr. Briand is stopping in London, says the Times this
morning. The newspaper adds that
and tho premier
the ambassador
were together for some time.

Heavy HaulingEtc.
Sand,

SJ4

Gravel,

ton truck.

Phone

in the state-st-eam
heat, hot and cold
water all outside rooms.
Weekly rates, with or without private bath, $4 to $10 week
Transient rate $1.50 single;
$2.00 double.
With bath $2.60 single anu
douhi $3.00.
Finest

1939--

W

Fresh Lump Lime
Market.

11 M Fl

(CONTINUOUS FERFOftMANCE

FI

El

Bulk Best on the
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouso
Conl Supply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

JOSEPH

COAL CO.

JOHNSON

OUR

WATCH REPAIRING
Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
of tho Santa Fa Time Service

Department.

VANN
Inspector, Sanla Fe R'y.

Watch

Coal and Wood.
Gallup Lump Slf.fiO n Ton
NORTH FIRST STREET.
Phono 388--

7:30 pm

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,
Singer

Cigar
Central

Ninth

and

one block from

Mann Garage.

Silver Pieces of

'213 West Copper.

'

A

Connie-Comed-

y

Frights.

PLACE"

of Woman's Rights and Woman's
Don't Miss a Moment of the
Laugh Campaign
ADDED

ATTRACTION

"The Skipper's Fire Brigade"

Every Description

A TOONERVILLE

Diamond and Platinum
Prices to suit all

NOTICE

ox

By JOHN EMERSON and ANITA LOOS

Fountain Pens

REGULAR

Comedy
PRICES

TO TAXPAYERS
Add-A-Pear-

Taxes for 1921 will be payable
January 1, Delinquent February 1. Five per cent penalty
added 15 days after delinquent.

ls

Dainty and genuine

E.B.SWOPE,

CITY COAL

CANON

Full of heat and satisfaction

Heirloom Silver
lasts a life time

Unexcelled

GUARANTEED COAL

service

blocke

Can Mako Good Terms.
If you are intending to buy
Investigate these first.
821 West Silver. Phone 1019--

Let Onr

4

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home.

GALLUP EGG For the Range and Heater.
SWASTIKA LUMP For the" Furnace.

$11.50 Per Ton

Auction Sale

Order Today- - You may win the Christmas Coal

STATE

COAL

CO.

TUESDAY, DEC. 20, AT 332 NORTH THIRD ST.
SALE STARTS PROMPTLY AT 2:30 P. M.

PHONE 35

Five rooms of furniture to go to the highest bidder. Note the
following articles to be sold:

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Price, $11.25 Per Ton
Least Expensive
Burns Longer
Produces More Heat
Nicest Cedar Kindling, Stove and Fireplace Wood,
Real Gallup Lump Coal
'

rooms

two

"WOMAN'S

$1.00 to $35.00

$2.50 to $35.00

NEW

on North
modern
Maple, half block from Central.

modern,
from Central. .

Showing

Eversharps

Motors to Clean By New Process Guaranteed
Repairs on
all cars. We call for and deliver cars, day or night.
List Your Cars
With is, for Sale.

TALMADGE

that not darning
but the ballot box

Beautiful
"Picard" Gold Ware

WANTED

FOR SALE BY OWNER
These homes are all Las VegaE
Press Brick and built by owner.
modern,

SCHENCK Presents '

M.

CONSTANCE

900

1

Albuquerque. .. 7:45 am
In Santa Fe. .10:45 am
4:00 pm
Santa Fo

Phone 600

TO 11 P. M.)

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
in Albuquerque

1

Treasurer and Collector.

STAGE
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

FROM

LAST TIME TODAY

In

Gold.

HOTEL
ELMS
300
North First.

PRICES

TMBTATB
I
II
ami

n NHItlK

J.

,

Milk and Grain Fed.
Poplar Dairy Farm.

Phone

The Jeweler

EVENTS"

1

2(0 West

TURKEYS

POLO

EDDIE

lrpn.)
8.
Jewelry
Congress
Washington, Doe.
tomorrow
with ac- Just out of the nigh rent district.
resumes work
tion scheduled on only one ImporPostoffice.
tant piece of legislation before Phono Opposite
003-122 S. Fourth.
quitting for the holiday vacation
Thursday nisht. This Is the Dyer
bill, which 'is to be
taken up in the house.

BRASFIELD

W.

J.

FOGG,

(By The. Asmclatert

services
morning.

Call "6

fret

Ann

QUICK SALE

CHAVES Pedro
42,
Chaves.
died last night at his residence,
1841 South Broadway. Mr. Chaves
was a member of the Fraternal Aid
Union, Coronado Lodge No. 907.
He is survived by three sons and
(laughters, besides Mrs. ChavCut out the picture on all four two
es.
body was taken to Crolsides. Then carefully fold dotted lott's The
funeral parlors pending funline 1 its entire length. Then dotted eral arrangements.
line 2, and so on. Fold each section underneath accurately. When
completed turn over and you'll find
a surprising result, gave the
7 8"

BHOP
Second,
Call sod Delivery, ,
.

In the Titlo Role of Tho Golem

Phone

PRICES

SANCHES Horacio
son of Mr. and Mrsj. J. M.
died yesterday morning
residence at Domingo,
short illness. The funeral
will be held Tuesday
Crollott will have charge.

SHOB

f

x

Cent Taxi

Watch, clock and Jewelry repaired.
PADTLLA Mrs. Telcsfora
and English
Swiss
28. died yesterday afternoon American,
at her residence. She Is survived makes.
Phone 917-- J
by her husband' and two children. 117 S. First
Funeral arrangements will be anCrollott Is In
later.
nounced
charge.

tli 8n(b

PAUL WEGENER

CURIOS

Pa-dlll- a.

M7--

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

"GRUEW WRIST

DIAMONDS

Burial will he In Fairview cemetery. Crollott Mill have charge.

CITT KLKCTRIO

(By The Anelnted Pnu.)
T,os Angeles, Calif., Dec. 18.
Tho prosecution tomorrow will ask
The Mama Doll she
and
Its case' talks and Is unbreakable. walks
to reopen
Mandell-Dreyfupermission
Co.
against Arthur C. Burch, on trial
hero charged with murdering J.
Belton Kennedy, It was announced
158 Taxi & Baggage 458
tonight.
Tho witness, whom It lfl sought
to examine, is not that one for
whoso subsequent examination perwhon the
mission was granted
prosecution closed its case late NAVAJO
RUGS
Thursday.
Counsel for Burch said they were Moccasins, Baskets,
ready to proceed with their side of
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
tho trial, which, it has been anTrading Post.
nounced, will Include contentions
imlBlrJ Building
that Burch was Insane when KenOpposite Postoffice.
nedy was slain nnd that he had
nothing to do with the slaying.

LAST TIME TODAY

ss

xvv

--

riion

TO THEATRE

ss

Mandell-Dreyfus-

The Mama Doll she walks and
Mandoll-preyf
Is unbreakable.
'
uss Co.

.

IVIRKS ARE DOWN".
18. Wires beMontreal. Dec.
tween Montreal and Quebec Were
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP.
(By The AHfMioliited rreftg.)
out cf commission tonight as a re215 South Second Street.
St. Paul, Minn., Dec. 18. A. M. sult of tho storm which
swept over
Cleland, general passenger traffic Canada today.
CHINESE MINISTRY,
manager of the Northern Pacificd
railway, will retire from the
WITH
DISSATISFIED
We deliver any size any
business, probably on Decem-,be- r
was announced. lie plans where. Henry Transfer Con
CONFERENCE, QUITS to 31,toit California
for a rest.
go
Mr. Cleland has been connected Phone 939.
Trcw.)
Our New Shipment
(By The
Northern Pacific since
Associ- wilh tho
Peking, Dec. 18 (by tho
The Mama Doll she walks and
No Fuccessor has been se1S91.
Of the Celebrated
Mandell-IJreyfuated Press.) The Chinese cabinet lected, but the
unbreakable.
and
is
name nt A. I). Charl- talks
Co.
resigned today, no ouicuu
at
Portland,
Ore.,
ton,
agent
general
is obtainable.
circles, however, has been mentioned in this
In unofficial
the decision is interpreted in threj
25
ways:
1
As a protest against the reaction-MOTHER AND HER SIX
Gen.
Day and Night Service
Chang
Prompt
arv regime proposed by
CHILDREN CREMATED
Manchuria:
Tsao Lin, governor or Tsao-Li17
n
for
Don't waste money on
tho demand of Chang
(By The AwM.rintrd l'rem.l
material support by the govern-- I
Open nnd Closed Cars.
of unknown quality
watches
the
18.
Mrs.
Dee.
that
N.
confession
S.,
Windsor,
ment, and a
when you can buy "Gruens"
financial situation is. impossible Reuben Johnson and her six fhild-reof solution.
aged from 3 to 16, wore burnat $25, $250 and up
ed to death today In a fire which
As18
the
Dec.
(by
destroyed their home.
Washington,
Dissatisfaction
been called
Mr. Johnson had
Press.)
sociated
(ask those who have one)
car In good
over the progress and the method nway from home a short time beGentlemen's "Gruens"
and
condition.
battery
Top
now
fore to help fitrht a fire nt a
of the Shantung conversations
good. Five good casings. Price
and
He returned to find
going on between Japanese was
Sansee
deal
$200: 'for quick
his own home ablaze.
$25 up to $200
Chinese representatives here
dusky at Alvarado Hotel.
believed bv members of the Chi
nese delegation to have been the WORK TO BE RESUMED
cause of the resignation of the PeSTABLISHED 1883
TODAY
BY CONGRESS
king cabinet.

GILL Dee F. Gill, aged 59 years,
died
yesterday morning at 3:45
KLEIN
WILL
MAURICE
o'clock at his ranch near Ranchos
A
hv his wid
HAVE CHARGE OF THE low kfrln TT ta fliirvtvedMrs.
Albert
and one daughter,
AUTO SHOW PROGRAM Sherer.
Funeral
arrangements CONCERTS ARE HEARD
. .
will bo announced by C, T. French,
OVER WIRELESS AT U
Ma'bHce Klein has been named who Is in charge.
director of the program for the
of
Mariano
LOPES The funeral
1922 Albuquerque automobile show
station at the
Korber wireless
to be held at the armory February Lopes, who died Saturday night nt University of New Mexico last night
23. 24 and 25. Although Mr. Klein his apartments at Alameda, will picked up a concert at Oklahoma
has not definitely made his plans, be held this morning at 8 o'clock City, Okla., also one et Denver,
Burial Colo. Quite a large crowd was on
he stated yesterday that the enter- at the family residence.
tainment would be snappy and will be In Alameda cemetery. Crol-lo- tt hand and enjoyed the long distance
even "surprising."
will have charge.
music.
The 1922 auto show promises to
It Is not contemplated at present
be the largest ever held in New
LENXER The funeral of Rob- to admit the general public, as the
Mexico or in the southwest south ert Oliver Lenner, who died capacity of the wireless plant Is
of Denver. All of the members of Wednesday night at his apartments limited and a large crowd cannot
the Auto Trades' association have on North Seventh street, will be he taken care of. It Is the Inten
entered into the plans and it was held this morning nt 10 o'clock at tion, however, to enlarge and other
thought yesterday by members of Crollott's funeral chapel. Burial wise Improve the station ana it may
the committee that every car which will be in Fhlrvlew cemetery. Rev. bo that later on the public will have.
has an agency in the city will be Green will officiate.
an opportunity to visit. Tms is a
exhibited in one or more models.
on which the
matter, however,
All of the accessory men will coof
funeral
Tim
PMAri.DIXG
board of regents will have to pass.
operate with the show and will Mrs. Pauline Smaulding, who died
have exhibits.
715
The Mama Doll she walks ands
Friday night at her residence,
East Hazeldine avenue, will be talks and Is unbreakable.
3
at
Co.
o'clock
held this afternoon at
the Mount Olive Baptist church.
Funnies
Picture
Moving
will officiate.
C. n. CONNER, M. T. n. o.
j Rev. T. W. Green
The F. M. P. lodge will have
Osteopathic Specialist.
at
the grav. Stern Bids. Tel, 701 J, 2033-W- .
charge of the services

talks and

Santa Fe, Dec. 18. Charles
strong, stato treasurer, has
returned from Mora, where he
has put' his personal affairs in
such condition that he can deU.

Paris, Dec. 18. Several French
newspapers are protesting against
what they term "the misplaced
generosity" of the government In
refunding to Americans when they
return to the United States, the 10
per cent luxury taxes they have
paid on purchases. The newspapers say the government Is giving
away hundreds of thousands of
francs in this way which rightfully
belong to the country.
Americans have read these protests with not a little surprise.
Many who have tried to get back
the total of their luxury tax, have
discovered
the difficulties are
many. The first and most essential demand of the government officials at the port of embarkation
Is that all receipts of purchases
must be presented.
Luxury tnx
concerns women almost entirely
and most of them forget or lose
the receipts.
Those who know of this demand
are comparatively few, so the luxury tax, so far as most homeward
bound Amorlcans are concerned,
usually remains in Franco..

Asmr-inte-

and Mrs. J. II. Hesson.

XMAS KETTLE FUND OF
SALVATION ARMY NOW
AMOUNTS TO $120.04

i

MORNINS JOURNAL!

AT

j

Mr.

f-

TO

rail-Iron-

I

Phone

FRENCH NEWSPAPERS
STRONG WILL DEVOTE
"RAP" GENEROSITY
HIS TIME TO AFFAIRS
BANK
SUSPENDED
OF.
The Anociulrd Freu.)
(FICIAl DISPATCH

Bv The Associated Tress.)

PJITIHE T0DAY
Frisky Force

IN AMERICA AGAIN

Paris, Hoc. 18 (by the Associated
today were
Press.) Nowspapers
virtually unanimous in supporting
Franco'' naval building program, including the request for ten capital
ships. Le Journal says:
"The danger was in allowing the
United States, Great Britain and
Japan, to reach an agreement on
the size of their respective navies
without the nllotment to France
and Italy being fixed."
I.e Petit Journal declared:
disposed
"Anyone who is rishtly ns
a sea
France
will recognize
widein
Immense,
protecting
power
ly separated colonial domains, must
riavt1 a strong fleet."
IHumanite took a different
view, asserting:
"Premier Briand In his speech at
Washington said that the situation
on land was different from that on
sea. He advocated cessation of naval construction because the navies
enemies n
of France s rormer
been destroyed and only friendly
we
powers now possessed them. Ifseas,
have no more enemies on the
hundred
whv should we spend six
or seven hundred million francs In
building battleships?"
The Temp maintains t ranee
need for a strong navy, to Insure
communications with North Africa
and because her Interests are world

Coal and South Walter

Phone

A

rnuuriHivi

2

ROBERT JONES

.....

LET'S GO

pound
sugar and

1--

CRESCENT GROCERY

SIS Marble ATcnce
Phones

II

JAP PRIMA DONNA

(By

Our stores are the places to buy fancy
fancy boxes at a big saving. Our fancy
has just come in. We know it is priced
know the quality is A-- l.
Crystallized ginger in 4 pound and
boxes, Vermont pure maple syrup, maple
large imported Smyrna figs are in.
WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARP

December 19, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

HAIIH

COAL

PHONE

91.

CO.

i

Dresser, chiffonier, beds, springs and mattresses; Wilton velvet
rug, extra large; Body Brussels rug, extra large; rockers, dining table, heaters, oil cook stove, Bide board, kitchen cabinet,
library table, bookcase, commodes, drop head sewing machine,
kitchen safe and many other articles not mentioned that are
useful. Don't miss this opportunity to buy furniture at Aour
own price. Be on hand promptly.
If anyone has odd pieces of furniture they want to put In
this sale, call Gobcr by Monday night.

J.

L. GOBER,

Auctioneer.

;
-

;

TELL IT THROUGH THE CLASSIFIED

